


AMERICA'S GREATEST SHOOTER'S BARGAINS 
$ - 

at.- - ZE GUN OF ZE MONTH 
MAN AUTOMATIC K43 CARBINES 

/ Caliber 8mm Mauser 
rid! And at WHAT a giveaway price. The rare latest model German 
iw and ready for instant use as an ideal lightweight (8 Ibs.) snorter 
s arrives, you can call Ye OM Hunter "Herr lieyer.'3 Produced I; 
Â¥low Original German issue A P T  Aminunitiott only $4.95 per C. 
icent! BUY now! 
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n1 

thl 

n i t  
Yc Old Ifitiifcr i l lus t ra tes all weapons by actual unrctoiichcd PUo, RAREST GERMAN AUTOMATIC RIFLES 
AUSTRIAN MANNLICHER POLICE CARBINES ! 

7.35MM ITALIAN I N  CLIPS.. . . . .$5.95 
Finest u a l l t ~  vecmt dale Issue hall ammo in ORIGINAL 
6 rd. C& a t  the lowest price ever offered. Others sell 
the CliPs alone for more Lhan we sell  the ammo loaded 5 ~;~~e;a;;y;to~~~;;;~l~,,p;;i~;~doAi ihkh;n~zf 
Year's meatest bareain! 

~ ~~~~~.~ 

U. S. KRAM1 I' ONLY $16.95 UP!! 

3 0  (7.65) BELGIAN MAUSER. $5.50 
The collectors and shooters find of the year a t  lowest 
price ever offered! The rarest and most desirable of 
contemporary Mauser rounds available at  last! Pormerly 
::L%I;~ 1 3 s  *:t $ti1:~:"22::~ SC2%"t% :~:vw;:: 
duction!! 184 Gr. Boat-Tailed Bullets. ~ h a k g i v e a w a y .  

30-06 US. COMMERCIAL . . . . $5.95 
iginol US. Krog Long Rifle (Lon9 Tan) 

Wt. 9 Ibs. ONLY 62$ per Ib 
Total Price Only $5.58 

RARE MI883 WINCHESTER .45-70's 

I 
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Â Mathis, Tex. When a four-foot diamond- 
back rattlesnake showed up in his path, Bill 
Moore took dead aim at it with his gun and 
killed it. Bill is all of six years old. Less 
than four feet himself, the boy has been 
toting a gun, under the supervision of his 
dad, since he was three. * *  
Â Philadelphia, Pa. There's a somewhat 
ironical twist in the starting of a new in- 
dustry for inmates of the prison here. They're 
going to manufacture slugs for policemen's 
cartridges. * * * 
4 China, Me. While her husband was out 
on a futile hunt for deer, Mrs. Thelma Mac- 
Donald garnered the venison at home. She 
shot a buck that had wandered into her 
back yard. * * *  
Â Denver, Colo. A burglar phoned police to 
report that he had just broken into a groc- 
ery, explaining that Store Owner Raquel 
Cordova, 62, had dropped in, happened to 
have a gun and suggested he make the call. * *  
Â Melbourne, Australia. Roy Dowsett has 
four eyes going for him when he goes hunt- 
ing. His pet crow goes along and perches 
on the barrel of his rifle as "a sort of for- 
ward observer" while Mr. Dowsett takes aim. * *  
Â New York City. A masher made a big 
mistake when he approached Dorothy Uhnak 
in a subway station. Although only five feet, 
four inches tall, Miss Uhnak is a police- 
woman and told him he was under arrest. 
When he refused to go to police headquarters 
with her, she knocked out the husky 6-footer 
with the butt of her gun. Shortly thereafter 
he was facing the judge. * * * 
Â Milwaukee, Wis. When a stranger drove 
out of his gasoline station without paying 
for a tankful of fuel and three quarts of oil, 
Clifford P. St. John went into action. He got 
into his car and chased the customer 100 
miles, then crowded him to the side of the 
road and held him at gun-point until a 
police car came along. * * * 
Â Steamboat Springs, Colo. Leo Roybol 
wouldn't want it any closer. While out 
hunting, a black bear charged at him and 
bowled him over. Luckily, a companion of 
Mr. Roybol kept his nerve, took careful aim 
and fired. The bear toppled over dead. * * *  
4 Birmingham, England. Two-legged wolves 
on the dark streets are really catching i t  
these days from pistol - packing females. 
Tired of being accosted by ardent males, the 
girls here have begun using water pistols to 
chase them. The pistols are loaded with a 
harmless but evil-smelling disinfectant. 

treated sizing dies and  seating dies with 
crimper a r e  included. Featured is  a 
unique swing-out primer arm. 
Complete with dies, shell holder, and 
primer arm, $54.95. 

... A TRIPLE THREAT 
This new Big 'C" Pacific Combination 
Tool combines power and adaptability to  
handle any job of reloading pistol, rifle, 
or shotgun shells. F o r  one caliber, com- 
plete with dies, shell holder, and primer 
a rm i t  costs $75.45. Automatic feed, 
complete with one tube for  shotgun, rifle, 
and pistol primers, $11.9 5. 

... THE STANDARD FOR 25 YEARS 
The Standard Tool is constructed with 
ample strength for  all  the normal re- 
loading tasks. An economy tool com- 
plete with dies, shell holder, and primer 
arm. $44.95. Automatic primer, complete 
with one tube for rifle and pistol primers, 
$7.00. 

. . .  PRECISE INSTRUMENT DIES 
Dies, rifle and pistol, by Pacific Gunsight 
a re  precise instruments with perfect con- 

c e n t r i c i t y  o f  s h e l l  
body and neck. Every 
s i n g l e  d i e  i s  t e s t e d  
100 % perfect for  di- 
mens ions ,  tolerance, 
and  specifications be- 
fore it leaves the fac- 
tory. Each complete 
set,percaliber,$13.50. 

Pacific Gunsight Co. is now distribut- 
ing F R E E i ts  32 page illustrated 
handbook and catalog for  the  ex- 
pert and amateur. Get one. Glance 
through it. You'll see why expert 
hand loaders have consistently cho- 
sen and recommended Pacific Tools 
for perfect, low-cost ammunition for 
more than 25 years. F o r  a free copy, 
fill in  the  coupon below and mail i t  
to  us. 

' Pacific Gunsight Company 1 2903 El Camino Real 1 Palo Alto, California 

1 Please send me FREE your new handbook ' 1 for handloaders. 1 
I ! 

....................................... Name. 1 
I I 
I 1 Address. ................................ .I. 1 
I I 

......... ......................... I city. state I 

" A ' - I F I C  R E L O A n W G  TOOLS 1 - 
.. ..... PACIFIC L... -.-... --.... -.-J EL CAMINO REAL 



Here they come 
I wonder if 

You will be surprised how 
many "impossible" hits 
you make when you hand- 
load with Sierra Bullets. 
Choose the exact bullet for 
your needs from Sierra's 
complete line of 39. Dis- 
cover what handloading 
can do for you. Write for 
Sierra's FREE brochure, 

* "An Introduction to Hand- 
loading." Dept. 75C. 

I - .  
Ms. 

FOR TARGET OR G A M E  . . . THE NAME'S THE SAME 

JAMES E. SERVEN 
Arms Collector and Historian 

One of my most intrepid friends was a 
U.S. Marshal in West Texas. In his 
younger days he had been a Texas Ranger, 
and always carried a Colt .45 single ac- 
tion revolver when serious trouble loomed. 
This choice of a weapon impressed me 
deeply, for this man had faced death 
many times. Later I obtained such a gun 
from the eminent arms collector, Maj. 
Wm. B. Renwick, and another valued 
friend, Paul Showalter, engraved the re- 
volver and applied a fine silver overlay. 
I treasure this weapon because of these 
associations, and because of its depend- 
able performance, natural balance, and 
beautiful workmanship. 

L T H O U G H  the pic- A ture shows me with an 
Italian Villar - Perosa sub- 
machine gun, my favorite is 
a weapon which I no longer 
have, though I carried it a 
long time. It was a Colt .45 
automatic, the old Model 
1911. When selling out my 
collection of war relics, I 
eventually sold it, too. I 
found this pistol in 1922 
hanging from a hook in a 
dugout once used by Ameri- 
cans, near Chateau Thierry. 
Why it was still there 
puzzled me, but I always 
thought that since it was rel- 
atively soon after World 
War I for snoopers like my- 
self, it could still have been 
where left by the last man 
in the dugout. I took it home 
and on my first tour of duty 

FAVORITE 

COL. GEORGE B. JARRETT 
Chief, Foreign Materiel Branch, APG 

here at ~ b e r d e e n  proving 
Ground-which was July, 1927 as a new lieutenant-I brought along this rusted 
wreck. I had cleaned it enough to make it move, and shot it a few times though 
bore was badly rusted. Here at Aberdeen we fixed it up with new parts to make it 
at least shootable. Then I was faced with my first instruction in pistol shooting, and 
went to it with a will, drawing a pistol from the ordnance company with which it 
seemed.1 couldn't shoot. Then I asked permission to try this wreck of mine- did 
it mainly because I was by then "attached" to the wreck. I promptly shot fairly 
well, and eventually got a Marksmanship badge before I went home. Ever after that 
I could shoot a .45. I didn't carry it in WWII -reason, went out to Egypt sans guns, 
since we left prior to Dec. '41 and were actually "tourists" to the British forces 
well; I mean, no match stuff at all, but jumping tin cans at 20 paces sure, anytime. 
in Africa. So out there I used a captured Luger, which I could handle fairly well. 
Brought Lugar home; in fact, wore it home, flying from Cairo to Washington, D. C. 



P ONTIACS AND PISTOLS mingle in 
this issue, in the story behind our story, 

"He Backs His Claims With Bullets." This 
fast-moving article on gunswift Joe Bodrie, 
Michigan boy, son of a cop, who has chal- 
lenged and beaten at the timer some of the 
"fastest guns alive," is backed up by one 
of the most remarkable action photos ever 
taken. It tells of his career developing into 
a professional exhibition shooter. But as 
we go to press comes word that Bodrie has 
signed with the Pontiac motor car company 
to tour the country and give exhibitions of 
gun skill at your local Pontiac dealer's 
showrooms. As a promotional idea, the tour 
will reflect great credit on, and arouse en- 
thusiasm, for Pontiac's new automobiles. 
But it will also keep guns and gun safety 
before the public. This, then, is the story 
behind the man who will be at your local 
Pontiac dealer's display rooms soon. 

In "Getting Set for Safari," GUNS has 
given you an unusual treat-the opportunity 
to look over Elmer Keith's shoulder as he 
prepares for his trip to Africa. Keith now 
reports he got all of the "big five," elephant, 
lion, rhino, buffalo, and leopard, and we 
will be bringing you accounts of his experi- 
ences with various rifles in the land which 
is almost as important to the outdoor sports- 
man now as the American Frontier was a 
century ago. Going to Africa today is less 
expensive than going west was in the 1860's 
to the average emigrant with his teams and 
wagons bought with gold. Read Keith, then 
visit Kenya or the Congo big game thrills. 

Shotguns score this inning with a double 
header, Col. Busbey's "I Like the Side-By- 
Sides," and the featurette, "Gun of the 
Month." Busbey's zeal in boosting parallel 
doubles is real, and his writing peppery. In 
"Gun of the Month" is an unusual Lefevre. 

Hunting is well represented with two semi- 
technical articles, "Shooting on the Run" 
and "Deer Hunt with Gun Nuts." The first 
tells how to get set for fast-moving targets, 
and how to shoot accurately, and effectively. 
The second jars the reader with its first 
sentence, then draws him into the story by 
its interesting appraisal of rifle choice among 
five Canadian gun bugs who went hunting, 

Unusual this month is the page feature 
for the GUNS Magazine Annual Police 
Award. Look at page 32, then get your De- 
partment to send in its nomination for 1958. 

"How Fast Is A Bullet?" is not exactly a 
how to do it article, but in simple and 
straightforward language Nils Kvale, main- 
stem of one of the biggest ammunition fac- 
tories, tells you how chronograph equipment 
is used to make ammunition better, more 
accurate, more constant and reliable. 

Next month is a feature we had "cooking," 
so close to timing it with world events that 
it scares us. For "Red Guns In the Middle 
East" tells the full story of Soviet weapons 
now used by the new nation of Egypt-Syria, 
and how the arms precede Soviet influence 
in Middle East politics. Timely, up to 'the 
minute, sometimes ahead of world events- 
you'll find this to be the regular 
pattern of reading in GUNS. 

T H E  C O V E R  
This multiple-exposure picture of 
the Bodrie draw merits study. 
Note utter simplicity of stance, 
economy of movement, absence 
of crouch or other "fooferaw." 
And when Bodrie draws ha 
makes more than smoke; he 
makes hits. See him at your 
local Pontiac showroom. 

I N  T H I S  I S S U E  
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T HIS IS a column of handloading tips, so 
let's get down to brass tacks (or cases.) 

Proper case lubrication for resizing is a 
"must." Most commercial case and die lubri- 
mats are good, but household oils are not- 
h t o r e  lanolin is about as good as any. 
Hety little is necessary, but that little is very 
sapcessary. I like to dab some on my left 

finger and thumb, rub almost dry, then 
d I e  each case before putting it in the 
&dl .holder. An excess of grease causes 
dents in the case shoulder, which makes your 
tonmo look sloppy. An unusual new dry hibri- 
"xapit I'm trying out is "Motor Mica," an anti- 
& & o n  powder put out by Scientific Lubri- 
tola Co., Chicago 13, Illinois. 

Unlubricated, a case may seize in the die. 
Then the head may pull off or the case pull 
apart leaving the front end in the die and 
causing no end of trouble. Worse, the 
shoulder of runless cases may stretch slightly, 
unnoticed, or be shoved back a trifle more 
than it should be. Headspace is altered using 
this wrong-dimension ammo, and the situation 
could be dangerous. However, no lubrication 
b needed using tungsten carbide dies for 
straight-wall pistol cartridges. They give 
cases a beautiful, burnished finish, and last 
generations. 

The small steel handles which are sup- 
plied with some loading tools can tire the 
hand for long runs of heavy sizing, so slip 
a length of garden hose over the   handle. 
Lubricate the hose, so it will push on easier, 
by running a cleaning patch saturated with 
glycerin through it. This makes heavy siring 
easy and dresses up the press. Refine i t  still 
more by slipping a bicycle handle grip over 
the hose. Several makes of tools such as 
Pacific, C-H Standard, Echo, and others take 
standard %" garden h o ~ .  

Powder will discolor the plastic hopper if 
left overnight in a measure. To protect the 
hopper, find a piece of dear sheet plastic, or 
ask your photo studio for a blank 5 x 7" 
film. Trim it to size, roll it up and insert 
in the hopper as a protective liner. It can 
be replaced in a year or two when i t  gets 
stained, and your hopper stays dear as new. 

A drop of nail polish or paint will identify 
dies quickly at sight. Use one spot for the 
sizer and two spots for the seater, and 
different colors for different calibers. 

A short length of bar magnet attached to a 
shelf edge make a dandy holder for Alien 
wrenches, small tools, used at  the loading 
bench. Use magnet to short brass and 
steel service cases. 

Scales maintain zero better if kept in one 
spot. One reloader uses thin strips of W 
lumber tacked on either side of the scales to 
keep it from moving. A permanent set-up 
uses a %," bolt through a hole in the center 
of the scale bed and a shelf. Be sure the 
scales are bolted tightly to the shelf. This 
would strain the "bed and cause incorrect 
reading. Always check the zero before setting 
scales for a charge. 

Fully 99% of inaccurate powder weights 
a r e  caused by incorrect scale settings. Any- 
+one Ban easily set the, rider wights to the 
correct numbers, yet once in a blue moon a 

fellow proves he is human and makes an 
error. So, to be absolutely certain of the 
setting, make a "master weight" for your 
most-used charges. Weigh it each time you 
adjust the scales, to check the setting. The 
weights are easily made from thin sheets of 
aluminum or brass, stamped or scratched 
with the number of grains the weight repre- 
sents. It will serve as a permanent check 
against the accuracy of the charge setting as 
wen as the accuracy of the zero getting. 
Zero readings can shift. 

One shooter discovered his new batch of 
loads locked the rifle bolt, an indication of 
high premure. Then he learned his scales 
were set for five grains more than intended. 
A ten grain error might have wrecked the 
rifle. By using the master weight, he could 
have caught the error in time. 

Many people believe better accuracy is 
obtained if all charges are held to within 
l/lOth grain, but my own tests, as well as 
most bench rest records, indicate that a 
slight variation in the powder charge has 
little effect on accuracy. The reason is, no 
two kernels of powder burn exactly alike. 
Most powder measures trill throw rifle 
charges with no more than 1% variation. 

Even laboratory load* that are held to 
1/lOth grain or closer, with every possible 
variation eliminated, will often show a 
velocity spread of 50 feet per second, or 
more. Even when a single case is used for 
extremely uniformity, along with bullets 
that have been weighed and miked, some 
of the group spread at the target is caused 
by primer variation, as well as by barrel 
vibration. 

The "Little Dripper" is handy when weigh- 
ing powder charges, and too cheap to do 
Â¥without The measure is set for a slight 
under charge, which is thrown on the 
scale pan. Then the Dripper quickly adds 
the last few kernels of powder to bring 
the charge to exact weight. Pistol shooters 
can use it h e ,  without a measure, to 
throw light charges directly in the scale 
pan. Sometimes the Dripper "walks" or 
gets moved out of position. Eliminate the 
trouble by putting it in a small, shallow 
jar lid. Fill the lid with melted lead the 
first time you are casting bullets, and the 
problem is solved. 
These tips will make reloading easier 

and even more fun, so let's start fill:. 
ing up that accumulation of hulls. -a 



---- 
for use on the Eastern front This gun was 

the result of intensive research and develo ment by the best 
S T A R R ~ ~  ITEMS IN 5nORT SUPPLY brains in the German ordnance and arms ~ n d u s t ~  and many of 

the features are still ahead of any standard arms in any countr 
MAY NOT BE ADVERTISED AGAIN 161NAL K-43 Nazi Semi-auto r i f le ID-shot mags, $5.95 each. I? 

n 1ne semiim seen n-w laeni~ire i 
matic gas-operated carbine, Cal. 8MN Id5 Mauser. NRA Very Good throughout. pro 

G ~ n d  duced as ttie answer to the deadly Tokerev 

4- GERMAN GEWEHR 41 WALTHER %LAuT' First of the WW I 1  rapid fire gas-operated 

J g German Intense carbines pressure deslgned by Hitier by and Walther the German under 
general staff. Used from the Crimea t o  b Stalingrad and later on the Western front. Cal 8MM Mauser. 10-shot 

Long range calibrated sights. Fine hunting weapon. Most of these guns 
ended up in the U.S.S.R. Collectors will not be likely to see these again. 

AND BOLT ACTION A really rare gun which you may never see 
again. 8MM Mauser. Only about 5000 made. 
Used by just one brigade before new model 

replaced it in 1943. Mauser made and designed. No other combination 
bolt and semi-automatic ever made. 

Slings for above rifles.. . . . . . . . $1.49 each 

AUTO 
A rare find of the famous M96 
GeiminMiuser MilitaryPistoical. 
7.63 issued through WW II. Very high 
velocity. Price Includes 20 Ms. ammo 
free. Additional ammo $7.50 per 100. Some sold 
t o  Soviet Russia. N.R.A. Very Good. 

I 
one month only - to-day money-back guw 
9MM 4" bbl. 
Beautiful exteriors, peppery bores. 
Ammo: $6.95 per 100 rih. 

GUARANTEED 
1 ma HIGH NUMBER 30/06 

w For the first time in 2% years we can Ã§Ã̂Ã̂ un- ...- i....iiw. 

US Springfield '03 Caliber 30/06. These are guaranteed very good inside and out ciean sharp rifling This is most 
accurate military rifle ever made most popular huntln rifle and caliber In world.' Softnose ammo soid everywhere. 

Single Sorlnifields sell as h i ih  as 175. Get vours now while thev last. TYPE c FULL PISTOL GRIP STOCK 14.95 ADDITIONAL. 
AMMO S~EC~ALSI Box of 20 rds, G.!. tirget,$2.00; 100 rds, ~ . l . ta rget ,  $7.50; 20 rds, professionally loaded softpoint hunting, $2.95; 20 rds, 
Rem or Western Commercial softnoint. $A 75 .~ .. .. .- - 7 ~  ~. 
ACCESSORIESZ Slings; U s. gov't regulation cowhide new $1.95- Swivel handle cleaning rod 3 PC:& tip solid brass gov't Issue $1 95- Brushes- 
U S  Army brass official new 2 for 25c- oil: G I i u n  oil 6 oi. can 25c- Patches: G.I. cl6aningpatches flannel'(200) 75c- Solvent'; G I u i  
cleaning solvent6 oz &c;  tin Case: G.; olive drab heavy-duty, braid new condition, heav gov't spec. zipper, $1.95; Saddle scabbards: US. 
officiai top quality cowhide, riveted and stitched, $4.95; G.I. Web belts, new 99c each; inap-on front sight covers, 49c. 

SPECIFICATIONSi Model: '03- Bbl 24" 4 groove (not 2 groove) Sights- Famous Sprin field sights ad'ustable t o  2700 yards Windage and eleva- 
tion: Stocks; Gov't selection ~mir ican '  Walnut: Caliber: 30-06; '~u~beis: all high numbers; Packing: Guns shipped to  us In ;rig. army cosmoline. 
We deKrease and oil llchtiv Shinned in heaw dutv orotective oackini case ALL MILLED PARTS: no hurrv-uo war time stamomis. 100 RDS. AMMO FREE 

eludes clip- a simple reliable and sturdy bolt 
action r i f l e i n  very good condition. $19.95 lnciud- 
ing 100 rds. of FREE ammo. Regulation long, twin 
bayonet, $4. 

WIDE- THE FAMOUS U.S. SPRINGFIELD. In spite of the advent of the Garand, the Springfield has ilw'ays remained the favorite of expert 
marksmen in all wars through Korea where Marine snipers used i t  with great success and preferred I t  to all other available arms. There Is one 
type of Springfield which is prized above all others. This, and only this, is the Springfield we are proud to offer youin this shipment. The flnast 
Springfieldswere made after World War I (with modern metallurgy) to highest specifications and closest tolerances, all milled parts. We guarantee 
that our entire shipment was made after World War 1. and before the late World War I1 "hurry-up" production. You will also find beautiful select 
walnut stocks on these ouns of a oualitv not necessarllv found on war-time ornductlon Everv American hunter should own a Snrinofield a r i f le parts 
which has never been ao~roached for deoendabilitv andextreme accuracy bvanvof the new'mass-oroduced semi-automatic weaboni Thegrine' 
fiela is truly an unexceilid shooter's weapon. 

- - .  . 

CLEARANCE OFFER 

SURPLUS 
X I l l  

BOLT ACTION RIFLES $gm& 1 
Genuine original Rem- 

7 -  --- - 
ton high power single shot rolling block 

rifle Model 1902 30" nitro-proof hl-carbon 
barrels/caliber 7MM Mauser. Military ahmo, $7.50 
ner 100. 

JUST IN: r- iff RIFLES 51.15 ! 
Carcano carbines: callbe1 

7 35MM barrel &shot magazine 
boltaction, very good condition. A; 

inemensive rifle for the hunter. 112.95 
S~eclalseiect grade as new $17.95%ii- 

taryissue ammunition on cli s 54 rounds 
$3.40. softnose ammunition for hinting, $2.86 

per 20. 
tnciose signea sraremeni -Am nor alien, nev 
convicted of crime of violence am not under indlc 
mentor fugitive am 21 or over." Mass Mo. M i d  
I Y N J N.C. ' R i Omaha New orleans 'requi 
i i r h i - h o &  with order. TO ORDER: send chec 
:ash or M.O. Send $5 deposit on C 0.0.'~. Pisto 
ihlpped R.R. expr., F.O.B. Pasadena collect. Calif. 
esid. order thru local dealer only. 10-day money- 
lack guarantee. . I 

I Includes one clip of free ammo for each rifle. INS is a special offer to men who wish to add these two fine 
specimens to their collection. 1 

-1 1 TO ORDER "". ".."."" ", ..nu ".,,-,".,. L",",.sa,, ,,,.,m.w, # m m m - *  .", "... a,. m..,.... nu, anG.2" 

lots of fixing. Don't shoot unless you're a gunsmith. And please don't ask us 
questions about them. Take them to your museum. 2 for $14.95; 3 for $22.00; 
4 for $28.50; 5 for $34.50. AI' " a .  . PMMO. I Send check, cash Â¥o money order. For C.O.O. ser 

Vi or more deposit. All items shipped F.O.B. Pas 
Fires easily obtain: MM luger ammo. (Para- dena, Exp. charges coli. Calif. resid. add 4% stal I bellurn). Ciip inclua W Ii German Army offi- tax. lo-day money-back guarantee on ali Item 
er's sidearm. &shot. W bbl. Dealers inquire. 

- 

WHEN IN LOS ANGELES 



inn-rannfi shots. .. 

you need a tapered post for timber or brush.. . 
or a poorly lighted, close-range shot ... 

LOOK AT IT THIS WAY ... 
You can have both* In COMMAND POST! 

Two super-accurate reticles in 
one rugged, compact scope. . . 

a protected fingertip lever gives 
split-second choice. . . the 

most useful development 
in riflescope history! 

See the line-up of new 
COMMAND POST- equipped 

Bushnell scopes at your Bushnell 
Dealer today! From $49.50. 

*U. S. Patent 

I 1 i Bushnell I I 
418 Bushnell Bldg. Pasadena, Calif. I 

1 ~ u s h  me COMMAND POST literature and name of 1 1 my nearest dealer! 

1' NAME 
I - I 
I 

Bushnell Command Post that is under it. Also, you cannot hold over 
Scope Reticle a small animal worth a whoop, as you cover 

D AVE BUSHNELL, importer of a fine him with the post and simply have to guess 
line of scopes and binoculars, has how much over you are holding. 

come up with a new and revolutionary scope Big game hunting brings a hunter face to 
reticle that promises to become one of the face with a wide variety of conditions, some 
most popular ever produced. of which call for the plain cross hair and 

For years, many timber hunters have pre- 
ferred a big, black, flat-top post for close 
range timber shooting. Others, myself in- 
cluded, prefer a heavy cross hair. Then 
there is the man hunting open country where 
long shots prevail who wants a cross-hair 
reticle that does not cover too much of his 
game and enables him to see the strike of 
a bullet. Bushnell's new reticle will com- 
pletely satisfy all three. It consists of a 
plain cross hair heavy enough to show well 
in any shooting light-and also, by the sim- 
pie turn of a small lever under the windage 
adjustment cap, you can turn up a beautiful 
flat-top post. The top of the post rides level 
with the horizontal cross wire and the ver- 
tical hair splits it in the middle. It makes 
an even better post reticle for timber hunt- 
ing than the plain post, as the horizontal 
wire gives you instant elevation and the 
vertical hair extending from top of post to 
top of field gives you certain line-up. 

When a plain flat-top post alone is used 
and you place it on game or a black bear 
in dim lights, the top of the post tends to 
blend right in with the animal so that you 
cannot tell exactly how high you are hold- 
ing. Not so with this new Bushnell reticle. 
The horizontal and vertical wires show you 
instantly exactly where the top and center 
of that post is located. 

The horizontal and vertical wires will usu- 
ally cross some light patches in the field of 
view and are then easily discernible, giving 
you both vertical line and elevation. For 
the quick running shot, the horizontal wire 
is also a big help, as you can shove the post 
ahead of an-animal and let him run right 
down that horizontal wire as you press the 
trigger, with your post out in front for cor- 
rect lead. The big post is quicker to catch 
for such shooting in dim light, as it is some- 
thing you see instantly without having to 
look for it. On the other hand, the post is 
a distinct handicap for long range work. It 
covers entirely too much scenery and game, 
and you cannot see the strike of a bullet 

some for the post. This combination reticle 
will give the shooter almost instant choice 
for any conditions he is likely to meet in 
the big game field. It is the best all around 
reticle we have seen for the big game rifle. 

Custom Fitted Target Grips 
Herretts, of Twin Falls, Idaho, who pio- 

neered along with the first custom pistol 
stock makers, can furnish custom walnut 
stocks for any hand gun and tailored ex- 
actly to fit the individual hand. They have 
a great many forms and want a diagram of 
your shooting hand. With this, they can fit 
you exactly. These big, hand-fitting target 
grips are a great aid to many for straight 
target shooting. They can be had with indi- 
vidual fitting for each finger plus thumb 
rest. The butt can be made to curl around 
under the palm of the hand for further sup- 
port, much like the stocks on a free pistol. 
While a distinct aid to very fine close target 
grouping such stocks are totally out of place 
on a practical hand gun used for quick 
draw, defense, or game shooting. 

Bead or Blade Front Sight 
Since the advent of the rifle, individual 

riflemen have argued as to which type of 
sight is best for a hunting rifle: the round 
bead or the flat-top post. Each type has its 
staunch followers. For the benefit of those 
who have not formed an opinion, here are 
my findings in the matter. 

The round bead, if flat faced and made of 
gold or ivory, shows up beautifully through 
a peep or receiver sight, as it is round the 
same as the aperture. I t  also shows up 
beautifully on game and is very fast for 
close to medium range game shooting. On 
the deficit side, it usually has a very thin 
shank that is fragile, easily bent or broken 
off and then the hunter is out of luck until 
a new one is installed. Also it is hard to  
hold for elevation with the round-top bead. 
In this respect it is like a s h a ~ ~ - ~ o i n t e d  

(Continued on page 42) 



CHAMBER REAMERS FOR 
.30 U. S. CARBINE 

Full set of four brand new 
top quality ~ r a &  & Vfhitne; 
-orie'inally cost $13.20 ea. 
-SPECIAL $12.50 for entire 

HEY! VENTILATED RIBS! 
ONLY $3.79 + 20( pp.-(Should be $35.00) 
a Shotguns Rifles o Pistols - 
b-- 

Yes. a ventilated rib on shotgun barrels costs u p  to 
$35.00 more for this faster sighting. better shootine' 
extra"-but we can sup IY this ready to install rib, 
full machined from soEd (a full 321/zr,) for only 
$3.79. Machined grooves on rib make i t  no  g l a i  
mounting posts are pre-tinned for gas stove assembly 
usine' regular soft solder. Makes any shotgun. pistol 
0 r e  i t  a custom deluxe model. In white (try 
our instant blue-Formula 44-40-3 Full firun size 
$2.00). Yours a t  far under pi-oduction cost-for only 
* .a  "0 

BOLT A S S E M B L Y  6 DIS- 
ASSEMBLY TOOL - naves time. 
lost & broken parts. skinned 

If both above tools purchased, 
trigger spring tool included Free. 

A SPECIAL SAVING OF $10.00 
SPECIAL PRICE $5.75 

Armstrong receiver sights 
amazing dual range-after 
micrometer windage 6 ole. I 
vation is set,  pressing 
button increases settings 
automatically 1 0 0  yds.. 
another press 6 sight returns to original setting. 
-All adjustments with lock screws 6 Allen wrench 
contained in sight base. Quick detachable. Dress but. 
ton and sight slips from base. slip back in and sight 
returns to  your original setting. Special grooved 
*!ye disc centers eye automatically-used for years on 
world's finest factory Mauser sportera.-fits Mauser, 
Springfield. Enfield 6 Krag. 

NEW .44 CAL. BARRELS 

1 ~SeL'otir  listings on rifle, pistol & shotgun sights 
adaptable to above ribs. 

-'L Z 3 L  - - --- - 22 Cal. 

---- -,7,",",77.". 
Adapters 
for .303 

(Only  $1 .W Each) PARKER SHOTGUN HAMMERS-New-state g o .  
& if r ight  o r  le f t  side-$3.75Ã‘specio set o f  b o t h  
matched,  w i t h  m a t c h e d  triggers-$7.50 

Now sou can shoot 22cartridges i n  your .303 British 
rifle-British issue for traiuing-surprisingly ac- 
curate and almost silent when fired in  regular rifle 
barrel OR bus one of our 22 barrel blanks and turn 
to rifled, reimi'able liner. Similar to I". 8. 1922 
adapter cartridge but uses S. L. or L. Rifle. 

21" long, s t r a p  T/S& dia.-6 "ruove. One end 
turned to 34" from turned end shailo\v 
DOSitiOn flat. Used for , 4 4 4 0 .  . 44  Spec. Hixh alloy 
sieol. adaptable, to Win. '92, 1873 & others. pistol 
barrels. etc. Price $6.95 plus 55C pod. 

.45 CALIBER 
NSTOI. BARRELS ) 

I 45 BARRELS heavy ta-.f"-d*d -27:-* 

bered ideal for muzzle'i 
loaders, custom made re- - W c .  -- -- -.# 

b 

g, 7O;'DISCOUNT 1 
TARGET 

FRONT SIGHTS 

for all  rifles-made by Henlington machined bevel 

%Z?pTE2tya~ym ~ A Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~ E ~ ~ ~ % Z - E E ~ F ~  
install one of those for both durability & suoerlor 
sighting-$1.00 ppd. or $9.00 per doz. 

CARCANO=JAP 
Front Ramp Sights ridges 
make i t  no-glare, in white 

u. s. 1 
CARBINE Amaze Your friends, astound Your ta rae ts~reeard .  

!:;;,.if paper, t~:s;iorg:~ei?;::e;h::~~~; 
bores. often used on-tnrzet ~ i s t o l s ~ c o m p l e t e  with 
extra apertures quickly interchangeable. 
discontinued Target rifle of lamest U.S. rifle 2 1 g  
facturer-at (Dealers $12.00 a 70% ner dnz.) discount! Price $1.49 ea.- 

Front band & bayonet attachment- @ fits all  Modids U. S. Carbine-New- 1 
$1.75. 

U. S. .CARBINE OWNERS-a fresh new sline. oiler. 
1 5  shot mas with water (& tobacco1 proof rubber 
Cap & issue cleanine' thong & brass brush-.-_whole 
set, all new ............................ S l . 9 5  

SAVAGE 1903-06-09-12 .22 MAG. 
AZINES. Rare magazines, unavail. 
able for years, only $2.85 ppd. U. S. CARBINE MAGAZINES 

5-SHOT Mae'azine: Fits flush, 
required in most states for 
hunting, our special price 
only S2.45 pod. 
15-SHOT MAG: Brand new. 
only $1.00 ea. 2 for S1.75 
(free used carrying case 
given when 2 are ordered). 
30-SHOT MAG: Brand new. 
only $4.95. 

i - 
I 

made 1 9 5 4  of new steel specs., 
Superior t o  any made Dre- 

I 
viously. New. in oria. wrap- 
nine's. $1.95 ea.-2 for $3.50. 

I 
NOTE: When 2 are ordered. 
e x  weh carrylne case in- 

> 
eluded FREE. > 

.45 AUTO MAGAZINES 1 
& chamber c l e a n i n ~ t o o l s  fits in trap In buttÃ‘ne 
$ 1 . 0 0  ea.. 2-S1.50 ppd. 
GARAND HANDGUARDS-set of both, complete with 

2iFk~L%%L2h&??? --------- $2.00 wr doz. 

I BREECH OIL 
& THONG SET, 

For Snr inaf ie ld  and G a r a n d  rifles. fits in butt.  1 % ~ ~ ~ ~ > v i ~ ~ ~ n < ~ ? k r e ~ ~ ~ % ~ ~ ~ , b % ~ ~ ~ i e ~ ~ ~ k  zE?co,$ 
plete lochine bolt-Your discount over double that of 
even biexfst, dealers. All for S7.9S ppd. . - 1 m a d e  o f  plated brass. Excellent ... .$1.00 ppd.  

COLT revoller rear sight easily dovetailed 
into ally revolver set scr& to lock windage 4A'' Dimension A 25'32" or 11/16" ------- $1.00.' 

Ã̂.̂  

USUALLY $1.75 . . . . .  Full length 
gold bead Redfield front sights, std. 
Dovetail, Handsome, $1.00 ea., 3 
for 82.50, 1 2  for $7.95. 

, g;gd i ~ p g p i u ~ ; !  2;y e f g y d 3  a;$ ~ D E ; $ ~  
models .  $9.95 p d. New fore-ends, plain. 3 or 5 
shot (state which) $3.49. Trigger plates (guards) 

I only when ordered wlabove, stripped. $3.25. Many 
other parts.-.Advise wants. 

9MM - .357 - 38 SPECIAL 
Order the  length you need-,940 0.d.. in  white. 

6 "roove rifline'. 
24" .................................. $8.75 

STANDARD BRASS SHOTGUN 
SIGHTS. large bead. regular 
4x40 thread, in  constant dc- 
nand. usually $1.00 installed 
or 506 oa. Special racket of 
10 for only $1.00, OR Super 
~ i 1 .  1 0  packets (100 
siehtsl for only $7.50. (Tap 

NEW HIGH-SPEED FORMULA rives even 
better- results 

beautifies,' to . . .  
ComPI~mted. Deep blue n%?f&g 
Actually penetrates the steel. Used by gun 
factories and gunsmiths everywhere. Guift". 
anteed to be the best cold blue you ever 
used-or your money back. 
3 GUN SIZE .-------.....-.. S2.00 ppd. 

INDUSTRIAL GUNSMITH SIZE. 
1 Pint .----..----.--Ã‘-___ $7.50 pod. 

for above 4x40. 50e  extra) 

Yes, unbelievable a s  it sounds, 
save a full $4.00 on those new 
Lyman 57 sights-each with tar- 
getknobs-regular price through- 
out the country is $8.50. o u r  
buyers worked lone and hard 
to bring You this s ecial. Order 
57E for 22, rifles, 57.4 for larger 
round receiver high powers. etc. 
Mount on left side-only $4.50 

T O R I C H  ARMS CO. WEST HURLEY 
1, N E W  YORK 

WE HAVE OVER 15,000,000 GUN PARTS 
ModernÃ‘Obsolete~Foreign For free quotation send 
broken part or rough sketch with full information. 

SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED! 
9 



W e ,  at Firearms International, try to 
give our customers the best in im- 
ported sporting firearms. The quality 
of our guns is never sacrificed for the 
sake of a lower price. Thus we have 
been gaining the confidence of an ever 
increasing number of sportsmen and 
their dealers. 

The arms we distribute are the 
cream of the crop: F.N. Mauser rifles, 
barreled actions and actions, in the 
popular Deluxe model as well as in 
the new, terrific Series 300 line; Sako 
rifles, barreled actions and actions, in- 
cluding the famous 6% Ib. super ac- 
curate Sporter model, capable of 
matching many target rifles with con- 
sistent "under minute of angle" 
groups; Astra pistols, including the 
increasingly popular little "Cub" .22 
Short, the .25 caliber "Firecat" (Model 
200), the new, versatile "Falcon" with 
conversion assemblies permitting the 
use of up to three different calibers 
of ammunition in the same pistol; Star 
pistols, for every use, in calibers .22 
L.R., .32, .380, .38 Super, 9mm and 
.45 ACP; the AYA Matador shotguns, 
offering features normally found only 
on guns selling for twice the price. 

Our space here is limited. We can't 
tell all we would like about our prod- 
ucts-we can't even list here all the 
models of our line. 

Write us for more complete infor- 
mation. Send lOc for new illustrated 
catalog. 

THEN BUY - F. I. 

I FIREARMS 
INTERNATIONAL 
CORPORATION 

WASHINGTON 22, D. C. I 

f 
L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R  

The Cutts Comp Story 
Your November issue carries a good article 

entitled "The Story of the Cutts Compn by 
Brig. General Richard M. Cutts, Jr. On page 
52 General Cutts says: "Finally, an executive 
at a major gun manufacturing company 
'allowed' that I had something new and per- 
haps something marketable, etc." We think 
that probably has reference to the Ithaca 
Gun Company. 

Way back when, the then Colonel Cutts, 
father of General R. M. Cutts, Jr., came to 
Ithaca to see Lou Smith, then our Vice 
President. With him he had drawings for the 
Compensator device, and the Ithaca Gun 
Company worked with him in the first ex- 
perimental making of them from those draw- 
ings. Both Harry Howland, our current Plant 
Manager, and Nestor Smith, our current 
Chief Engineer, recall that first they tried 
making it with the slots on the side and then 
with the slots at an angle, and after various 
attempts along this line worked it out into 
the final form for Colonel Cutts. This work 
was done on our Ithaca Single Barrel Trap 
Gun. They actually made up a Compensator 
and put it on a pair of double gun barrels. 
We still have this one here in our plant. 
That didn't work out because what it 
amounted to was two Cutts Compensators 
side by side mounted on the double gun 
barrel and the whole thing was too big, 
bulky, and heavy. 

After working out the single version suc- 
cessfully, Lou Smith did suggest to Colonel 
Cutts, as indicated in the article, that he go 
to see Harry Lyman who was then heading 
up the Lyman Gun Sight outfit over in New 
England for the actual production, manufac- 
turing and sale of the device. 

Thought you might he interested in the 
above additional information, and perhaps 
some of your readers would also be interested 
in that. 

Sheldon M. Smith 
Ithaca Gun Company, Inc. 

Bouquet to New Mexico 
A bouquet is due the New Mexico State 

Game Commission for revising obsolete laws 
to make handguns legal for big game. The 
minimum big game gun for New Mexico 
hunting must deliver 1,000 foot pounds of 
muzzle energy with a bullet of 46 grains or 
heavier, but the old law had a clause that 
said the "gun must be fired from the shoul- 
der." The shoulder clause has been elimi- 
nated provided the gun meets other require- 
ments. 

The Game Commission had area wardens 
sample the opinions of some of the 82,363 
licensed hunters. Perhaps no more than a 
few thousand had the slightest idea of taking 
big game with a handgun, but nearly all 

agreed the clause was unfair. Tim Maxwell, 
sporting goods dealer in Roswell, who worked 
to remove the clause, said the Game Com- 
mission made every effort to cooperate with 
sportsmen. As the law now stands, the .44 
Magnum is the only commercial handgun 
cartridge legal for big game. Handloads 
with Jugular bullets in .357 Magnums are 
also legal. With the constitution getting 
more qnconstitutional every day, it's refresh- 
ing to have the handgun accepted for what 
it is: a top sporting arm used by decent 
people. Other states might take a good look 
at the good laws in the Land of Enchant- 
ment. 

Kent Bellah 
Saint Jo, Texas 

Kudos for Cordite 
I have just been browsing through a 

November issue of GUNS magazine and in 
particular an article "Guns For Dangerous 
Game" by Jose Fenykovi. Suddenly a picture 
caption hit me between the eyes: "cordite 
loaded British ammo described by experi- 
enced African Hunter as bad stuff-Fenykovi 
likes U.S. shells." Accordingly I felt con- 
strained to write a bleat to your fine maga- 
zine as a private citizen taking up the cudgels 
on behalf of our cartridge manufacturers. 

Cordite is a double base propellant com- 
posed of nitroglycerine and nitro cellulose 
in gelatinised form which, weight for weight, 
is one of the most powerful rifle cartridge 
propellants in existence. Another great ad- 
vantage of cordite and one of the main 
reasons for its continued use is that it is 
quite the most stable of all propellants. The 
facts are that cordite keeps extremely well 
and as heavy calibre cartridges are very ex- 
pensive they tend to hang around for many 
years in extremely adverse climatic condi- 
tions. Cordite has a far longer life and is far 
less susceptible to climatic extremes of tem- 
perature, hence its wide application in car- 
tridges of heavy calibre which may require 
it to be stored for long periods in hot cli- 
mates such as Africa and India. 

J. B. LeBreton 
Parker-Hale, Ltd. 

Birmingham, England 

17,000,000 Voters 
I think GUNS Magazine should organize a 

campaign to stop the anti-gun legislation so 
popular nowadays. This should not only 
constitute individual letter senders but a 
wholesale war on the anti-gunners in the 
form of a petition that could be published in 
GUNS which could be signed and mailed to 
GUNS or to where they would do the most 
good. 

We should also take physical action in the 
form of a committee representing all the 
active shooters in the US. The committee 
couldgo to Washington and present its views. 
This could be accomplished by GUNS Maga- 



zine, The NRA, and other organizations. It 
had better be done"op if ever at all. 

Its time we acted. Its time the legislators 
saw our faces. Theoretically there are 17 
million shooters. Imagine what we could 
get if the lawmakers saw us as a voting unit! 

Your magazine is terrific. Keep fighting 
for our rights to have and use a gun. You 
have a reader for life. 

Charles Pernice 
Brooklyn, New York 

Police Departments Please Copy 
As you know, one of the big problems of 

the citizen-shooter is finding a lawful place 
to fire. In a community adjoining Toledo 
that has its own police force, the men of 
the police force have, on their own initiative, 
built a firing range in an un-used portion of 
the police building basement. They have 
invited responsible citizens to use this range 
during hours when competent instructors can 
be on duty. I believe, nationally, that this 
could be a very big help to the shooters of 
America and to the police departments of 
this country. 

Bill Leon 
Toledo, Ohio 

More Machine Guns 
For about half of my 18 years, I have been 

very much interested in guns of all kinds. 
Now, as a small-arms repairman in the Ma- 
rine Corps, I am especially interested in au- 
tomatic weapons. I think your magazine is 
the finest I have ever seen on guns, and I 
have especially enjoyed your articles on ma- 
chine guns and military automatics. From 
"Crossfire" I learn that I am not alone in 
feeling that the present prohibitive laws 
concerning pistols and machine guns are 
unjust and unwise. 

I can think of no weapon I have enjoyed 
firing more than the BAR. I t  seems a pity 
that American sportsmen never get the op- 
portunity to fire fully automatic weapons. I 
believe that one of the best things about 
machine guns is their psychological effect on 
the shooter and in combat, on the enemy. 

I would certainly like to see an article on 
that new pistol that fires the .30 caliber car- 
bine cartridge. 

Charles Alexander 
Camp Lejuene, North Carolina 

More Antiques 
I have just received your last issue and 

do not wish to write yon a fault-finding 
letter but for my money yon are making a 
mistake in the articles used in recent maga- 
zines. I subscribed to GUNS because of your 
fine articles on antique firearms. Since then, 
however, being a gun collector, I find there 
has been a constant reduction of articles 
and photos on antiques. 

Reminding yon that there are close to 100,- 
000 antique gun collectors in the U. S. and 
Canada who are, like me, partly responsible 
for the success of your magazine, I feel you 
are letting us down. How about one article 
at least in each issue, with some close-up 
photos of the better antiques and oddities? 

Willam H. Wallace 
Wolfville, Nova Scttia 

There's only one answer: this game of 
ours, the biggest of guns and shooting, has 
so many different facets that no magazine 
can possibly touch them all in every issue. 
But we're trying.-Editors. 

SUPER E X P L O S I V E  
V A R M I N T  B U L L E T S  

designed especially for the 222 cartridge 
New 22 caliber bullets in two weights40 and 55 grain-designed especially 
for the 222 cartridge-amazingly accurate and dramatically explosive. Most 22 
caliber bullets are intended for all 22 caliber rifles from Hornet to Swift. 
These specially designed 22s are super explosive at all 222 velocities. 

Ask for HORNADY SX BULLETS, 22 Cal. 50 or 55 Gr. 

Bullets ill all popular calibers-send for list 
None so deadly with equal accuracy 

Distributed in Canada by 
Peterborough Guns 

~ ~ X w ~ % ? S  
Peterborough, Ontario 

H O R N A O Y  MFG.  C O M P A N Y  - D E P T . ~  P. 0. Box 1 0 7 4  G R A N D  I S L A N D ,  N E B R A S K A  

OR BROWN. 

Headquarters for OFFICIAL NRA TARGETS. Write for Free Price 

Dept. C12W COLADONATO BROS. Haileton, Pa. *CO 
- -- 
pyright 
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HE BACKS HfS 

By CLIFTON CAMP 

EVER SINCE THE DAYS of the old western gunfighters N has gun speed been a matter of such widespread popular 
interest as it is today, and the question, "Who is the fastest 
gun?" is almost certain to provoke heated debate in groups of 
all ages, at all social levels. 

Oddly enough, the name that is being offered with increas- 
ing frequency in answer to that question-offered by people 
with real knowledge of guns and gun skills-is a name not 
connected with any moving picture or TV series. Pleasing to 
the old timers in the gun game is the fact that this gunswift 
is a man who has come up through the accredited "schools" 
of gun use-a man who first made a name as a competitive 
rifle and pistol target shooter, who taught rifle and pistol 
marksmanshipa man who, when he "turned Pro," stepped 
successfully into that most demanding of all shooting roles, 
that of the manufacturer's touring exhibition shooter. Here, 
then, is a man who believes in hits, not merely in legerdemain; 
a man who is ready, at any time or place, to "prove his claim 
with bullets." Bullets that hit; because it's the hits that count, 
not how fast you can shuck the gun out of the leather. 

This man is Joe Bodrie, formerly demonstration-exhibition 
shooter for Colt's. 

Bodr~e challenges all comers on this test of reaction time versus speed. Opponent 
faces Bodrie, hands a art. Bodrie draws, points, snaps "shot" before opponent can 
dap hands together. Opponent's reaction time gives Bodrie ample time to"kil1" him. 



IS JOE BODRIE "THE FASTEST GUN?" YES OR NO. 

HE IS ONE GUNSWIFT WHO BELIEVES IN HITS MADE UNDER COMBAT 

CONDITIONS, NOT SMOKE TO FOOL A CAMERA 

Bodrie has found that a lot of factors enter into 
this business of gun speed, and many of those fac- 
tors are overlooked in the arguments. With typical 
human lack of logic, two of the factors most often 
ignored are the two that are most basic: what re- - 
suits are you after, and what is it you are timing? 
For movies or TV, the man who can get his gun 
out of the leather and into a cloud of muzzle-smoke 
fast enough to please his critics has done his job. 
Don't low-rate him; draw speed is a highly devel- 
oped skill, and it fulfills its purpose. After all, you 
don't want real gore in your picture tube; and think 
what a deterrent real bullets, bullets that hit, would 
be on the acting profession! 

For the actor, the essential time starts when his 
hand moves, ends when the gun fires. Nothing else 
matters. 

But timing a man's potential gun speed to deter- 
mine his effectiveness in a draw-and-kill duel is a 
very different matter. Here you must include reac- 
tion time-the time it takes this man to decide to 
make his move. And you must include the place- 

Famous "Border Shift" transfers left Uni ue multiple-ex osure shows amazing economy of movement 
gun to right hand and vice versa. whic \ is secret o f Bodrie's speed. Note easy, natural pose, 
Bodrie uses 4 spectacular variations. lack of body movement. Gun is cocked after leaving holster, 



. ,. . ment of the bullet. The slow gun can beat the fast one 

. ,. if the slow gun hits and the fast one misses. This accounts 
for some of the surprise endings to old western shoot-outs; 
and it accounts also for much of the disagreement about 
gun speed today. Joe Bodrie is one of the few of today's 
gunswifts who includes both of these factors. If the slug 
doesn't score a killing hit on the target, Bodrie calls the 
draw a failure. 

Joe is different in another way, too. He's willing to 
match his draw against that of any man or any timing 
machine worthy of the name. Not only willing; he has 
traveled thousands of miles at his own expense to seek 
out such contests. (Again, don't be too quick to damn 
the boys who won't face such competition. Bodrie has 
little to lose if he's shaded. Knowing Bodrie, I'd bet that 
the same man wouldn't beat him a month later; Bodrie 
would put in twenty hours a day at practice, if it was 
needed, to gain that extra fraction of a second? Your 
moving picture and TV personality would be laying his 
livelihood on the line in any such competition. You can't 
blame him for being reluctant to risk a rating as second 
best or worse instead of "World's fastest" as he is labeled 
by his publicity department. Bodrie doesn't blame them. 
He doesn't say he can beat them, either-at their game. 
But he's willing to bet that he can beat them, or you, at 
his game, where reaction time counts and claims are 
backed by bullet holes on the target.) 

Bodrie was bitten by the gun bug at a very early age. 
Long before he had ever fired a gun, Joe took over the 
chore of cleaning and oiling the service revolver worn by 
his father, Patrolman Hiram Bodrie of River Rouge, Mich- 
igan. By the time he was 12, Joe was putting in a lot of 
spare time "dry firing" his father's Colt in the privacy 

of the Bodrie basement. He got his first "live" practice 
with that same Colt during the summer of his twelfth year. 

During the war years, Bodrie was a gun instructor. Two 
jobs after VE Day, Joe was the proud owner of a set of 
target Colts-.22, .38, and .45-and was a member of the 
United Steelworkers Union Local 1299 in the employ of 
the Great Lakes Steel Corporation. This job and the union 
membership were important, because they gave Joe his 
first real introduction to competitive target shooting as a 
member of the union's rifle club, on the union's range. 
Club rules forbade pistols, so Bodrie turned to smallbore 
rifle shooting. His first award was a gold trophy won in 
the William Randolph Hearst Rifle Matches in Detroit. 
But he kept up his pistol practice too, and when he en- 
tered the Michigan State Pistol Championships he lost only 
one event in the Marksman class. 

He shot next in the big Sparrows Point matches, in 
Maryland; took home four first place and three aggre- 
gate trophies. Nobody cleans house in a match of that 
caliber unless he's good, and the Bodrie name began to be 
noticed. 

By this time, Bodrie had set his sights firmly on a 
career as an exhibition shooter. In addition to the prac- 
tice which was making him a master in target competition, 
he was practicing also on exhibition-type targets in the 
basement of the Union Hall. He had no place to work 
on aerial shooting, so he faced the necessity of building 
a dramatic act based strictly on precision shooting. His 
fiancee, Miss Irene Beatty, helped him perfect that act 
and the "vatter" that went with it. Miss Beattv died the 
night before Joe's first show, a month before they were 
to have been married; but Bodrie still credits her with 
much of his success. (Continued on page 40) 

Specialist on fast draw and exhibition work, Bodrie's career includes winning 
record as rifle, pistol competitor, plus broad experience as shooting instructor. 





Whether on prairie poodles, rabbits, coyotes, 
or bouncing cans, practice on running targets 
is a fine fun route to  better hunting accuracy. 

Standing i s  poorest of all shooting positions on 
any target, so why use it on tough running game 
when sitting or kneeling can get you more hits? 

Kneeling position i s  quickly taken and nearly 
ideal for running targets, being far steadier than 
offhand and allowing a full, free swing on game. 



CLOSE MAY BE GOOD ENOUGH WITH A SCATTERGUN, 

BUT RUNNING GAME WITH RIFLE TAKES A PRACTICED 

COMBINATION OF SWING. LEAD, AND EXACT SIGHTING 

By TOM TROYER 

T HERE IS PROBABLY nothing in the vast realm of powder burning that the 
garden variety cap-buster does more of and knows less about than shooting 

moving game with the rifle. I don't have any statistics on the number of shots fired 
at running big game animals each fall, but I would be willing to wager a couple of 
good used sling swivels that more rounds are expended that way than on big game 
of the standing, sitting, or squatting variety. When you think of all the shooting 
that is done at driven or flushed white-tails in the various eastern states, and all the 
hulls used in worrying down low-flying antelope in the west, and all the slugs 
thrown at deer bouncing out of rocky western canyons, it adds up to a lot of ammo. 

But badger one of the brethren about how he handles his smokepole when the 
game is gamboling across the scenery and you will probably find that he not only 
doesn't know what he does but doesn't know what he should do. Turn the talk to 
targets that stay put, and our friend will regale you at painful length with descrip- 
tions of trigger-squeeze, position, and sight picture; but just roll those targets into 
motion and watch him clam up. 

The whole problem is further muddled by the spinners of hunting yarns who 
speak in terms of "instinctive" gun-handling or "snap-shooting" whenever they 
have to describe a shot at a running animal. They never tell us how their pal Joe 
Zilch managed to bring down Old Baldy, the legendary moss-back with the rocking- 
chair antlers, as he bounded into the next township. They simply explain that Joe 
"snapped off a shot instinctively" and thereby unhinged Old Baldy. This is all very 
poetic, but it can hardly be said to enlighten the reader who is not blessed with 
Joe's infallible instinct and who would like to hit running game more consistently. 

I 

. h+ actions, DM -Ggtittd 
.w $#a&&. (E>j  ~f f ies  w;t R scopes 
of lqymag#fication (left) are 
excellent guns for running game. 



Practice dropping to sitting position 
for better accuracy on medium and long 
range shots on running game. I t  pays. 

Author Troyer likes precision varminting 
too, and prairie dogs at long ranges are 

I fine for testing equipment and gun skill. 

Actually, the shooting of running game with a rifle should be 
a cool, calculated, deliberate, and highly precision process; 
either that or it shouldn't be done at all. It is somewhat like 
shotgun shooting, of course, because the target is moving and 
the gun must compensate for that motion in order for the 
projectile to intercept the target. But it is totally unlike shot- 
gunning in its essential philosophy, in its basic technique; and 
the man who fails to recognize this difference is in for lean days 
and hard winters. In addition, a faulty hit at running game is 
a wounding hit-sloppy sportsmanship and needless cruelty not 
to be tolerated. 

When I began to take my first cracks at perambulating cotton- 
tails and jackrabbits, I already had a good bit of shotgun shoot- 
ing under my belt, and I unconsciously applied shotgun tech- 
niques in my rifle sport. For many a moon I did little more than 
amuse the local rabbit population. Then the great truth dawned 
on me: with a shotgun I had a pattern to compensate for slight 
errors in aim, and consequently I had gotten into the habit of 
touching off Old Clementine whenever the sight picture "looked 
about right." There was no point, as any shotgunner worth his 
salt learns along toward the end of his first box of shells, in 
putting the muzzle bead exactly on the tail of a straight-away 
bird; it was just as effective, and far faster, to point at what I 
wanted to hit. But with the rifle I had only one little chunk of 
lead to count on, and a shot was completely wasted unless the 
sights were exactly right when I triggered the load. It pains me 
to remember how many shots I threw (Continued on page 50) 



Favorite Ithaca side-by-side keys idyllic still- 
life set up by bird gunning colonel. Sleek, 
graceful Westley Richards fowler at left i s  
another of the author's prized shotgun battery. 

DIFFERENCES OF OPINION MAKE 

THE WORLD GO 'ROUND. 

HERE'S A MAN WHO JUST DOES 

NOT LIKE OVER-UNDERS! 

By COLONEL GEORGE W. BUSBEY 

I LIKE 
the SIDE-BY-SIDES 

T HE TIME WAS early dark of a sodden mid-November day, 1908. The place 
was the home of my grandparents in Putnam County, Indiana. Normal pre- 

suppertime traffic flowed between kitchen and dining room passing the doorway 
leading to the settin' room where I lay on my stomach poring over the shotgun 
section of the latest Sears Roebuck catalogue. Each passerby momentarily blacked 
out the printed words, obscure enough at best in the meager light of a single 
kerosene lamp set in the middle of our big dining table but, since I had already 
memorized every word on the fascinating pages, I read on, unheeding. 

Behind me, my highly admired cousin Clarence was alternately spitting skillfully 
against the back side of a glowing air-tight stove, and asking various female 
relatives "how long till supper?" My ears automatically took in, and my subcon- 
scious mind-sorted and ignored, the routine noises around me, just as a browsing 
deer trusts the habitual but instinctively reacts to anything out of the ordinary. And 
just so did I snap from my happy dream world wherein I was having my likin's of 
the shooting hardware so enticingly illustrated before my nose, when my cousin 
chanted with unmistakable relevance: 

"SQUATgun . . . BOTgun . . . he's crazy 'bout a SHOTgun!" 
1 never got over it. 
For fifty years, with short periods of aberration during which my judgment was 
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temporarily clouded- by that madness well 
known to most males between the ages of can 
and can't. I have cherished the conviction that 
nothing created by the hand of man-and 
mighty little created by any other agency- 
surpasses the sheer beauty of a shotgun, dou- 
ble barreled, brown or blue, with hammers or 
without, muzzle loading or breech stoked . . . 
so long as the barrels are side by side. 

Reluctantly, as I grew older and learned 
that the moon was not always made of green 
cheese, that roses had thorns, that skunks 
were not all four-legged, I admitted that lever 
actions (soon vanished 1 ,  pump guns, auto- 
loaders, and single shot single barreled de- 
vices had to be included under the name of 
"shotgun," even though not to my liking. 
They are functional and efficient but, to my 
eyes even to this day, they aren't pretty! 

In the halcyon days just pre-World War I1 
while we were still living it up, I was invited 
to a posh pheasant hunt near Alton, Kansas. 
Shamefacedly, I admit that I succumbed to 
various screwball advices in numerous Out- 
door Fantasies, Fools Afield, Sporting Fiction, 
and Streams of Fallacies, to the extent of 
borrowing and appearing in the shooting area 
with a mass-produced over-under, twelve 
gauge, bored modified and full choke. Fur- 

ther, to my shame, I left at home my old 
Lefever side-by double which had, and has 
to date, served me more faithfully than all 
other shotguns which my hands have held. 

Just before the start of the first day's shoot, 
I sat morosely at one end of the line of guns 
dourly inspecting the thing in my hands. My 

1 
considered opinion was that it had about as 
much elegance as a locust post and, I may 
interpolate here, it killed about as much game 
for me. When, after diligent expenditure of 
more rounds than 1 care to admit, a com- 
panion using a A10 Marlin pumpgun re- 
peatedly wiped not one but both my eyes, I 
exchanged my open air position for a fifth of 
Scotch and a seat behind the kitchen range 
where I sulked until suppertime. That day, I 
swore never to desert my true love again, the 
side-by-side. 

Men and their oaths! And advertisers and 
their lures! . . . My good friend, the late John 
Bishop, then boss of E. C. Bishop and Sons, 
Warsaw, Missouri, happened to mention in a 
letter that he had bought a fine little twenty 
gauge foreign superposed for his wife and 
that she was shooting well with it. At that 
moment I was sitting in  Asuncion, Paraguay, 
with some of the finest bird and wildfowl 
shooting in the world nearby. Simultaneously, 

Skillful finishing on side-by-sides lights Busbey's eye since 
childhood. Careful hands carve Holland shotgun breech. 

20 L: , 

Easy pointing of flat-lying double is  one reason why retired 
shotgun shooting colonel has not retired from game fields. 

Stoeger Sauer by famous German maker shows shallow re- 
ceiver associated with doubles where tubes lie sideways. 



Fine American doubles are, with exception of Winchester 2 1 ,  things of the past, 
but makers in foreign lands still lavish skill on side-bys. Top W.W. Greener 
pigeon gun with straight "English" grip is available by mail from Birmingham, 
England, maker. Middle "Matador" of Firearms International is  from Spain. 
Stoeger Sauer (bottom) from Germany has beavertail forearm, single trigger. 

I received literature which implied that the best grade 
of this superposed had engraving on each one which 
was different from the engraving on every other one in 
the world. Further to guarantee individuality it was 
alleged that each gun was signed by the engraver. 

I needed such a gun just like I needed additional 
rocks in my head, so I hastened to order. I eventually 
received a thing distinguished from all others by a 
name which long study through a high powered read- 
ing glass seemed to be TUNKEN, only not so large. 
While I was admiring the engraving, a shooting com- 
panion, Dr. George Lyman Hall, wandered in. He was 
impressed but more intent upon a personal problem. 
Said he: "I have just been invited to shoot palomitas 
with a local notable and I never shot a dove in my 
life. What do you know about the game?" 

"My friend," I said, "your troubles are over. I am 
an old dove shooter. Tomorrow, you and I will go to a 
place where doves abound and there I will initiate you 
into a very simple game. Doves are easy." 

. . .  
The good Doctor sighed with relief. "I am very By swimming pool of his California home Busbey relaxes, 

glad I came to see you; I've shot about everything reminisces with smart Weimaraner pup "Treue Diana" 
else, and I guess I could have learned to hit doves all about days afield with doubles while they plan next hunt. 
right, but I hate to start off badly before these people. 
You know, they sorta judge you by your first few 
shots. . . ." How well I knew! 

Along about three Post Emma next day, we twain 
stood beside a stream south of Paraguari. To the north 
was a sweet green field bounded about seventy yards 
from us by a hedgelike row of shrubbery fifteen to 
twenty feet high. Over the brush about ten yards 
higher came a nice succession of doves, directly toward 
us, offering me my favorite, (Continued on page 44)  



m' Norma laboratory technicians study Weatherby rifle in hands of chief test engineer -.- ,. 
Kvale who made chronograph velocity studies with special water-jacket barrels (on wall). 

Muzzle and butt rest i s  used on Norma range for simple velocity 
testing. Rifles are often military Mausers cut to  special caliber. 

Photocell screen used in field testing is placed right before 
target, has fan-shaped sensitive area for registering impulse 
on chronograph as bullet hits the target on 300 meter range. 
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Field equipment for checking velocity includes 
two condenser chronographsfor near, far dis- 
tances; photocell screens, cables, and batteries. 

0 IS A BULLET. 
BULLETS REACH SUPER-SONIC SPEED WITHIN FIVE INCHES. 

HOW LONG THEY KEEP IT HELPS DETERMINE HUNTING EFFICIENCY. 

BY NILS KVALE 
(Chief Test Engineer, Norma Ammunition Factory) 

w HEN JESSE OWENS made his famous sprints back 
in the thirties, or when John Cobb set a world's 

speed record for automobiles on the salt flats of Utah, 
their speed was reported in different ways. With Jesse 
Owens it was in seconds and tenths of seconds. With John 
Cobb it was miles per hour. But in both cases there was 
a common base for the figures: the time needed for a body 
to travel a known distance. This is the main purpose of 
the velocity-recording equipment used in ballistic calcula- 
tions, too. It explains why the instruments read off in time 
elapsed, and are known as "chronographs" after the Greek 
words for "time recording"; but the results are recorded in 
terms of velocity as "feet per second." 

There are many factors which affect the bullet's time of 
flight. These, too, may be studied in the ballistic lab to 
develop better ammunition, or test production ammunition 
to see that it is up to standard. Air temperature, relative 
humidity, air density, speed and direction of wind, are just 
a few of the small headaches for the ballistic engineers. 
When it comes to speeds, these men have been ahead of 
the times for a good many years. They were studying 
super-sonic speeds back in the days of Napoleon. As for 
acceleration, a modern rifle bullet breaks the sonic barrier 
four or five inches from a standstill, less than a foot from 
the shooter's nose. 

Dealing with such speeds, and discerning between loads 
which may vary by only a fraction of weight of powder, 
experimenters very soon had to look for faster-working 
equipment than the stop-watch. One of the earliest ballistic 
engineers of this century, Dr. F. W. Mann, designed a 
logical velocity recorder that gave him fairly constant 
results. He used an electric motor of known speed in terms 
of revolutions per minute, and connected a long spindle 
to the shaft. On the spindle were two cardboard disks, 

mounted a known distance, say three feet, apart. Knowing 
the rotational speed of the motor, Dr. Mann figured the 
speed of the disks. A bullet passing through one disk would 
leave its hole; then, as it passed between the two, the shaft 
would rotate a little, and the bullet would make its second 
hole in the second disk. Measuring the relative positions 
of the holes on the disks, and knowing the rotational speed 
of the disks, gave the time of bullet travel between the 
first and second disk. With the base of measurement 
known, the velocity in feet per second could easily be 
calculated. 

Mann's instrument lacked the precision needed for high 
speed bullets. Ordinary electric motors did not give con- 
stant results, due to frictional differences between motor 
bearings and pulleys, and also because they ran off 
standard house current which is not uniform enough, even 
today, for fine electrical measuring. 

More precise was the Le Boulenge chronograph, a device 
developed in the 1800's in France. It has been the most 
widely used device for measuring short time intervals, in 
powder and ammunition laboratories, all over the world. 
Le Boulenge chronographs are still in use in many of the 
older European factories, since there is nothing in them to 
wear out except the measuring rod which is designed to be 
replaced. The Le Boulenge chronograph is not very fast, 
but it is very accurate, since it is based on the attraction 
of gravity-the falling speed of a released indicator rod. 
The Le Boulenge set-up uses a separate device to registe- 
the impulse of the bullet's passing a given point. Unlik 
the cardboard disks of Mann's instrument, the Le Boulenge 
and other recorders need some way to register the position 
of the bullet by means of an electrical impulse. The im- 
portant fact which the ballistic engineer, or the gun crank, 
hunter, or target shooter, wants to know, is the average 



from muzzle. U. S. laboratories set screens 3' and 103' from muzzle, get speed at fifty-three feet. 

set-up uses two screens. Mid-point between (I) and 2) is position of the bullet 
are translated into velocity. Thus velocity given is I or bullet at "X" distance 

velocity of the bullet over a given distance. Thus two 
"impulsers" are needed, placed a standard distance before 
the muzzle of the gun. Sometimes the first impulse-giver 
is a thin wire which is broken by the bullet just at the 
muzzle. Then, a distance away, may be an armor plate 
slab which, when hit, is so connected as to register another 
electric impulse. In this system, the circuit is broken to 
register the impulse. 

Other systems use devices which make, not break, a cir- 
cuit. These chronographs may be connected to "screens." 
Sometimes the "screen" is actually that, sheets of copper 
window screen, assembled into a sandwich of two sheets 
of wire screen insulated by cardboard or a Bakelite plastic 
material. When the bullet penetrates the first screen, its 
jacket touches both sheets of wire at once and closes the 
circuit, sending the impulse to the chronograph. When it 
hits the second screen, the same thing happens. The chron- 
ograph measures the time elapsed between the two electrical 
impulses. Now, insulated printed tape is used with some 
instruments, such as the Hollywood chronograph. 

Le Boulenge's circuit breakers are necessary to the 
operation of the instrument. At the chronograph is a steel 
bar, hung vertically from an activated electro-magnet. The 
recording bar magnet is connected to the first "screen," 
the fine copper wire before the muzzle. At the shot, the 
circuit is broken and the bar, no longer held by the magnet, 
starts to fall. At the second screen, the second circuit is 
broken, and another piece of steel is released by a second 
magnet. This second piece of steel immediately activates a 
small knife which cuts sideways and marks the falling 
indicator bar. Of course, a slow-travelling bullet will allow 
the bar to fall farther than a fast bullet. By measuring the 
distance from the mark to the magnet-end of the bar, the 
time of fall and therefore the time of bullet travel between 
the two impulse devices is calculated. In practical use, the 
ballistician has a ruler calibrated directly in feet per 

Standard use of photoelectric screens fitted to steel bars on 
indoor range has first bar 12.5 meters from muzzle, second 
I0 meters on. Sensitive area is that between the dotted lines. 



Special test barrel for velocity work at Norma factory 
i s  fitted to Mauser action and surrounded by machine 
gun water jacket. Barrel is  kept cool for uniformity. 

second, or meters per second. Between shots, the steel bar 
is blackened by a carbide lamp to enable the new knife 
mark to be seen easily. Some laboratories also use pieces 
of soft aluminum tubing to slide over the steel bar. 
When cut up from many uses, these pieces of tubing are 
replaceable. 

The historic Le Boulenge chronograph is very accurate, 
but faster operating instruments are being used in many 
laboratories today. Some means of indicating the bullet's 
passage past a given point, for the start and stop impulses, 
must be set up. 

Among the several superb instruments of the modern 
kind in use today are the Potter Counter Chronograph, 
made by a Long Island, N. Y., engineering firm, and the 
Danish Weibel Condenser-Chronograph, used at our Norma 
ammunition factory in Amotfors, Sweden. Other types in 
use include the Long Recording Chronograph, made about 
1951 in Somemille, N. J., but not now available. The Long 
chronograph permitted the operator to read the velocity 
directly by using a rotating paper disk calibrated in feet 
or meters per second. The Long was a modernization of 
the old Aberdeen Chronograph developed by the U. S. 
Ordnance Corps in the Aberdeen, Maryland, proving 
ground during World War I. It used a rotating drum 
with an inch-wide paper tape curled inside the drum. The 
drum was grounded, and when the bullet flashed between 
screens, sparks were emitted by different electrodes on the 
machine which jumped the gap to the drum. Burning a 
tiny hole in the paper tape, they made marks which could 
be read by laying a specially calibrated ruler along the 
paper. The drum speed was constant, and the sparks were 
emitted from condensers wired to the screen circuits. The 
Weibel used in our Norma laboratories is also a condenser 
chronograph but has direct reading dials, rather than the 
somewhat time-consuming paper tape and ruler arrange- 
ment. 

Like other instruments, the Weibel has three basic units, 
the two ','giversw or screens, and the time-measuring in- 
strument. As with other systems, the screens can be placed 

Dual set-up of Weibel chronographs i s  used by Kvale to 
check velocity at 12.5 M from muzzle, and over 300 M. 
Power supply is  six-volt battery, can be used anywhere. 

in different ways, depending on their type and the kind of 
measuring wanted. Since it is not possible to measure the 
actual velocity of the bullet at the muzzle with ordinary 
chronographs, it is the velocity of the bullet at a point 
halfway between the screens that is recorded. For example, 
with the first screen or wire at the muzzle, and the second 
placed ten feet away, the average velocity is the velocity 
at five feet. With screens 10 and 20 feet from the muzzle, 
the true velocity recorded is that of the bullet at 15 feet 
from the muzzle, and so forth. In the US., the velocity of 
rifle bullets is usually measured at 53 feet from the muzzle. 
The reason for the odd figure is that 50 feet is half the 
100-foot distance between screens, plus three feet for the 
distance from the first screen to the muzzle. Velocities at 78 
feet are also sometimes listed, and this is again half the 
screen separation, 150 feet, plus three feet. Unless a fine 
wire is used which has almost no area. the first screen must 
be placed a little distance from the muzzle to avoid being 
disturbed by the air column which precedes the bullet 
from the bore. 

European laboratories usually measure bullet velocity 
at 12.5 meters or, for military ammunition, at 25 meters 
from the muzzle. (Multiply meters by 3.2808 to get feet.) 
Normal screen separation is ten meters, which means that 
in the first case screens are placed 7.5 and 17.5 meters 
from the muzzle; in the sec~nd,,,J$ on page 55) 
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King of beasts is premier animal among- 
refuse big and small game that 

lures the world's hunters to  Africa. 

YOU NEED MORE THAN A 

GUN. A JEEP. AND A ROAD-MAP WHEN 
kr 

YOU EQUIP FOR AN AFRICAN 

SAFARI. HERE'S H O W  GUNS SHOOTING EDITOR * 

ELMER KEITH DID IT 
r 

Set I(M 
Keith's favorite rifle for dangerous game i s  a 
Westley Richards .476 double express which he 
took on recent safari. Even Keith uses kick pad. 
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H UNTING THE GREAT GAME of Africa has been my 
lifelong ambition, but it involves the expenditure of 

two commodities with which I have never been endowed: 
time, and money. Each year I've thought, "Maybe next 
year-or the year after." But each year as it rolled around 
found me still hopeful, still broke, and still busy. So finally 
I just said, "I'm going!" 

After 30 years of gpiding and outfitting big game ex- 
peditions on this continent, I thought I knew the ropes. 
But I found that preparation for an African hunt is much 
more involved than just picking out the guns and ammo. 

First, you have to establish the fact that you were 
officially born. For those of us who were born in times 
and places where few such records were kept, this can be 
quite a chore. But it's necessary in order to prove that 
you are an American citizen. Finally, through sworn 
depositions from older cousins, I obtained a birth cer- 
tificate from Missouri. 

The next requirement is an international health 
certificate. This requires that you be vaccinated for 
smallpox within the last three years, and that you be shot 
for yellow fever. These two are mandatory. It is also 
advised that you take the shots (one now and a booster 
shot 30 days later) for tetanus, and that you protect your- 
self also against typhoid and para-typhoid. Then, before, 

during, and after the hunt, you take malaria shots. Having 
secured the birth certificate and the health certificate, you 
must send the birth certificate and ten bucks to the Denart- 
ment of State and apply for passports. Next, you must 
write to the consulate of the provinces or countries in 
which you will hunt and obtain visas. With these, you will 
have completed the official red tape and can consider your- 
self "armed" so far as the immigration boys are concerned. 

Next comes the matter of transportation. First class 
round trip fare by air from Idaho to Nairobi costs just 
over $1800.00 (tourist class, $1380.00), plus another 
$169.00 for 100 pounds of air freight. The outfitters all 
advise you to bring your rifles and ammunition with you 
by air rather than sending them four months in advance by 
ocean steamer and then running the chance of having them 
still held in Customs at Mombassa when you arrive in 
Nairobi. Licenses must be secured for the export of am- 
munition, and your rifles must be registered with the State 
Department. So much for the formalities. 

For rifles, I decided to take two with me by air. One was 
my custom built, .333 O.K.H. Mauser, barreled by Jack 
~ i h u r s t ,  chambering, fitting, and scope mounting by C. M. 
Oneil, stocking by Iver Henriksen to my design. This rifle 
is equipped with a latest Series 60 Weaver K-4 scope with 
my range-finder reticule in Oneil-Hopkins mounts. It has 

By ELMER KEITH 

Conservation of wild game is  important work in Africa. Here young rhino is hog- 
tied to be dosed with medicine. Keith numbered rhino among "big five" he hunted. 



Hinged floorplate of 
Rigby Mauser maga- 
zine permits dropping 
soft nosed rounds, load- 
in with solids, while 
sti 7 I covering wild ani- 
ma1 with shell in the 
chamber of weapon. 

Mannlicher-Schoenauer was used by Keith's good friend, Gerrit Forbes. Small 
6.5 mm has been used for elephant, is not recommended. Bigger 9.5 mm 
(above) i s  good for lion, other medium sized but durable game. High scope 
permits iron sight use in emergency facing charge. Below, Cogswell & 
Harrison with Parker-Hale cocking piece sight is typical of rifles for Africa. 

no other sights, but I took along an 
extra scope, just in case one should get 
damaged on the trip. This rifle has a 
long 26" straight taper barrel of quite 
light weight, but is surprisingly accu- 
rate, usually staying within one minute 
of angle with either 250 grain Barnes 
bullets or 300 grain I.C.I. steel jacket 
bullets, backed with 60 grains of 4350 
powder. For Africa, because of the 
excessive heat, I have loaded 58 grains 
of 4350 instead of 60 grains. I packed 
200 rounds of 300 grain, mostly soft 
nose but with some 30 or 40 rounds of 
solids for thick-hided game. After using 
and seeing this cartridge used with 300 
grain slugs on about all American 
game, I have every confidence in it for 
my light rifle for the plains game of 
Africa. 

I will carry the .333 sighted for 200 
yards with the upper horizontal wire, 
using 300 grain ammunition. With the 
six-minute spacing between top and 
bottom cross wire in this Weaver scope 
reticle, I can handle shots to extreme 
long range if necessary. I have done 
and seen a lot of big game shooting 
over the last 30 years, and I don't ex- 
pect this trip to be very much different, 
so far as rifle and bullet performance 
are concerned. I intend to do my ut- 
most for clean one-shot kills wherever 
possible. The .333 O.K.H. should han- 
dle all plains game; and, with solids, it 
should be good for finishing a wounded 
elephant or other game with brain 
shots, and be good for hippo or lion 
as well. 

For the second rifle, I chose a best- 
quality Westley Richards, double ham- 
merless ejector, with 26" barrels and 
a weight of lOY2 pounds. I bought this 
rifle second hand some 20 years ago in 
preparation for this trip. It is perfect 
inside and very good outside. It has 
the hand-detachable locks and single 
trigger, and it fits me perfectly. I have 
used it to kill one big bull bison and 
thoroughly tested it out to 550 yards. 
At 60 yards, bullets from the two bar- 
rels usually cut each other or land 
within a half inch of each other, and 
out at 550 yards it drops one from each 
barrel within three inches of the other. 
This is about the finest accuracy I have 
ever obtained from a double rifle. It is 
equipped with fine, small bead, regular 
front sight in a folding hood and also a 
big white enamel jack sight for jungle 
or close range fast work. Rear sight is 
the usual wide-angle British V with 
four folding leaves sighted from 100 to 
500 yards, and I know where it shoots 
at close (Contihued on page 48) 



Author Hanson on stand during deer 
hunt involving five Canadian "gun 
nuts" and their customized, highly 
individualized sporters and loads. 

w E DROVE THE LAST of the rifle barrels into the frozen 
earth as dusk was falling and in a few minutes the tent was 

secure. In a few minutes more the stove was up and a fire lighted. 
We were in the deer country and it was the last week in November. 
We had a week in which to take our deer. 

The four of us had planned the trip very carefully, and, kuow- 
ing that zero temperatures or below might be encountered, we had 
discarded the wooden tent pegs as impractical. In searching 
around for some metal substitutes, one of the party, Ian Dingwall 
who is a custom gunsmith in Vancouver, British Columbia, had 
remembered that he had dozens of shot out rifle barrels in the 
back of his shop. An hour spent in knocking off ramps and sights 
and we had all the stakes we needed. 

We had chosen the time primarily for the doe season. Due to 
the good work of the Provincial Game Commission, the Game 
Biologists, and their excellent staffs, we have a variable doe sea- 
son, which is generally the last week, or the last two weeks, of 
the regular hunting season. The time, duration, and areas are 

- determined by the kill during the regular buck season, the 
amount of forage available, and the severity of the weather. Tht 
Game Commission is also empowered to throw open certain areas 
for a no-limit, any-sex season where reports indicate that tht 
number of deer exceed the forage available for them. This 
practice helps to prevent excessive "winter kill" by starvation anc 
disease, results in more deer, bigger deer, and healthier deer. At 
the time of this trip we were allowed two deer each, one of which 



Another Mauser action but in 
.30-06, with a Spanish walnut 
stock and Bushnell 3X scope. 

Author's own choice was Crown 
Grade Husqvama '06 andSmith 
4X scope in Stith Master mount. 

Custom-built 8 mm on trimmed '98 
Mauser action weighs under 6 Ibs. 
with sling. Scope i s  2Y2X Leupold. 

Ross took this Mauser-action .35 
Whelen, Bishop-stocked, with 21/zX 
Texan scope on Echo side mounts. 



' might be a doe. 
The rifles we carried were selected with a great deal of 

forethought. Knowing the district, we knew that some 
brush shots were likeiv to be made. which ruled out the 
light fast calibers.  here would also'be open shots, as the 
tops of the ridges were somewhat sparsely timbered. There 
might even be shots from the side of one ridge over to the 
next one, so we wanted rifles that would shoot fairly flat 
for three or four hundred yards. Furthermore, there was 
the remote possibility that we might run into elk. We chose 
our rifles accordingly. 

Ian Dingwall put his faith in a lovely lightweight of his 
own construction. He cut an 8 mm German machine eun " 
barrel down to minimum and fitted it to a pared and 
lightened 98 Mauser action. This was glass bedded into a 
top-grade blank of light Oregon myrtle which was cut and 
shaped to his own personal measurements. He then de- 
signed and built a scope mount that was completely adjust- 
able for windage and elevation. This mount held a Leupold 
2% X Pioneer within 1/16 inch of the barrel and just 
clear of the bolt. This rifle, complete with mount, scope, 
and a well oiled sling, weighs 5 pounds and 10 ounces. 

We all hand load, and Ian had worked up a load for 
the 8 mm. driving a 175 Sierra bullet at about 2700 feet - 
per second. This load in this rifle would group in an inch 
at a hundred yards and, due to the excellent shaping and 
balance of the stock, the recoil was negligible. 

Bob Ross used his .35 Whelen for the trip. I had al- 
ways regarded this gun as being too big for deer, but 
subsequent events and conditions proved me very wrong. 
Ian had built the gun for him, using a 9 mm German 
barrel in a modified Mauser 98 action, bedded into a 
Bishop stock. He fitted it with an Echo Side Mount holding 

a 2% X Texan scope with medium crosshairs. Bob loaded 
his cartridges with 250 grain bullets which he was pushing 
out at over 2600 feet per second; plenty fast for that bullet. 

Jim Stewart had the most handsome rifle I have ever 
seen: a .30-06 sporter, amazingly accurate. Ian had built 
it for him, using a Douglas barrel, again fitted to a Mauser 
98 action. The stock was one of the best pieces of Spanish 
Claro walnut that ever came out of Spain. Medium light 
in color, it is tightly fiddlebacked for its full length on both 
sides. There are no ornate carvings, inlays, or other circus- 
horse trappings about it. Ian checkered it in a simple 
fleur-de-lis pattern that brought out the natural beauty of 
the wood and added to the svmmetrv of line and balance 
obtained in the shaping of the stock. Jim was loading an 
even 50 grains of 4064 powder behind a 180 grain Sierra 
bullet. This load and rifle has repeatedly made groups of 
5 shots in an inch. It will do it hot, cold, or lukewarm, so 
the barrel must be perfectly concentric and perfectly bed- 
ded. With a little less powder, this rifle has closed groups 
down to 5/16 of an inch. For the hunting trip, it was 
wearing a Stith Master mount and a 3X Bushnell with 
medium crosshair. 

I was the only "standard" man of the four. Ian got me 
a Crown Grade Husqvarna with better than average walnut 
on it. Some fiddleback, but mostly an even mottling of 
light and dark wood with an oil finish. It was in .30-06, 
which was about the right size for this trip. The checkering 
is good and the blueing job better than good. I liked the 
lightened Mauser action and the silent shotgun-type safety. 
After checking the bedding, he cut the butt to fit me and 
put on a Pachmayr rifle pad that sticks to my hunting 
jacket very nicely. I added a Stith Master mount and a 
Stith Master 4X scope, which (Continued on page 57) 

(Left to right) Ian Dingwall and his 8 mm lightweight; Bob Ross with his .35 
Whelen; Jim Steward and his ,3046 pose with five trophies of any-deer hunt. 
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Guns 
3"Â POLICE AWARD 

CHICAGO DETECTIVES WIN TOP HONORS IN NATIONAL 

POLICE AWARD PROGRAM. WHO DO YOU NOMINATE FOR 1958? 

Colt Detective Special .38s were 
selected by two Chicago officers. b 
Inscriptions on Colts detailed act 
for which narcotics squad detectives 
were named. Third award nominations 

, are being received for 1958 honor. 

F OR THEIR HEROIC victory in a fatal 
gun duel with a vicious dope peddler, 

Chicago detectives Miles Cooperman and 
Sheldon Teller were the second winners 
in the annual police recognition award 
program sponsored by GUNS magazine. 
Nominations are being received for 1958 
award winners. Nominees may be city 
policemen, sheriff's police, or members of 
a state police unit, in your locality or else- 
where. Basis for nomination may be an act 
of personal heroism involving gunplay, or 
work in a local hunter-safety program, or 
support of adult or junior school of 
shooting instruction. Any socially useful 
act involving guns will be considered. 
Watch this magazine for instructions for 
submission of nominations. 

Cooperman (left), Teller get guns from 
Chicago Crime Commission head Virgil 
Petersen. Edwards of Guns delivered .38s. 



G UNS FROM EIBAR are sold all over 
the world, but the town isn't much to 

look at. You can lope through the place in 
twice the time it takes to saddle a tame 
bronc. And if you are searching for a 
sight of shootin7 irons in the shop windows, 
your myopia will return thrice over before 
you spot a weapon. Building firearms is 
such old hat with your Eibarese that he 
doesn't bother to stack 'em up in display. 
Besides, his product isn't for home con- 
sumption. Eibar doubles reach such places 
as Chicago, Hong Kong, Alexandria, 
Karachi, and Buenos Aires. One manufac- 
turer is now shipping to twenty-six foreign 
countries. 

Eibar, perched like an eagle's aerie high 
in the Spanish Pyrenees, sits athwart the 
road from San Sebastian, summer watering 
place of Spain's nobility, to Bilbao, the 
little Pittsburgh of the Iberian Peninsula. 
This Basque town is one of the ranking 
arms center of the world. It is quite as 

Pocket Astra now widely sold in US. 
i s  far superior to guns of '20s that 
gave the Eibar industry a bad name. 

well known as Birmingham and ~ i e ~ e ,  as 
New Haven and Ferlach. But you couldn't 
tell it by taking a quick gander. At first 
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Handsome over-under Brownin scattergun was obtained by Askins while abroad. I In poor condition, it was re uilt, barreled, stocked, and engraved in Spain. 

blush it looks about as imposing as a 
middle-western U.S. whistle-stop, and 
about as interesting. The single street 
winds and meanders along the can- 
yon floor, passing dirty, time-stained 
buildings, and always it seems to rain 
in Eibar. For beauty you must glance 
upward to the verdant hills, eternally 
green, bathed twelve months of the 
year in the steady drizzle of rain. Or 
else step into the nearest gunsmithery 
and feast your eyes on some of the 
sweetest ordnance made anywhere to- 
day. 

It is there and it doesn't much mat- 
ter which doorway you select. Eibar 
has 62 gun makers. These are major 
firms. It has a higher per capita popu- 
lation of gunsmiths than any other 
city in the world. If one does not 
build shooting irons he is related to 
those who do; and if, maybe, he man- 
ufactures bicycles, or sewing machines, 
or machine tools, then he keeps his 
hand in by owning stock in gun-mak- 
ing firms.~rtisans there ate who are 
'smiths, and their fathers before them 
-and their father's fathers. Don Esta- 
ban Orbea. alcalde del pueblo. is the 
sixth generation of a gun-building 
family. Oddly enough, these days, he 
is the largest manufacturer of bicycles 
in Spain, making no sporting arms. 
He does. however. turn out more 
empty primed shotshells than anyone 
else in Iberia. 

Among the 62 firms, the larger- 
there are a half-dozen big fellows- - 
employ hundreds of gunmakers, while 
others work in a single room and em- 

ploy no more than a dozen mechanics. 
Some plants are so new and modern 
as to put to shame the grimy old 
Civil-War-vintage heaps of masonry 
to be seen in our own New Haven and 
Hartford. Others are limited to a single 
room. 

The best stock-maker in Eibar is at 
Jardines 8. When you finally search it 
out with the help of various friendly 
Eibarese, Jardines 8 is a tumble-down 
tenament clinging precariously to the 
canyon. At the far end of a littered 
and dimly lighted hall is a closed door. 
A light rapping will bring Pedro Ar- 
razabalaga who, with the restraint al- 
ways accorded a stranger, will bow 
you inside. The place, a single room, 
is a reclaimed family quarters. Here 
is one of the great stockers of a gun- 
building town. I have never found 
better; indeed, have yet to see anyone 
approach his artistry. If your Spanish 
is adequate, you and Pedro can get to 
the business of selecting from a great 
pile of cured blanks the piece you 
want for your smoothbore. For forty 
bucks, Arrazabalaga has turned out 
for me buttstocks that far outshine 
anything I have ever seen in finest 
Circassian. The wood is native walnut, 
grown, cured, and made ready in 
Spain. 

The wizardry of his chisel in in- 
letting is a treat to the eye, a crafts- 
manship that gives of no quarter to 
Purdey's finest. But aside from stock 
beauty, finish, inletting, and fit, most 
perfect is the artistry of the checker- 
ing. Arrazabalaga checkers 26 lines to 

the inch and each little diamond 
viewed under the glass is as uniformly 
like its brothers as though whittled by 
the Great Engraver himself. And all 
this magnificent work is done in one 
dirty, overcrowded little room high 
above the tortuous street that is Eibar's 
main drag. 

There is a gun-maker guild, but not 
all smiths are members. The Basque is 
the Yankee of Spain. He is as stub- 
born as two mules. Contrary and re- 
calcitrant, he cannot be driven and is 
led with difficulty. He is as independent 
as a Maine lobsterman, as liberty- 
loving as an unreconstructed Rebel, 
and whatever he does will be his own 
best thinking, not influenced by the 
urgings of his neighbors or the logic 
of his elders. Despite this, many Eibar 
gun-builders subscribe to the guild. 

Those who are members do a areat " 
deal of scratching of each other's 
backs. One firm will specialize in 
forging actions, another limits their 
activity to rough-turning and semi- 
finishing barrels, still a third does all 
the lock work. There is a government 
proof-house in Eibar. It is under the 
charge of Col. Juan Alonzo Areyzaga, 
an officer of the Ordnance Corps. All 
weapons must pass two proofs before 
acceptance. I have visited the proof 
house innumerable times and watched 
operations there. First proof and the 
second, the definitive proof, are both 
affixed by the government. 

Eibar is a manufactory, primarily, 
of shotguns and pistols. There is a 
production of rifles but it is trifling. 



Handsome magnum ten imported from Spanish guncraftsman Gorosabel b Frank 
Chrk of Cheyenne, Wyoming, i s  typical of fine Deeley-action Ebar <Lbles. 

Victor Sarasqueta makes a few double 
express rifles but in small quantity. 
Down the road toward the sea is a 
small outfit turning out shoddy little 
bolt-action clip-fed rifles, chambered 
for the 9 mm Bergmann cartridge, a 
pistol round. Output funnels into the 
Spanish security police. Franco looks 

I 
i 

with jaundiced eye on the manufacture 
of rifled arms, remembering the civil 
war of 1936-39. He elects to keep rifle 
manufacture in his governmental ar- 
senal at La where he turns Out Magnificently engraved Kersten-bolted AYA 0 / U  i s  only "2nd grade" gun 
a of the &lauser K98, in of major Eibar gun factory Single trigger is U.S. importer design. Below, clip 
7.92 mm. spur handily helps release takedown muzzle collar on popular 9 mm Astra pistol. 

The largest manufacturer of pistols 
is Star Bonifacio Echeverria. The out- 
fit builds a 2 2  Target automatic. The^ 
also copy the Colt M1911, in 9 mrn 

I Parabellum and 9 mm Bergmann, .38 
Super, and .45 ACP. There is a pocket 
automatic, as well, in .32 ACP and 

Ib -380 ACP. 
These Star automatics deserve a 

word in passing. Isaac Irusta, ener- 
getic and canny general manager of 
Star, determined directly after World 
War I1 that the firm needed a nev 
pocket self-loader. His engineers bea 
the bushes and assembled a rounc- 
half-dozen of the world's best auto 
pistols. From these the present Star 
was fashioned and a fine arm it is' 
The receiver bears a marked resem 
blance to the Colt M1911; the slid( 
slips off with a latch borrowed from 
the Walther P-38; the barrel hinge" 
to the receiver through a link-and-luf 
arrangement filched from the big 
Browning (Continued on page 62) 



By HENRY CURTIS MORRIS 

THE OLD THE NEW THE UNUSUAL 

NTH 

Delicate engraving on unusual American double 
was laid out by the purchaser in careful sketch. 

Special 16 gauge Lefevre double is in fine leather case with compartments for rods, 
shells, and shotgun taken down. Light single-trigger gun is  in very fine condition. 

T HIS HANDSOME DOUBLE 16 gauge Lefevre shotgun is one 
of the few American "tailor made" shotguns. It was built in 

1902 by Lefevre, before he sold out to the Lefevre Anus Co., for 
a friend of mine named Lewis, of Reno, Nevada. Lewis was treas- 
urer of the narrow gauge N.C. & 0. railroad. His "order" was a full 
size India ink drawing showing the most minute details, such as the 
engraving on the action and the graining of the circassian walnut 
stock. The barrels were specially ordered from Krupp, of fluid steel, 
a rarity in those days, as was the ejector, and the single trigger. 

The first gun made was carelessly handled in transit and arrived 
with rusty barrels and a split stock because some package with 
liquid in it had been on top of the gun case. The double was 
returned and another ordered. However, as it would have taken 
several months to get new barrels from Germany, Lefevre had the 
first gun completely done over and shipped it back to Lewis, who 
did not cancel the repeat order. When the second gun came, Lewis 

found he was well satisfied with the first and so offered the second 
one to me for what he was charged for it which, as I remember, 
was $125.00. I was very happy to be able to buy the gun and have 
used it with real pleasure ever since. 

Mr. Lewis was a crack shot with small bore pistol and rifle, with 
which he shot quail and sage hen on the wing and seldom missed. 
His father was one of the survivors of the Donner Lake disaster. 
Their first house in California was of adobe, in one of the placer 
camps, and the mud was liberally sprinkled with particles of gold, 
some of which he dug out with his knife. He and I did a lot of 
target practice together with small-bore guns and he taught me 
much about handling them. Though the gun is a beautiful weapon, 
I would almost rather have the drawing which Lewis made to show 
Lefevre exactly how the gun should be built. I t  was a wonderful 
piece of most expert "penmanship" and I doubt if it has ever been 
equalled under such circumstances. 



c u t  mere are omer, more serious critical 
objections. For example, the illustrative 11 
plates with one or two exceptions are made 
of ~hotoeraohs cut UD and ~ a s t e d  down on , - 
white paper, and th; dim cut edge of the 
photo can be seen. Captions which could be 
interesting are generally merely labels, and 
are typewritten, contrasting unhappily with 
the attractive, legible type in which the rest 
of the book is set. Serious errors of caption 
are also to be noticed, such as the photo of 
the M1898-type Mauser sporter with shotgun 
barrel below which the caption says, "with 
tubular magazine." Some of the illustra- 
tions are badly marked with checkerboard 
"moir6," the blotchy effect which is produced 
by unskilled copying of previously pub- 
lished illustrations. Ironically, the most 
marked pictures are those of modern com- 
mercially-available sporting rifle versions of 
the Mauser: Sakos, FI-FN's, and Thalson CZ 
rifles, photos of which would have been 
gladly supplied by the importers on request. 

In other respects, the book is deficient in 
details which one would justifiably expect 
to see in it. The illustration of the exceed- 
ingly rare Mauser-Norris gun is only a big 
drawing, copied from the official History 01 
Mauser Works. But credit and thanks are 
given in the book to the Smithsonian Insti- 
tution in Washington, and the reader is re- 
ferred to the Mauser-Norris rifle which they 
have on display there! For $2.35 a photo 01 
this gun could have been obtained, and a 
well-invested two bucks it would be, to offer 
the first photograph published in this cen- 
tury of the Mauser-Norris! Other photos 
show the Mauser made about 1895 in 6 mm 
Lee caliber. Yet not a word of comment 
exists in the text about this unusual arm, 
nor anything of the fact George Luger pre- 
sented a "bolt action" rifle to the U.S. Navy 
ordnance test board about that time in 6 mm 
caliber-probably such a gun. Further lack- 
ing is any text detail on the enigmatic Model 
1929 Mauser bolt action, a close-up of which 
is one of the best photos in the book, and 
used full-page. While it seems to have been 
a truly improved Mauser, how and why and 
in what manner is not stated in the book. A 
round dozen or so pages is also devoted to 
printing ballistics of Mauser ammunition. 
This could have been reduced to a single 
page of small type in the appendix for 
reference. 

Olsen's first work, well organized though 
incomplete, has been unobtainable for years 
and this new book has been awaited for a 
long time by this reviewer, with anticipation 
and great interest. Now that we have it, it 
is, to me, a great disappointment, personally 
and profession ally.-^^^. 

PISTOL CASES! NEW! JR. 

$37.95 up. All b o x e s  
f.0.b. Laredo. Tex. 
PISTOL MUZZLE BRAKE: 

petent eunsmith. We rec- 

.4S 6 3 8  SIGHT MOVER: 

DOC W. F. CARVER: 
SPIRIT GUN OF THE WEST 
By Raymond W. Thorp 
(Arthur H. Clark Co., Glendale, 
California, $8.50) 

Doc Carver was one of the truly great fig- 
ures in the shooting history of this country 
and of the world, and it is high time shooters 
of today made his acquaintance. Only one 
man could have written this book, because 
only one man had access to the Carver 
papers, including, apparently, an autobi- 
ographical manuscript. That man was Ray- 
mond Thorp, the author of this book; and 
Thorp has done a thorough job of reporting 
the Carver story. 

It is too bad that the job could not have 
been done with more discrimination, with 
closer attention to probabilities, possibilities, 
and actual facts. Footnoting, as the author 
frequently does, that certain statements come 
"From the Mss. of Doc Carver, and from 
letter to the author from Carver," does not 
verify contradictions of known fact; it 
merely proves that Carver, like most of us, 
tended to embroider his stories. Carver was 
a great shooter, a colorful character. His 
records are amazing enough to stand without 
embellishment by himself or others. That 
those records have been bettered since Car- 
ver's day by men shooting lighter guns and 
better ammunition does not lessen the mag- 
nitude of Carver's achievement; but it is 
useless to deny those later records. Such de- 
nials, and the author's easy acceptance of 
typical frontier-style tall tales, by Carver, by 
Wild Bill Hickok, and others, merely open 
the book to question as to the author's 
credulity. 

The facts are here, and no library pretend- 
ing to include the history of shooting can be 
without this book. The reader will simply 
have to winnow fact from legend, armed with 
the knowledge that the writer "fell in love 
with his subject."-EBM. 

1 NEW1 BARREL BUSHING: 
Insures even greater ac- 
curacy ftom your Colt 
Super Accuracy Job. Elim- 

Included). 
NEW! RECOIL BUFFER: 
For .45 and .a8 Super 
Colt* reduces recoil ap- 
preciably. R e t a i l  p r i c e  
only $3.60. 
.AS AUTO LONG TRIG- 
GER: Every .45 owner 
needs one to insure per- 
fect squeeze and tri er 
oontrol. mtai l~rioe.  ~ 5 3 3 ~ .  
PISTOL SCORE BOOKS: 
Famous Folder  Pistol 
Tournament Score Book- 

:Ensw&? &%52''Pd* 

BRAND NEW FACTORY SEALED BOXES 

20% DEPOSIT ON C.0.D.k 
FREE 1958 WHOLESALE CATALOG 

PARKER DISTRIBUTORS Dept. 1701 
P.O. Box 55. Williamsbridoe Sta.. N. Y. 67. N.Y. 

MARK I1 TRIGGER MECHANISM 

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES 
By Ludwig Olsen 
(Fadco Publishing Co., $12.50) 
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CATCH THEM ALIVE and UNHURT! 

Trap Catches 
Can't Morel 
Harm 
Children Easy to 
or Pets Use! 

Why handicap your shoot- 
ing with a long rough mil- ~nf ie~d  

itary tri ger pull? Every 98 Mauser 
unit hand honed and test- FN MOUS- 

ed for smoothness in a Swedish 

rifle action before ship- 
ment. Cmxh Mauser 

The long-awaited book on Mauser bolt- 
action rifles is a disappointment, a t  least to 
this reviewer. Although printed on fine, 
heavy, glossy paper, the illustrations are 
poor. Money has been spent on book mak- 
ing, rather than on presenting desirable and 
interesting information to the collector and 
arms student. The result is a volume not 
significantly improved over the earlier, 
cheaply-printed private edition books on the 
same subject by the same author. , 

Amazing HAVAHART trap captures raiding rats rabbitd 
squirrels. skunks, weasels, etc. Takes minks, coon's without 
injuring them. Straying pets and poultry are released 
unhurt. Easy to setÃ‘ope ends give animal confidence. 
Fully guaranteed. No jaws or springs to break. Bustproof. 
Sizes for all needs. Send counon for valuable ff & X X 

m d  all other trp. 
<tion, identkol to 

SPEEDLOCKS. . $1 5.00 wod.1 98 wovie* 

SINGLE STAGE $1 2.50 
Request Descriptive Folder 

DAYTON-TRAISTER C 
7028 164th St. S.W. 

EDMONDS, WASHINGTON 

36-page booklet on trapping secrets. 
HAVAHART, 204-P Water St.. Ossining, N. Y. 
Please send me tree 36-page booklet and price 11Ã§ 

Name .................................................................................. 
Address 
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danger of loss. Bullets are ke t safe 
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stick as Cartridge Packs are made 
of waxed rubber. Fit on any belt up 
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guaranteed shooting accessories for rifles, 
pistols and revolvers. 

MERSHON CO.. INC. 
511 E. Broadway, Glendale 5, California 
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Products, by Supreme Court Decision 
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HANDLOADING 
BOOKLET! A 

r 
New C-H handbook shows you how 
to make your own ammunition 
and how t o  start .  . . right! Packed 
with valuable information 
and tips reloaders should 
know, this beautiful 
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Die Neueste Walther Pistole 
Model "P-38" 

0 PPORTUNITIES to test the new 
Walther P-38 automatic 9 mm double 

action pistols have been unusually easy for 
us. The members of the Gun Tour visited 
Walther's factory in Germany in October, 
1957. There we shot the military P-38 being 
produced for the west German army. To 
judge from consecutive serial numbers, a lot 
of 5000 was in the works at the time. 

Barrels are forged, then the rifle tubes 
sleeved in and held by a cross pin at the 
breech. The GI barrels were rough outside, 
with the forging flashing still visible under 
the dull finish. Slides were coarsely ma- 
chined, all the final polishing operation being 
omitted. Slide stamping included the German 
Army contract order code number, and the 
mark such as "6/57" denoting manufacture 
in June of 1957. 

Guns built during the preceding couple of 
months were being tested on the under- 
ground firing range, where Herr Rau, one 
of Germany's distinguished pistol shooters, 
was target-testing each pistol for the Bundes- 
wehr inspector. Herr Rau used an arm rest. 
The targets, different from the U.S. bullseye 
targets, were at 25 meters. At that time I 
ordered a pistol, but, on returning to the 
US., the first post-war P-38 came from Sam 
Cummings, of Interarmco, who plans to 
market these new guns in the US. The 
Jnterarmco sample is a commercial weapon, 
numbered "001002 E," apparently the second 
of the commercial production. 

There are differences between this newest 
of the world famous Walther line and its 
equally famous predecessors. Current military 
and commercial production have light alloy 
frames. Apparently the few made during the 
war for the Luftwaffe by Walther proved to 
be satisfactory, and now alloy frames are 
standard. Parenthetically, the Walther is the 
only one of the NATO-standard pistols which 
has a light alloy frame, unless one includes 
the Colt Commander. The commercial P-38 
will, doubtless, be a strong contender in 
international markets for NATO-standard 
weapons. 

The new P-38 (Cummings wants to call it 
"P-58") is not fully interchangeable with 
wartime guns. The barrels of old and new 
will not interchange. The old barrels will 
fit the new slide and frame: the new barrel 
is too beefy at the breech to fit the old slide. 
Unless manufacturing changes are made, you 
will not be able to buy a new barrel to fit 
your old P-38. Second difference is in the 
finish. Both old and new are chemical fin- 
ishes, but the old, in commercial dress, had 
a rich quality of blue which approximated 
a light heat-blue finish. The present finish 
is a nitrate black. 

Comparing the new with my sample of 
1941 military, which is very finely finished to 
commercial standards, polished inside, and 
closely machined, I incline to favor the old 
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finish. On my commercial pistol sent directly 
from Walther, 001026E, there were some 
spots. Yet the present gun does make a very 
handsome effect with its new-design check- 
ered black grips and shiny polished finish. 
The slide has some slight improvement in 
profiling and contour: along the top is a 
plate, which is polished flat and looks nice 
on the new gun. Beside it, the slide is 
shaped up into a set of tiny ribs, one to each 
side. They make a very pleasing style con- 
trast, and serve to direct the attention to the 
"newer looking" gun. The slide serrations, 
grasping grooves, are fewer in number on 
the new gun, and the safety lever on the 
slide has fewer grooves. The frame at  the 
trigger pin is reenforced. 

Inside, the safety has been strengthened 
by closer tolerances and less cutting away. 
In principle it appears to be the same. Pistol 
No. 2 had a very stiff safety that could be 
jammed in the "safe" position, much to the 
embarrassment of the shooter. On my pistol 
bought directly from Walther, the safety 
worked smoothly. Double action on both 
pistols is very smooth. Single action pull is 
likewise good. 

Shooting the new pistol, No. 2, on the 
range at 20 yards, revealed inherently good 
accuracy. However, the gun in its fitting 
between slide, barrel, and frame, was defi- 
nitely not machined as snugly as my wartime 
"commercially finished" pistol. I found that 
putting them into the black was not too 
difficult, though, with either p i s to l~o ld  or 
new. Grasping the new pistol by the barrel, 
and tugging, I found it possible to shake it 
considerably in the slide and frame. The 
"commercially finished" 1941er was much 
more rigid. While the practical objections 
will prove small, the loose gaps between 
barrel, slide, and frame, which can be seen 
at the front of the gun, will make serious 
shooters question the new P-38's usefulness 
as a centerfire match pistol. It is, of course, 
equal to or superior to most of the world's 
issue service pistols. 

Cummings, as he has also done with the 
Manurhin-made P P  and PPK pistols, will 
obtain grooved trigger guns from Walther 
with improved sights made to American de- 
signs. At present, the sights are square- 

Commercial Walther has new - desi n 
grips, minor improvements in wor ? s. 



Swift rifles with 24, 25 and 26 inch barrels 
and said there was no great difference. I 
don't know how he reconciled his other 
velocities, or what other calibers he checked. 
He was getting between 3800 and 3900 feet- 
per-second for his Swift, and about the 
same for the 6 mm. 

"A few days ago, I got Pike over here, 
and we made some more tests. We fired a 
24" .30-06 using Remington 180 Gr. BP 
bullet, and got 2750 f.p.s. Then got 3850 and 
3795 for the Swift with one low reading of 
3650, probably due to a wire not breaking 
instantly (from bullet impact) and the 6 mm 
got 3825 and 3875 with one high reading of 
4000, ~ r o b a b l ~  due to the other wire not 
breaking cleanly. I didn't feel too good 
about these texts, and we tried to figure out 
what we had been doing wrong, and couldn't 
arrive at anything. 

"This evening Pike got over here again 
and we had another short session. First he 
adjusted the distance of his contacts slightly, 
to give more nearly correct readings at Swift 
velocities, and we took some more compar- 
ative readings, as follows: 

First shot .300 Imp. Magnum, 82 grs. 
4350, 150 Sierra bullet, Weatherby 
lists this load as giving 3530 FS in 
26 inch barrel. Our gun had 24" 
barrel, cbronograph gave 3450. 

Second shot 6 mm case-forming load, 
machine gun powder, 90 gr. bullet, 
3100 f.p.8. 

Third shot full load, case packed full 
MG powder 105 gr. Speer bullet, 4000. 

Fourth shot, Swift 48 gr. Rem. Hi- 
Speed4000. 

Fifth shot, 6 mm same as third shot 
aboveÃ‘WOO 

THE GUNS THAT 
WON THE WEST 

Colt Texas Paterson 
.40 Cal. 1836 

Old P-38 shows closer slide - barrel 
fitting but new guns (right) shoot well. 

topped front blades, with deep U notches at 
rear. Cummings, if he introduces a "Mark 
11" or other version of the P-38, will offer 
it with a square notch rear and perhaps a 
wider blade front sight for faster visibility. 
A grooved trigger may also be introduced, 
though trigger grooving, sold on the basis 
of "non slip," is habitually in the direction 
of finger slippage instead of against it. A 
smart move might be to checker the trigger 
or knurl it sharply. 

For target use, the P-38 is one gun that 
needs a set of custom grips. For example, 
I have a long trigger finger, and although 
the 9 mm Norma loads I was shooting did 
not kick objectionably, they did demand I 
grip the gun very firmly for best shooting. 
But in that position the tendency to shove 
my finger far inside the guard had to be 
consciously resisted. The result was a 
strained shooting position. When I relaxed, 
I called the shots into the black. When I got 
careless and threw one out from finger side 
pressure, I got self-conscious. When I got 
self-conscious and started to "correct the bad 
habits," bullets went all over the paper. If 
somebody like Steve Herrett can work up a 
grip that will help shooters with long trigger 
fingers, the new P-38 should be exceedingly 
popular. 

Summing up, the new gun is well finished. 
It could be better, and Walther may go to 
the old-style blue if popular demand requires 
it. The new gun is accurate. But target 
shooters may demand-and get-better fit- 
ting between barrel, slide, frame. It is com- 
fortable and easy to shoot, and the 9 nun 
caliber, while calculated for serious work, 
is light on kick. Norma's ammo functions 
in these guns very accurately. As a newcomer 
to the US.  market, the postwar P-38 will 
find many shooters eager to try it out. It is 
the only double action 9 mm automatic 
pistol regularly in production, to be avail- 
able on the American market. Price from 
Interarmco is expected to be about $80. 

A N T I Q U E  GUNS 
These are replicas of original rare COLT guns 
made of strong mctal-look and feel like the 
REAL GUNsÃ‘wit gun blue finish. 

........... 1847 Colt W a l k e d 4  cal. .$6.95 ....... 1873 Colt Peacemaker45 cal. $5.95 ..... 1836 Colt Texas Paterson-40 cal. .$6.95 
1848 Colt Wells Forga-31 cal. ....... .$5.95 ............ 1860 Colt A r m y 4 4  cal. .$5.95 
1851 Colt Navy-36 cal. ............. .$5.95 

Truly novel gifts that are interesting conversation 
pieces. Each gun comes complete with a abort 
and enlightening history on its period. 

Send cash, check or Money Order now! 

VALLEY GUN SHOP, Dept. G 
7784 Foothill - Tuiungo, Calif. 

There is no better or safer way for a 
father tointroduce hisson to the world 
of firearms than with a high quality, 
truly accurate SHERIDAN Pneumatic 
Air Rifle. The SHERIDAN shoots ac- 
curately and quietly in the basement 
or with great effect outdoors. It's a 

FREE-our manual tells the 
story and is yours FREE 

Sixth shot. Swift same as fourth shot- 
4050. 

The 6 mm rifle has 27" barrel. 
"We used the outfit as carefully as we 

know how, and if the chronograph is any 
good, these results should be trustworthy. 
We plan on some more tests with the 6 mm, 
and also the 6.5 mm, but this is busy season 
of the year for Pike, and it may be a few 
days later. 

"I was not expecting to get this velocity; 
I really expected around 3600-3700. These 
loads probably will burn out a barrel quick- 
ly. For those who want to save the barrel 
more than they want to kill baboons at % 
mile, they can cut the load. Hope to make 
some more range tests soon, too, but it seems 
to me other shooters should take up this 
caliber and not expect me to do it all. I'm 
busy with too many other things. 

J. R. Buhmillei 
Kalispell, Montana 

(Continued on page 64) 

SHERIDAN 
PRODUCTS INC., - 
1240Ã‘13t Street, Racine. Wisconsin 

Expert Rifleman's 1 Buhmiller and the 6 mm 
The following letter from J. R. Buhmiller 

throws some new light on 6 mm loads and 
velocities: 

"I have been home a few weeks and have 
been trying to get some straight dope on the 
velocity of the 6 mm. Pike bought a new 
Hollywood chronograph and made a check 
of his loads in comparison with some other 
standard cartridges, and came up with the 
announcement that the velocities of the 
Swift and this 6 mm were the same and that 
there was very little, if any, difference be- 
tween them. He did not have his wires 
spaced correctly to give exact feet per sec- 
ond, but the test was comparative. He tried 
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9 easy steps . . . nothing 
else to buv 

HE BACKS HIS CLAIMS WITH BULLETS 
(Continued from page 14) 

The Bodrie act required a bullet trap, big 
enough to insure safety for hip shooting. 
There was no such trap on the market, and 
having one made to order would cost too 
much money. A friend, Joe Nikoden of the 
Detroit Bullet Trap Company, solved that 
problem by designing and building a 6'x3' 
trap that could be carried in the trunk of 
Joe's car. The actual trap face was 3'x3'6", 
big enough and to spare for Bodrie bullets. 
This was the pilot model of the present De- 
troit Trap Company's Exhibition Shooter's 
Trap, and Joe's is still in service. 

The first exhibition was a success; so 
much so that it started a chain reaction of 
other engagements. In six months, Bodrie 
had paid for all of his guns and equipment 
and made a nice profit. But he still had 
spare time, and to Joe Bodrie, spare time 
means only more shooting. 

was a feature of his performances. He prac- 
ticed it, studied and learned from every 
quick-draw expert he could track down. He 
picked up gun twirling from Dick Jones, bet- 
ter known as "Buffalo Bill, Jr." So strongly 
right handed that he was actually clumsy 
with his left, Bodrie fought this handicap 
with practice and more practice until, with 
guns, he is ambidextrous, as fast with one 
hand as with the other. And that is fast! 

Bodrie was moving fast, doing five shows 
a day for Colt's, meeting gun enthusiasts 
by the thousands. The quick-draw fad was 
on now, and every locality had its champion. 
Bodrie shot with them and against them. 
He learned "the road-agent spin," "the Cur- 
ley Bill twirl," and four different versions 
of the "border shift." He worked with 
double-actions and with the popular Single 
Actions. He tried every trick in the book, 
and perfected most of them. His shows con- 
sisted of a full half-hour packed with shoot- 
ing, a different stunt every minute, as fast 
as Bodrie could move and talk. Those shows 
opened the eyes of a lot of men who thought 
they were fast with weapons. 

One of Bodrie's stunts won him a lot of 
publicity simply because it was the most 
graphic proof ever devised of sheer gun 
speed. Bodrie would invite a person out of 
his audience to stand facing him, hands out 
in front, waist high and about six inches 
apart: "When you see me start to move," 
Bodne would say, "you clap your hands to- 
gether. Do it fast. See if you can clap your 
hands before I can draw and shoot you." I t  
looked easy. No one would believe that Bo- 
drie, standing at ease with his gun snug in 
its holster, could whip that gun up and 
level before his opponent could perform the 
simple single movement of bringing his two 
hands together. But Bodrie does it. I used 
to laugh at the old western gunfighter stories 
in which the hero's hands "blurred with in- 
credible speed" as he got his guns into ac- 
tion. Since seeing Bodrie, I'm not laughing. 

By this time, claims were coming from 
many sources about incredible quick-draw 
performances. This man could draw in half 
a second, that one in a quarter of a second. 
this one in a tenth. Timing devices of one 
kind or another were popping up all over 
the country to verify these claims. Many of 
these devices ignored reaction time alto- 
gether, measuring time only from the first 
movement of the gun in the holster to the 
instant the gun touched a "drawplate" in 
front of the shooter, or until the gun barrel 
cut the beam of an electronic eye. Ed Mc- 
Givern's proved and long-standing records 
were about the only ones that even consid- 
ered the detail of a bullet hitting a target. 
Very few people anywhere were basing their 
quick-draw claims on actual shoot-out con- 
ditions. Even where timing was reasonably 
accurate, it seldom included anything but 
the sheer legerdemain of the draw itself, the 
physical movement. 

One of the few timing devices that in- 
cludes reaction time and bullet accuracy, 
and perhaps the one timer that most closely 
simulates actual shoot-out conditions (even 
including much of the nervous tension), is  
the one designed and built by Arthur C. 
Ross, 10223 Garland Rd., Dallas 18, Texas. 
This timer was described in an article titled 
"The Target That Shoots Back" in the 
March, 1957, issue of this magazine. I t  con- 

- - - - - -  

Sufficient 
Powder and Shot 
Capacity. 
Precision Charging 
Bars for  All 
Recognized Loads. 
Calibrated Wad 
Pressure Gage. 
Decapper 

Recapper. 
Loads Both 
Insert  or 
Conventional 
Primers. 
Adequate Power 
on UD or  
Down Stroke 
Which Ever You 
Prefer. 

w ith the aid of his Union and the Na- 
tional Rifle Association, Bodrie set up 

a cluster of Hunter Safety schools. Schools, 
the Boy Scouts, and other organizations 
supplied him with pupils. He o rgan ized  
and taught combat pistol classes in 23 
cities and towns in his area. His charge was 
25c per pupil. His daily schedule read like 
a commuter's nightmare: 10:00 AM to 12:00, 
teach three police classes in combat shoot- 
ing; 1:00 PM to 3:00, teach three other po- 
lice department classes; 4:00 to 6:00, drive 
to a neighboring city and teach a class in 
Hunter Safety; 6:30 to 8:30, drive to another 
city and teach another Hunter Safety class; 
8:30 to 12:00, an exhibition-or, failing that. 
classes in night shooting for police. In his 
spare time, Joe practiced. 

Up and down the country, people were 
talking now about this soft-spoken man who 
did such amazing things with weapons. Rep- 
resentatives of the Colt's Patent Firearms 
Company made some inquiries, watched 
Bodrie shoot,liked what they saw and made 
him an offer. Bodrie accepted. For the first 
time in 120 years, Colt's had a professional 
exhibition shooter on their payroll. He had 
been a Colt man from the very beginning, 
and this was his chance to shoot a lot, sell 
Colt guns, promote shooting, and travel. This 
a s  was important, for it meant meeting 
shooters all over the country. Quick draw 
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sists of a man-size robot, wired to accurate 
timing devices. Timing starts when the ro- 
bot's eyes light up. After the eyes light, the 
shooter must draw, fire, and hit the lethal 
area on the robot's chest. A striking bullet 
stops the timer and records elapsed time. If 
the bullet does not "kill" the robot, the me- 
chanical man actually shoots back at  his 
opponent. Blanks, of course. But if you - think this mechanical gunman doesn't give 
you a fair taste of the tension involved in 
actual "for keeps" gunplay, you should 
try it. 

This device does include the usually ig- 
nored factors: reaction time (from the time 
the target's eyes flash their warning)-lock 
time (the small but measurable split second 
of hammer fall)-bullet time (another frag- 
ment of time, but measureable)-AND accu- 
racy. Because if you don't hit the killing 
area, the clock goes right on ticking. You 
don't score on smoke, or near misses. 

Most of the big-claim boys have stayed 
religiously away from Arthur Ross's timer. 
Bodrie made a trip to Texas to face it. The 
story of that meeting is best told in Bodrie's 
own words, and in a letter from Ross: 

"When I first approached the robot, I 
asked Ross if that robot could kill me. (It 
had a gun in each hand.) Ross said it could, 
so I drew and fired five shots at it. Ross said 
it wasn't turned on yet, and I said, 'My father 
told me if a man had a gun in his hand and 
said he could kill me, the thing to do was 
to shoot first and ask questions later.'" The 
robot wag very "dead" after Joe's greeting; 
all five slugs hit the vital area. 

. B odrie then faced the robot for a timed 
test. He refused Ross's offer of practice 

runs. Bodrie said he wouldn't get any prac- 
tice runs against a real gunman; he'd stand 
or fall on his first shot. 

A problem arose at this point. Bodrie's 
guns, the ones with which he demonstrates 
quick draw, are all big caliber. Ross's robot 
isn't built to shed big caliber bullets. So 
Bodrie faced the test with a strange gun 
(Ross's own) ; a gun not only of different 
weight, caliber, and balance, but of different 
make than the ones Bodrie uses. And it 
should be noted that Ross's gun, the one 
Bodrie used in the test, was a single-action. 

Here, in part, is what Ross wrote about 
the Bodrie test. "There is another letter in 

your time of .45 of a second total time, this 
leaves .17 of a second for the physical ac- 
tion of drawing and shooting the pistol 
accurately." 

On another timing device, using his own 
single-action Colt, Bodrie actually registered 
the same time, .45 second, for two shots, both 
lethal hits. But he is proudest of his record 
on the Ross timer. He says Rudolph the 
Robot is the nearest thing yet devised to 
an accurate timer of true combat speed. 

"But," he adds, "no timer can measure a 
man's guts. I think I'm the fastest gun alive 
and am willing to try to prove it against 
anyone, any time. I think, with my equip- 
ment, I'm probably faster than any of the 
old-time gunhawks. But if I had to draw 
against them, they'd probably kill me. They 
were killers; I'm just a shooter." 

I asked Bodrie once, "Who was the dead- 
liest man in the west?" Bodrie said dryly, 
"The man with a shotgun!" The answer is 
typical of Bodrie's practical approach to 
questions of combat shooting. He believes in 
hits. A man with a shotgun may not be a 
romantic figure, but he's pretty likely to hit 
something! 

Bodrie had made a pretty thorough study 
of the records of the Old West gunmen, and 
he has his own ideas about them. High on 
his list is the name of John Wesley Hardin. 
He doesn't know how fast the Texas preach- 
er's boy really was (who does?), but Bodrie 
is convinced that Hardin had plenty of that 
"willingness to kill." "And," Bodrie says, 
"he must've been a fair hand with a six- 
pistol, too. He went to the well pretty 
often!" 

Bodrie now devoting considerable - 
of his time and effort to the promotion, on a 
national scale, of quick-draw clubs. As this 
issue goes to press, Bodrie reports 115 such 
clubs already in existence. 

So this is the story of a man who hon- 
estly believes that he is "The Fastest Gun 
Alivew-and who backs his claims with bul- 
lets. It won't settle any arguments, but it 
may give you some new fuel for the fire. 
And the next time you hear a quick-draw 
claim in split seconds, find out what was 
timed-and where the bullet en- 
tered. It makes a difference. '5 

Bodrie's address is 133 Burke Ave., River 
Rouge 18, Michigan. Letters to him should 
be addressed there, not to this magazine. 

the mail . . . (about) the terrific meed and ~ --.----- ~ 

self-confidenceexhibited by you and regis- 
tered by Rudolph the Robot. This speed is 1 1 1 
most impressive since it was your very first 
and only shot on the speed-recorder. 

"The ; ~ a s t  Draw .Shoot7 of .45 of one sec- 
I ond from the signal to the impact of the . bullet on the target, which you registered 

with your first and only shot, is staggering 
i to the imagination. The amazement of this 
, terrific speed is superseded only by the fact 

that this record shot was established by you 
while using a single-action pistol with weight 
and balance completely different and strange 
to you. It is my most confident opinion that, 
using your own familiar pistol and given a 
reasonable warm-up practice period on this 
new and different type of target, you are 
capable of a 'Draw Shoot' speed of less than 
.40 of a second. This has not been acccom- 
plished by any person using any type of 
pistol, regardless of the amount of prac- 
tice involved." 

In his "other letter," Ross adds: "When 
the mental reflex action time of approxi- 
mately .28 of a second is subtracted from 

W h e n e v e r  y o u .  n e e d  
handloading equipment, 
sights or guns QUICK, 
i h o n e  wire  o r  wr i t e  

IEtiley'k. We job mos t  
na t iona l ly  adver t i sed  

I 
~... -. . ....--" 
brands . . . and we spe- 
cialize in "SAME DAY 
SERVICE"! 

1 W h y  you can buy oi l  for twenty-five cents a 

WRITE FOR 

CATALOG 

can! Yes.. .and you can buy a gun fix 
two bucks if you just want to make a noise. 

But, if you are a man who knows and loves 

guns, you know the value of getting the 

best protection that money will buy. 
Anderol gives you that protection.. .with 

the same type lubricants Anderol 

engineered for jet age weapons systems, 

aircraft, missiles and the earth satellite. 

Anderol protects 10 times longer. . . gives 

100 times better protection against 

corrosion.. . with perfect lubrication from 

-50Â° to 300Â°F They'll never gum or 

evaporate. They are the finest gun 

lubricants on the market today! 

The Aoderol Lubri-Kit (a pimtic 
tube of oil and one 

If not available at your disalei**, 
send $1.60 for each postpaid kit. 

L E H I G H  
CHEMICAL COMPANY 

FROM THE HOUSE OF HUDSON 
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

OFFICIAL POLICE 
MODEL REVOLVER 

ammo. The quantit is limited, so act a t  once. 
List price $70.00. Ahile they lost. 
"Good" Cond.-$29.95. V. G. + Cond.-$39.95 
38 Special Ammo. 158 Gr. Lead N O ~ C O ~ .  Box $3.85 
38 Special 150 Gr. Metal Piercing Non-Cor. Box 4.50 
COLT-New Service Model 45 cal. Long 5 Y  
blue, good condition - $32.95; V.G. - $35.9'5. . - 
COLT PARTS We h a v e  t r e a s u r e  

chests full of obso- 
lete brand-new genuine Colt gun parts at sen- 
satihnally low prices. The list is too numerous to 
list here. Advise your wants. 

REMINGTON PARTS KIT 
for Model-1 1A Auto 12 Ga. 

Purchased direct from the US. Govt. Surplus 
shotgun parts for the ori inal Model 11A Auto- 
loading with the hump back receiver. This ki t  
consists of the following vital brand new parts: 

tube Factory Cost over $15.00 J^itk~,?"~ Hudson'sSpecial Priceonly $2.49 
Yes, only two bucks forty-nine.) 1 Er;r latch 1 lus postage 

Walnut stocks for Remington Model 31 pump 
shotgun 12 ga., only. .. ... .. . ... .... ... .$3.95 P.P. 

Send cash, check or M.O. Sorry, no C.O.D. 
FREE N E W  LIST. 

FOREIGN md DOMESTIC GUNS and AMMO. 

HUDSON SPORTING GOODS CO. 
C-52 Warren Street, N e w  York 7, N. Y. 

C. H. Bertschin~r,  Sole Owner 
(Life Member 1936) 



REIVER GUNBOX 
Do-lt-Younelf-Kit 

With New Positive Locking Gun Rack 
Adjusts for Any Size Gun 

Made of  fine quality Gum Ply- 
wood. Precision cut  for  per- 
f e c t  fitting. Easy to assemble. 
N o  special tools.  Ouali hard- 
ware. Everything unclu3ed. 

18 inch kit, Only $17.45 
ORDER BY MAIL 

Postage paid anywhere in U.S.A. Free ~ r o c h u r e .  
JULES REIVER-Quality Since 1905 

4104 Market St. Wilmington 99, Delaware 

""- 
BY 

U A l t  I NO. 222 

since 1857. 

is handmolded over exact form gun it 
is designed to carry and protect. Add 
$2.25 for single action 12" Buntline. 

Over 100 holster styles. Also 

I -  
GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. P o r t l a n d  4.0; 

h e  M I G H T Y - M I T E  
RELOADING TOOL 

This ~0Cket - sized reloadinc 
tool win described and its va  ̂
ried uses fully illustrated on 
pages 70, 71 & 74 of the Nov. 
'57 RIFLEMAN. 
Latest models improved in ma- 
terials. construction and ner- 
formance, as suggested by NRA 
Tedi. Staff. Now available in 
all calibers. Esoeciallv useful 
and handy for bench reit shoot- 
ers. We also supply neek-siz- 
ing dies in 2 sizes to insure 
minimum of working brass. If 
not available at vour redilar 
dealer, order direct on m&j: 
back guarantee,or write for fur- 
ther information. Price $10.95. 

SHOOTERS ACCESSORY SUPPLY 
Box 205, NORTH BEND, ORE. 

"Home of the famous LITTLF n D I P P M "  

I ~ W I N U  I i r e  
Every gunsmith tinkerer hunter and shooter should have 
F&&F~W$%~@Z?F SKbi%!P"'E%&sGeZ2t I ~ ~ ~ ~ f $ $ ; y i d l ~ ; i c ~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ .  gfn&z 2;:s ayztzg:; 
first aid kit-Just right for pnlling 8 Unters briars and 
thorns from man or d Send for your tweezers today. Only $5.00 er air, while%ie supply lasts. Immediate shipment. 
CAP'N IALL, 110 Worth Ave., Palm Beach. Fla. . 
POINTER S T O C K S  
T h e  o r i g i n a l  
t h u m b  r a a t  stocks $7.00 
and $7.50 pair. 
POINTER PUPS II..-.- 
tion s t ag  no thumb res t  
$4.00. ~ a k e s t  comolete 
stock g e n u i n e  Pearl. 1 
Ivory, Stag. f u l l y  inletted, 
semi-finished Walnut, r ight 
or left $9.00. 
CLEAR SIGHT LENS CAPS 
for all  scopes. $3.25 pr. 
GREAT WESTERN Single 
Action G u n s ~ c o m p l e t e  stock la te  ser. 
numbers. 
Send for  FREE CATALOG. Address 
Box 3 6 0 4 .  
SOUTHWEST CUTLERY & MFG. CO. 

Montebello, California 

ELMER KEITH SAYS . . . 
(Continued from page 8 )  

picket reticle in a scope. You can never 
hold your groups to as close tolerances ver- 
tically with a pointed post as with a flat-top 
post. Young eyes can see a small bead or 
post perfectly, but as the shooter gets past 
the half-century mark like this writer, the 
fine small beads or blades are apt to grow 
whiskers and be harder to catch quickly. 
For all iron sight work., I much prefer a 
fairly wide flat-top post of the well-known 
Redfield Sourdough type. You can smoke it 
black for use on target or in bright sunlit 
plains shooting and it will hold elevations 
perfectly; and for the dim lights of timber 
shooting, nothing shows up better or is 
quicker to catch than the sloping gold faced 
blade. I prefer the blade to be about 3/32" 
wide even on rifles with 24" barrels. 

For game shooting, the Redfield Sourdough 
is just right, to my notion. It is a sturdy 
sight and will take many hard blows that 
would ruin any bead sight; and if the face 
is damaged, one can file it up square again 
and still have a front sight on his rifle. Of 
the two types of front sight, my vote goes 
to the Redfield Sourdough as the'best hunt- 
ing front sight yet produced. Whether bead 
or blade, the gold or ivory inset should be 
perfectly flat faced, as any convex bead or 
insert in a blade tends to shoot away from 
all side lights. 

Contrary to popular opinion, the Sour- 
dough blade front works as well with 
receiver or peep sights as with wide-angle 
English V open sights. For those doubting 
these statements, let them put up a target 
at 100 to 200 yards and fire a ten-shot group 
with the same rifle, using each type of sight. 
They will soon learn that the vertical dis- 
persion is cut almost in half with the flat 
top blade. 

King Size Sixgun 
Russell G. Wilson and Wm. Howe, of 

Michigan, have been making some really 
powerful sixguns and using them for deer 
hunting. The caliber is .45-70 for two of 
Wilson's guns, and a .348 case expanded to 
.43 caliber for Howe's gun. The .43 caliber, 
using a Keith 250 grain bullet and a light 
grouse load of 28 grains of 2400, last fall 
accounted for one buck by striking in the 
shoulder and exiting from the neck on the 
opposite side with a 2%" exit hole. 

The .45-70 weighs six pounds two ounces 
and is not exactly a ladies' gun. It handles 
about all factory loads, or reloads with 405 
grain soft-point bullet and up to 31% grains 
of Hercules 2400 powder for an estimated 
velocity of 1600 'feet or better. This load 
goes through eight inches of dry elm or the 
same amount of green bitter hickory. With 
my Keith 250 grain Lyman bullet and a 
charge of 43 grains 2400, he gets around 
2000 feet velocity. Recoil he reports to be 

Giant .45-70 handgun dwarfs pattern 
Colt Single Action pictured below it. 
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rather mild. 
This old Gun Editor is looking forward 

to testing one of these bear guns. I t  should 
be something to startle the pink-pantied 
gentry who howl about the terrible recoil 
of the .44 Magnum. I enjoy shooting the 
fine S & W and Ruger .44 Magnums, and 
know I would also enjoy shooting this big 
one. 

Here we have a handgun too heavy to' 
pack on a belt without a shoulder strap like 
the Sam Browne, but it would carry nicely 
in the old Dragoon-type pommel saddle hol- 
ster. This huge sixgun is powerful enough 
for any American game, or even an African 
lion. It would give the trapper or pros- 
pector a gun he could carry in a holster on 
his pack board that would account for any 
big game on this continent at  reasonable 
ranges. It should also be tops as a long- 
range sixgun. 

The photo of the big gun in comparison 
with a 38 Spl. S.A. Colt will give anyone 
an idea of its size and bulk. It is a much 
larger, heavier gun than the  old Colt Walk- 
ers and Dragoons. The gun is hand made, 
patterned after the Colt and Ruger single 
actions, but this one is one made without 
rod ejector. Truly a sixgun to end all argu- 
ments as to size and power. Bill Cody would 
have loved a pair of these guns in saddle 
holsters when he was running buffalo to feed 
the railroad crew. The gun shows excellent 
judgment in the design. Very little of the 
barrel projects back through the frame, just 
enough to permit the cylinder to revolve 
properly. The base pin catch is the old 
time-tried first model S.A. Colt type, a set 
screw through front of frame. Cylinder, 
frame, and barrel are amply heavy to handle 
the big loads. 

Test of Second Model 740, 
.280 Remington 

Remington recently sent us another Model 
740 to replace the first gun sent out to us. 
The magazine on that first sample was very 
hard to load into the rifle. 

The magazine on this second gun loaded 
easily with ammo and also slipped into the 
rifle slick as grease. I never did nor never 
will like a detachable magazine in any big 
game rifle, but many prefer them, like being 
able to pack extra loaded magazines for 
rapid reloading. They also claim they can 
thus change ammunition in a jiffy, which is 
perfectly true. Gut F I'm just old fashioned. 

This second rifle has the high-comb scope 
stock with checkered grip and forend. We 
fired it 40 rounds for accuracy and function- 
ing, and found it to be the most accurate 
auto-loading big bore rifle we have yet tested. 
This one, with the very high comb stock 
made especially for the use of a scope, is 
of course almost impossible to get down on 
for iron sight shooting. Just the same, it shot 
into 1%" for me with the coarse open sights 
at 110 yards, five shot groups. We had only 
40 rounds of ammo for the rifle so did not 
put a scope on it, but I am sure this rifle will 
shoot as well or better than a great many 
bolt action rifles. The M740 is made with 
two styles of stocks: plain, with just the 
right drop at comb and heel for iron sights, 
or this fancy checkered stock with high 
comb for scope use. 

The rifle was then tested to long range 



and again shot very very well. I do not like 
the conventional coarse buck horn rear and 
bead front sights, but if the rifle were fitted 
with a Williams Foolproof, Lyman 48, or 
Redfield receiver sight and a Sourdough 
front for the low comb model, or with a 
good 4 power scope for the high comb model, 
it would be perfectly sighted. I t  is a rifle 
that is accurate to long range, ideal for 
running shots at coyotes, wolves, antelope, 
or other game in open country. It's a very 
short, compact, light and handy clip rifle 
for those preferring an auto loader. No 
doubt Remington will later chamber their 
721 model for this fine .280 Remington car- 
tridge. In my opinion, the cartridge should 
have been brought out in a true 7mm cali- 
ber, so it would accept and handle all true 
7mm bullets. Also, I think it should have 
been loaded with a 180 grain bullet, muzzle 
velocity 2800 feet per second, for use in the 
721 rifle. Nevertheless, my hat is off to 
Remington for producing the best auto- 
loading hunting rifle I have seen. Mike 
Walker showed me some of the first run of 
this M740 back in 1953 at the Ilion plant 
and I shot a couple of them, one in .35 
Remington and one in .30-06 caliber. Later, 
I tested two more 740s in .30-06. Now, after 
testing two more of these rifles in .280 
caliber, I feel qualified to express an 
opinion on them. 

Remington now has a complete line of 
pump and auto-loading rifles and shotguns, 
are with the same excellent design of smooth- 
flowing receiver lines, good safety position, 
and good stock design, in .22 as well as big 
game calibers for the rifles, and in several 
gauges in the shotguns. Any hunter pre- 
ferring pump guns can have the new Rem- 
ington .22, a .280 or .30-06 big game rifle, 
and a shotgun with the same fit and feel. 
The same can also be had by the hunter 
  referring the auto loader. Those arms look, 
feel, and handle so much alike that practice 
with one model helps with the others. 

Non-corrosive, Non-mercuric 
Berdan Caps for British 

Cordite Cartridges 
The firm of Alcan Co. Inc., Alton, Ill., in- 

forms me that they carry a line of Berdan 
caps, both non-corrosive and non-mercuric, 
to fit all the British Berdan-primed cases in- 
cluding the big express elephant cartridges. 
This will be the best of news to the many 
users of handloads in these fine British dou- 
ble-barrel and Farquharson rifles. They can 
now wash and clean their fired Cordite cases, 
reprime with these fine new caps, reload 
with cool burning I.M.R. American primers, 
and have loads that will give much longer 
barrel life and at the same time eliminate 
the boiling-water treatment after each use of 
the big rifle. In Africa, my little tracker, 
Galu-Galu, was religious in pouring boiling 
water through the barrel of my .476 Westley 
Richards after each firing. He would then 
wipe it dry and oil it carefully. With my 
.333 O.K.H., using Remington or Winchester 
primers and 4350 powder, I simply put the 
rifle back in its heavy Boyt saddle-leather 
lined case after each firing and no cleaning 
was necessary. 

Colt Frontier Scout 
At last Colts have turned out a real .22 

Single Action, patterned after their famous 
old &-frame single action, but on a much 
smaller scale as to size of frame, in keeping 

with the needs of a small caliber weapon. 
Some changes and improvements have been 
made from the old design, but it is basi- 
cally the same gun and action. The grip 
also remains the same. 

The frame is of die cast light metal, 
apparently amply strong for the little 33. L.R. 
cartridge. Stock straps are made in one 
piece of the same white metal, similar to 
the treatment given the well known Ruger 
Single Six, thus eliminating two joints and 
one screw from the stock straps, making for 
a much stronger assembly. 

The main spring is the traditional long, 
flat spring but made with a ring at  the bot- 
tom to fit in a recess in the cast stock and 
butt strap, thus eliminating the main spring 
screw. The spring is very light and the gun 
cocks as easily as the coil-spring Ruger, yet 
has ample kick to fire the cartridge. Base- 
pin catch is a transverse screw that bites the 
base pin instead of the spring plunger cross 
pin, more like the early Colt Single Actions 
with their set screw in the front of the frame 
which was by all odds the best type of base- 
pin fastening even though a screw driver 
was needed to loosen the set screw and re- 
move the base pin and cylinder for cleaning. 

The base-pin bushing is eliminated, same 
as on the Ruger, and the cylinder is thus in 
one piece without the detachable base-pin 
bushing traditional with all older Colt single 
actions. This seems adequate with .22 car- 
tridges, but I would reserve judgment in the 
larger calibers, as base-pin bushings can be 
replaced much easier than cylinders; but so 
far the Rugers seem to take it very well 
without developing end play. 

Trigger is conventional narrow trigger in 
left side of guard. Trigger and bolt springs 
are the same flat stock but are stampings, 
with less chance of breakage than on the 
old guns. Loading gate is standard Colt 
Single Action but of die casting material. 
Extractor rod housing is a departure from 
the old milled housing and is rolled steel. 
The rod itself is small, polished, and func- 
tions perfectly. Extractor rod button is also 
a white metal die casting to cut costs. Grips 
are of traditional Colt S.A. design, of black 
plastic, checkered, and with the Colt mono- 
gram at top. Barrel, cylinder, hammer, and 
working parts are steel. The firing pin is 
a spring-loaded separate firing pin as first 
introduced in remodelled Colts here in Sal- 
mon, Idaho, over 30 years ago by H. W. 
Bradley and later adopted by Christy Gun 
Works, Great Western, and Ruger. Trigger 
pull is clean and good. 

Sights are the same as on the old Single 
Actions~blade front and hog-wallow rear 
in top of frame, with rear end squared into 
a Patridge notch to fit the front sight. 

We tested the gun with Remington greased 
.22 L.R. Highspeed and have never fired a 
more accurate pistol. At 15 yards, my first 
six shots, the five of my first six shots which 
were called O.K. went under a dime. The 
one shot I called out was out of the group, 
but was all my fault. More shooting showed 
the same accuracy. When I did my part, it 
would hit a dime at 15 yards every time. 
It functioned perfectly, is light and well 
balanced. I give this little gun a clean bill 
of health. It's a lot of gun for $49.95, and 
what I would not have given for one in 
my younger days for shooting small game! 
Did British import laws permit, it would 
also be excellent with high speed hollow 
points for taking guinea, Francolin, 
and sand grouse in Africa for the table. { 

WESTERN 
FAST DRAW HOLSTER 7 
r!E: %%'LYm%E~; ' 
stare and stunt men who wanted 

Sxi'̂iWSrtiS" &" IPS; 
=me holster featured In Chapel 
"Gun Collector's Handbook of Val- F1&ofZdy;ehb;t Eiv$rlIefi 

metal and expertly ' Ultched. Wve 
waist, hip measurement, caliber, make 
and barrel length. Single holster and 
belt $27 SO Southnaws add $1 Holster 
only 5x1 SO Collectors send' IOC for 
unusual iistoi famous 6 i d  west (runs. 
California residents add 4% sales tax. 

1 CLADALOY BULLET CO. 
Mumifacturem of the m~ular  new muhlni cut 
cdpwr clad aUw bulleta whiob Ã§ be drino at 
highest velomltlee. AvkU&ble for bmd mini and 
rlflet. At your dealer or order direct. Write for 
free lift and folder. Immediate ddlnrr. 
BOX 643 NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 

Rugged, Simple. Easy to 
on carbide. Aluminum 

-- 

F O R  SALE 
NEW MODEL MINIATURE CANNONS 

U.S. or Confederate proof marks 
$4.00 to $100.00 pair 

Dealers wanted. list* for Stamp 
WANTED NAZI ITEMS 

LENKEL 812AndenonAve.,Pali<a&.N.J. 

ATISFACTION GUARANTEED 

NEW British "Shot&m" - 
bargain, takes 9MM cartridges nitro proof 24 
inch barrel-1 piece stock. Fitted new safety 
device. Complete with steel rifle cleaning rod. 
Total weight approx. 4 Ibs. and the price for 
this lovely gun (sent you first class shipment). 
Only $32.00-Remit cash/check/M.O. to 

JASROSS EXPORTS 
14, Queen Street, Penzance, Cornwall (England) 

r---------- -------., 
Convert  you r  mi l i ta ry  t o  chucker.  1 
Prices  o n  request .  Also fac tory  var- 1 
min t  rifles, scopes, loading equip. 1 
accessories i n  stock. Guns  bought,  1 
sold a n d  traded. Jer ry ' s  Custom 1 
guns ,  293  W. F i r s t  St., Mt. Vernon, 1 
N. Y. One block f rom t h e  Bronx.. 1 



1 SPRINGFIELD BOLTS I LIKE THE 
(Continued 

SI DE-BY-SIDES 
from page 21) 

Stripped, with extractor collar, late $231 
mfr. Prepaid ........................................ 
Complete Spgd. Bolt inc1uding:ex- 
tractor bolt sleeve striker striker 
rod, mainspring aid striker sleeve. $ 95 
Prepaid ................................................ 9 

SPRINGFIELD 
30-06 ~ o v t .  Surplus BARRELS 
Model 1903A3. 24". completely finished. Parkerized 
chambered and rifled, with front sight band.  rand 
new, cost Gov't $25.00. 

2 gr. - 23" -threaded and chambered for 
30/40 Krag.. 308 Win. Mod. 98 Mauser $ 
30.06 Cal. rifle ............... .................... Prepaid 1 Oq5 
4-groove, same as above. Prepaid ............................ $14.95 

Military Stocks as issued complete 
condition. $3.00 each nreoaid. . . ~~~ 

MODEL 
98 MAUSER ACTION 
VG condition. World fa- 
mous rifle action. Made in 
Eur0pepreW.W. 11. Cock 
on opening. Straight bolt. 

All milled ports. $ 
Prepoid. 25'' 

I MEX. MAUSER 98 SHORT ACTION, V.G. $ 
Cond.each ......................... 250Â 

....................... 
ENFIELD P-17 30-06 ACTIONS. V.G. $ 
Cond. each.. 250Â 

SPRINGFIELD RECEIVERS Prepaid 
Completely finished and heat treated to C 28s 
and C 32 by Rockwell tÃ§Ã̂ 1 o~~ 

I ....... 
A M M U N I T I O N  

30-06 Win. Staynless M.C. 150 or per 100 
$750 

45 Auto non-corrosive Primers per box 
$600 ................ 

30/40 M .C. per 100 
$750 .................................................. 

I - Dealer Inauiries Invited - 
HA L y s  FIRST & MADISON 

SEATTLE 4,  W N .  

un-missable shot, ideally suited for initial 
demonstration to a beginner. So easy that I 
had already resolved to shift our position 
after a few shots to one offering harder 
angles and better instruction. After a caress- 
ing glance at the TUNKEN curlicues and 
graven birds, I missed eleven consecutive 
shots. Doctor Hall, after carefully observing 
my technique for a few minutes, began to 
shoot and quickly killed nine doves. As I 
had told him, doves are easy. We then went 
back to my house and drank some beer, 
discussing, meanwhile, the probalities of a 
revolution and its possible aftermath. 

For several years I had been corresponding 
with Charles Askins, Jr., then with the office 
of the Military Attache in Spain. Honestly 
and decently we envied each other our vari- 
ous shooting opportunities and, naturally, 
discussed the guns we used and preferred. 
Charles professed to be a thirty-third degree 
over-under man and, because I had long 
revered his father as the source of more good 
and less bad information concerning shot- 
gunnery than any writer since Frank 
Forester. I was inclined to pay respectful 
attention to the views of the son. So, I tried 
again. And again, and again. I continued to 
do no good and to dislike my superposed 
more and more, in spite of its neat en- 
graving. I even tried to make up a slogan 
of my own, using TUNKEN, and some words 
that rhymed but it never quite jelled. 

That ended that, but as a sort of penace 
I wrote to Charles Askins and asked him to 
arrange for me to make a legitimate pur- 
chase of the finest over-under Spain could 
produce-but stocked to the dimensions and 
specifications of my Lefever. This, after a 
heap of protocol and red tape, was arranged 
and, for somewhat less than a new four door 
sedan would have cost, I received a gun 
from the fabrica of Aauirre v Aranzabal. Hunting - I g- Fighting - Throwing - Skinning - 

--,.iels in 5 sizes. These World famous Eibar, Spain. From every point of view but 
in%?& handcrafted from Swedish Tool S+eel. 
15 m&ls, various lengths - handle combinations. One it is a art' its meticulous 
Collector's pieces today; o f  legendary fame tomor- fitting, precise and tasteful engraving, and 
row. Send 2512 for descrlptlons, prices and instruc- beautiful walnut, t~ the little gold indicate] tire booklet. 50c for fighting knife use manual. 
W. D. RANDALL, jr., Box 1 9 8 8 4  Orlando, Fla. which tell whether or not the arm is cocke, 

Non-Breakable, Guaranteed 
For All American, Many Foreign Guns 

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS ore 
the most durable model Beautiful colon; smooth, 
checkered, stoghorn and fancy cawed; truly distinc- 
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per- 
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oil*. Will not 
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent. 

Conventional or conversion styles. A h  target grin. 
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu- 
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut, 
Black and Staghorn finishi. Low cost, $2.50 to 
$ 8 . 0 0 4 ~  our complete cotolfsl 

fronzito Grips A n  S*M Under Our Guonurtea 
Remingtan Browning L u g t  

Write today "- book. ?At  West'n Ruger Czech M a u w  Prices, illustrate* for all 
CATALOG ::'- -*% PL * a!&d.rd SSSSro Sf 

Iver-Johnson Walther Llama Webin  
And Many 0 t h  

SPORTS, INCe 5501 Broadway, Dept.CH-4, Chitago40, Ill. I FREE 

it is without a fault. And will I be able to 
hit anything with it? I don't think so. 
Why? Well I'll try to tell you, by telling 
what happened when I showed the gun to 
my friends, Elmer Keith and Judge Martin. 

I looked at it and looked at Elmer Keith 
and Don Martin pleadingly. They looked at  
each other, at their drinks, at the bearskin 
rug on Elmer's floor. It is a beautiful rug, ' 

it is a beautiful over-under, and it is a good 
drink. Finally I ask, hesitantly, "What do 
you think of it?" 

A discourse on technical excellence was 
just getting its foot in the stirrup when I 
shot the horse: 

"Is it pretty? Pretty like a shotgun? Like 
your Number 5 Ithaca? Like my Parker?" 

They looked at each other, at their drinks, 
at the bearskin rug. Then they looked at me, 
divining my agony of spirit. They spoke sadly 
but with finality, their words coming side 
by side as killing shots should come: "No." 
"No." 

One day I decided to read my GUNS 
magazine instead of weakly lending it to 
various friends who often return such loans 
in the sweet bye-and-bye, causing me to be 
anything up to a year obsolete in my views. 
My decision was a lucky one for it furnished 
a base point from which I reckon time4.e.  
before or after I read about "Glamour Girl 
of the Shotgun World," the ream of praise 
for over-unders by Charles Askins, Jr. 

Now Charles Askins, Jr., is one of those 
fellers with whom I would love to spend a 
lot of time, even rainy afternoons. I concede 
his right to own, cherish, and shoot bril- 
liantly eight or eighty of the detestable 
escopetas con caiiones sobrepuestos. To me, 
it merely demonstrates (a) that he is a great 
overcomer of obstacles to whom handicaps 
are but challenges and (b)  that it is a 

~ -~ 

wonderful thing to live in a free country 
where individual idiosyncrasies not only are 
not punished but often are remunerative. 

I shall refer with neither malice nor im- 
partiality to certain aspects of my good 
friend's views, just in substance, as the law 
sharps say. And if he and I were here seated 
face to face we might get well into the 
second fifth of Valley Tan ere disagreement 
reached the repetitious stage. I mean we 
disagree numerously. 

Sezee, in substance: the fast wingshot does 
not see the front sight, he sees a blur, uses 
the last three or four inches of the two 
barrels as a sight, and that is far too broad 
for precision. Well, yes, and no. Yes, it is 
far too broad for precision; and no, the fast 
wingshot does not use the last three or four 
inches as a sight, nor see a blur. In my 
humble opinion again, based upon questions 
to and observation of a quantum of fast 
wingshots, the majority plus 17 per cent 
never see anything except the target, nor 
would I believe them on oath if they were to 
say otherwise. I am a fast wingshot, too. 

Sezee: we habitually fire the right barrel 
first. Now if this be the editorial "we," then 
I merely note that he, not we, habitually 
fires the right barrel first, and comment to 
myself that such procedure seems pretty 
silly when circumstances often make the left 
barrel a better choice. I note further that 
firing the right barrel causes the gun to 
recoil in that direction and that to recover 
from this first (right barrel) shot the shooter 



must not only fight the gun back down but 
whip it to the left to compensate for the 
direction taken during recoil. My! My! 

When I think of all the invisible spin- 
vectors to which I have given rise, the tor- 
sions, stresses and strains which have racked 
my now-enfeebled frame, I cease to wonder 
that it often takes a second and sometimes 
a third application of aqua fortis before I 
stop spilling more than I drink. That this 
deplorable situation might have been pre- 
vented by using an Over-Under instead of 
what I have always called a shotgun gives 
me scant comfort, for I would have dam' 
near starved to death. Still, maybe it is a 
good thing that at least 25 per cent of all 
my shots were at  targets moving to the right 
and rising with varying degrees of rapidity; 
this may have been the margin which has 
kept me ambulant. 

Sezee: all doubles used to have small and 
graceful fore-ends. My Parker still does- 
and fine checkering inside the confines of 
the skeleton butt plate, besides. Whereas the 
old time gunner may have had to shoot his 
way out of hot comers frequently, since I 
have left Paraguay, and considering my age, 
it is doubtful if many hot corners threaten 
to scar my hands hereafter. So I'll just carry 
an old left hand riding glove in my flask 
pocket to ward off bad external burns. And 
I might say right here that the sweet beaver- 
tail fore-end which Charley Fajen and John 
Bishop put on my blessed old Lefever while 
I was absent on government business during 
the middle forties neither burns my hand 
nor mars the lines of the shootingest shot- 
gun which it has ever been my good fortune 
to encounter. 

Sezee: the left, or forward, hand is the 
guide element; the right, or rear, is the 
anchor. In August, 1942, Fred Etchen said 
to me, and to you, and to the world, and I 
quote: "Watch out for that extended hand; 
if it is trying to do the ~ointing,  the pupil 
should be corrected and taught to do prac- 
tically all of the pointing by controlling the 
gun with the trigger hand. . . ." This is 
wandering from the issue but may be con- 
sidered as part of the res gestae to raise a 
reasonable doubt. Mr. Etchen was a good 
shot, too. 

With an obeisance to a great, good, and 
honest gunner, the late Major Charles Askins, 
I will say that the picture of him in 
"Glamour Gal of the Shotgun World" issue 
of GUNS, showing him holding son's gun 
and a deceased bird, is the ~ e t a r d  upon 
which Charles, Jr., is hoist. The Old Master 
was a lot better shotgunner than son will 
ever be and (chuckle) he picked a Road- 
runner as a proper target for the over-under. 

And-mean, whiskey drinking, poker play- 
ing, nasty old man that I am-I sink my 
harpoon still deeper by a direct quote from 
Major Askins, the Senior, in August, 1942: 
"It is everyone to his choice, but to me the 
most beautiful weapon of the whole (lot) is 
a fine double shotgun." He did not mean an 
over-under. Major, we miss you. 

This may come as a complete surprise to 
you readers, but I do not like over-unders. 
My reasons are personal, good humored, and 
cogent. They include, but are not necessarily 
limited to, the following: 

a. To my eyes they are ugly, resembling 
a roe-filled stickleback. Like the mule, a 
hybrid, they have little pride of past and, in 
my hook, small hope of future greatness, 
even though they may serve efficiently those 
of a certain turn of mind. 

b. Their construction is mechanically un- 
sound. Whereas, closed they are merely ugly 
and awkward to handle, open they are 
eternally on the verge of separating into their 
component halves. To insert a loaded shell 
into the lower barrel is a major project at  
any time and a near-impossibility in cold 
weather under the influence of suddenly seen 
Canada geese, snipe in quantity, or a drake 
wood duck in nuptial plumage. At this point 
I must, in all fairness, state that the oft- 
repeated chestnut that 0-U shotguns swing 
hard in a side wind is immaterial, if true. 
I could write ten thousand words on winds 
and their unpredictable effects in the shoot- 
ing fields; instead, I will settle for the neck- 
out statement that winds are just as often 
favorable to the over-unders as to the side- 
by-sides, and if you hunt much in Kansas 
are probably more so. Consider the vertical 
wind and the high incomer or outgoer so 
often encountered in field and marsh; there, 
the superposed actually aids the gunner to 
split the breeze! 

c. I can't hit anything with them. If 
there be a better reason for condemning a 
gun, fifty years of research has not revealed 
it to me. (The exception is my Remington 
double derringer, with which I am deadly 
at three meters on a clear day.) 

This afternoon, the breeder who sold me 
my Weimaraner pup stood in my den, about to 
have a beer. Thirsty, eager for the gustatory 
delight of that first deep draught, he checked, 
set down the glass, and whispered, reverent- 
ly: "Is that a Magnum Ten?" 

When I assured him that it was, he asked 
if he might handle it. Moved, I took from 
the rack my Ithaca and watched the tip of 
his tongue touch, childishly and lingeringly, 
his upper lip as he received, caressed, and 
skillfully swung the big double to his shoul- 
der. Carefully, he handed it back and asked 
me if I thought he would be crazy to pur- 
chase one of the foreign made Magnums 
currently advertised. I said that I thought 
it a fine idea but added that I based my 
reply upon the published opinions of several 
writers who had used the guns or had seen 
them made. But when he asked me why it 
was impossible to buy a good, new Magnum 

ire I felt 
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FAMOUS REVERE 

The Heavy Duty tool for precision work 
around shop and home. Consists of 
40 pieces in a beautiful case. AC-DC 
Rotary Tool with cutters, drills, brushes, 
etc., and adjustable stand. Carves, cuts, 
drills, engraves, sands, polishes! 

S P E C I A L  - Jacobs geared key chuck 
makes tool changes quick 
and easy. 1250 RPM, 
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for drilling wood or 
metal. Beautiful case. 
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itent tears in eyes and throat, for I had 
een brooding over that same question. 
Starting with my seven-year-old worship 

E shotguns in mail order catalogues, I had 
udied progressively down the years even 
lore beautiful advertising brochures and 
rodncts of Parker, Ithaca, L. C. Smith, Fox, 
efever, and Winchester. I bought my 
efever "Nitro Special" for $28.00 in 1929. 
1 1939, Winchester's Model 21 could be 
ought for $72.45 and up, depending upon 
ie degree of customizing and extras ordered. 
'arker's "Trojan" at $72.50-$101.10 with 
ingle trigger-was the bottom step of their 
idder, at the top of which stood the A-1 
rith embellishments and a $942.00 price tag. 
. C. Smith doubles started with a "Field 
Jade" non-ejector at $43.20 and climbed 
moothly to a $1289.00 "Premier" grade. 
Excepting Winchester, never predominant- 

{ a shotgun manufacturer, Ithaca clung 
ingest in the field of fine doubles. In 1939, 
heir products ranged from a "Field Grade" 
t $43.00 to the Number 7 Ejector double 
rith ventilated rib and selective single trig- 
er in bores from caliber .410 through 
auges 28 to 10 Magnum! As if that were 
ot enough, it provided, and I quote: "the 
r'ime, guard, forearm iron, trigger plate, top 
xer  and breech block elaborately engraved 
nd ornamented with oak leaf and acorn 
esign in relief. Beautifully inlaid designs 
n right and left sides of the frame, ducks 
n one side and pheasants on the other. 
'hree different colors of metal are used in 
ilaying the ducks and cattails-green and 
ellow gold, and silver-a gold elk's head is 
daid in the guard, an American Eagle is 
daid in gold and silver on the trigger plate. 
'he trigger is triple gold plated and hand 
heckered. It has a gold name plate in the 
lock. Price No. 7 Grade with Automatic 
;jector . . . $379.20."! (The italics are the 
uthor's own idea, as is the !, and a master- 
iece of under-emphasis if I ever saw one.) 
Well, in the words of a currently and 

ustly popular star of television: "You can't 
ardly get them like that any more," and 
ertainly not at that price in U. S. manu- 
icture. While our great names-Parker, 
thaca, Fox, Lefever, L. C. Smith-folded 
heir side-by-side double gun tents and suc- 
limbed to automation in the interests of 
ating regularly, a little bitty war upset all 
alculations. That and an inherent love for 

lady as opposed to a Glamour Girl of 
ubious parentage and a foreign accent. 

Following an old American custom of pay- 
ing for all wars twice-once to win it and 
once to restore the losers and all interested 
bystanders to greater wealth and prestige 
than b e f o r e w e  have brought the name of 
Beretta, Ferlach, Sauer, AYA, Sarasqueta, 
Neumann, Continental, Francotte, Bernadelli, 
and Franchi into our tent where, even as the 
fabled camel, they have almost ousted the 
local boys. And with what did they accom- 
plish this miracle? Primarily with fine, 
double barreled side-by-side shotguns which 
our big names-except Winchester-could 
not or would not make for us. Professional 
pointers-with-pride might just as well slither 
to less barren fields for they have here scanty 
material at which to point. 

How could foreign makers of fine side-by- 
side doubles find a market in the face of 
our brutally high tariffs~tariffs to protect 
an almost non-existent lot of Stateside dou- 
ble gun makers? The answer is found in that 
most immutable, yet quicksilverlike item: 
human nature. And the proof of my state- 
ment is that Winchester continues to make 
double barreled side-by-sides ranging in price 
from $440.00 to whatever the customer is 
willing to pay, to gratify his desires in a 
customized Model 21. Furthermore, it is 
now possible to buy a Fox, Model B, as in 
1941-but not for $26.00; the price is now 
about $85.50 with two triggers, or $95-50 
with non-selective single trigger. Possible, 
also, to buy a J. C. Higgins shotgun, double, 
side-by-side, for about $66.50 and a Stevens 
Model 311 for the same price. Are these man- 
ufacturers crazy altruists interested only in 
preserving an American tradition? I doubt it. 

What they are doing is cashing in on 
human nature. The man, woman, or child 
who buys the cheapest under-sixty-dollar 
model does so because to him it is a shotgun 
and not a machine for making noise and 
throwing shot. Because he sees, beneath the 
crudity which is unavoidable at  the low 
price, the basic fine lines which a great 
artist saw when he produced the most beau- 
tiful gun ever built. That our buyer's grasp 
fails, a little, to secure the gun of his vision 
may be only temporary; at least he is reach- 
ing in the right direction. Let us hope in 
days to come, unborn generations may be 
able to buy from American makers the gun 
hallowed by tradition and sanctioned by use 
because it had no real faults to mar 
its unquestioned beauty. Ei 
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. . . Now, for the first time, a real 
man-sized 2 2  with unbeatable accu- 7 5 Cal Revolve18 
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r subscription to start with the very next issue which 
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I TOP GUN BARGAIN 
GETTING SET FOR SAFARI . . . .  KEITH 

(Continued from page 28) 
range. This is my life insurance policy. 

This caliber is my choice of all the big 
ones. Recoil is not so heavy but what one 
can recover very quickly for the second shot, 
which can be important. It is the famous 
old .476 Westley Richards cartridge with a 
520 grain soft nose or solid slug, backed by 
75 grains of Cordite in a 3" case. Velocity is 
2100 feet, which is plenty high enough for a 
big, dangerous-game rifle. The cartridges 
are shorter than the .470 or .475 No. 2 and 
yet they are more potent with heavy bullet 
and better sectional density. I found, pene- 
tration on yellow pine blocks 16" long laid 
end to end far superior to the .600 Nitro 
Express or the .505 Gibbs, all with solid 
bullets. On buffalo, however, I was disap- 
pointed to have a 520 grain solid mushroom 
badly after hitting two ribs. I ordered some 
fresh 520 grain solids from England, wilh 
steel jackets, to guard against this kind of 
performance. 

I have every confidence in this big rifle, 
and intend wearing it like a lavalier most of 
the time when we are in the thick bush. 
The rifle handles and balances just like a 
fine double shot gun and is very fast to get 
on the mark. Having used a magnum 10 
bore Ithaca (the first one ever built) for 
over 20 years for all my pass duck and goose 
shooting, I believe the Westley Richards 
double .476 is just the ticket for all heavy 
game shooting. For Africa, I packed around 
100 rounds for the big rifle, mostly solids 
for the big stuff, but with a few 520 grain 
soft nose for lion or side shots at buffalo if 

Most of the great game costs extra and 
are on special license. Two elephant and 
two buffalo are allowed to one license holder 
in Tanganyika, so I took out the full com- 
plement of licenses, which cost nearly 
1600.00. Lion, rhino, and leopard, as well as 
second elephant and second buffalo, cost 
extra on special license. Sometimes, as hap- , 

pened last year to my friend, Boyd Willian~s, 
one gets charged by a small askari bull 

I 1 All Orders Shipped Promptly. Send Remittance. , 
I 

0 Attractive Discounts to Dealers 

I 
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while stalking a big elephant, and you have 

Vw will be so glad you did! 

Â¥Museu of HistoricalJnns 

Keith found .300 Hollands with row 
sights very popular for the long shots. 

to shoot him. This is when an extra elephant 
license may come in very handy. One can 
sell the extra ivory after the trip. 

They warned me that every good bull 
elephant entails on the average around 100 
miles of hard hiking on foot, so I am taking 
two pairs of Whites packer shoes, made in 
Spokane, Washington. I have used these 
shoes for the past 30 years and have found 
them to be the most comfortable shoe for 
hard hiking in rough country. All the old 
timers who have hunted Africa over the 
years testify that ones feet are most im- 

* ball lapped 
Complete Custom Rifles. Reboring a spe- 
cialty. Fancy i m p o r t e d  stock woods and 
forend tip blocks. New shooters and reload- 
ers manual ready February 1st containing 
full s t ~ e  illustrations of 128' cartrldges 
chamber data for 94 cartridges, loading 
data for 87 cartridges, other valuable intor- 
mation. 

Send for free price lists. 
P. 0. Ackles, P. 0. Box 185, Murray, Utah in a herd. portant and that you simply must have 

comfortable foot gear. These White packer 
shoes lace up snug and tight around the 
ankle and have a high built in arch-support. 
They are hand lasted and offer the foot and 
ankle maximum support and protection. Be- 
cause of shipping costs, I decided to buy 
other clothing for the field in Nairobi: long- 
sleeved khaki shirts, khaki slacks, shorts, 
under shirts, wool socks, and a shooting 
jacket with cartridge loops for the big rifle 
so spare loads will not rattle in the pocket 
in stalking. With a pair of moccasins for 
use around camp and one warm jacket for 
night or evenings or very early mornings 
and my old Stetson hat, I was fixed for 
clothing. 

I wanted to take along a 4" Smith & 
Wesson .44 Magnum for killing small ante- 
lope and the like, but was advised against it, 
as British laws are very strict regarding 
handguns. The handy six-gun becomes far 
too much trouble to get through customs, so 
it is best left home. 

I am taking a pair of Bushnell 7X 35 
Rangemaster wide-angle binoculars, which I 
have found by test to be the equal of any 
glasses I have used on game. I am also 
taking a couple of pairs of Mitchell shooting 
glasses to cut down the extreme bright sun- 
light. These glasses are made for me with 
very small bi-focals in the bottoms of the 
lenses for close work, such as with camera 
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RR Exnresa collect. BUY with orid;! Buy from the Bladesman! Buy Now! Boink! Wow! 

"THE BLADESMAN~~. sharp 6ilding. 8 Prince St.. Alexandria 2. Va. 



adjustments. Though I have 20.20 vision, my 
arms are getting short! 

For cameras, friends loaned me a Contax 
with 1.5 lens, also telephoto lens and light 
meter, and a Rolliflex German camera taking 
a 2?4x2% negative. I wanted two, so I 
could keep one loaded with color and the 
other with fine-grain black-and-white film 
suitable for good enlargements. Taking 
plenty of pictures throughout the trip is 
essential because of the pictorial format of 
GUNS magazine. Although movies are won- 
derful, they require the nearly full-time 
attention of one man-you can't very well 
shoot and do photography at the same time 
-so I decided to take only stills. 

If present plans are not changed, I will 
leave Idaho Falls, Idaho, by air, stay over 
one day in N.Y.C. to rest up before the long 
hop to Europe, landing at Brussells or Paris, 
then on to Nairobi. Will make the hunt with 
John Lawrence, one of the directors of White 
Hunters Ltd. We plan on taking a light out- 
fit, a one-ton Jeep and trailer, so we can 
move fast and far and hit the best game 
localities. It will not be any plush safari 
but we will have the essentials for a good 
hunt and with his trained native help, should 
be comfortable enough. The trip will take us 
down into Southern Tanganyika and we will 
have to stop at Arusha, for licenses. 

John Lawrence shoots a 7X 64 mm. for a 
light rifle and a .416 Rigby for a heavy rifle. 
My old friend, Gerrit Forbes, uses a .500 
Nitro Express Westley Richards for a heavy 
rifle and a 9.5 Mannlicher Schoenauer for a 
light rifle. Lawrence's battery, with my own 
.333 O.K.H. and the .476 Westley, should 
turn the trick. I am only interested in hunt- 
ing the great game and do not intend doing 
much hunting for antelope, other than sable 
and greater kudu, which are most beautiful 
trophies. As any shooting around camp is 
apt to scare game in this country, I believe 
it will prove the same in Africa and intend 
shooting only needed meat. I will forego the 
shotgun shooting that is to be had in such 
profusion,as I want to put in most of my 
time for a really good elephant and buffalo. 

Although a great many fine friends have 
advised me in every way ~ossible, I will still 
consider myself a tenderfoot when I get to 
Africa. From what my friends, Gerrit Forbes, 
Forrester Scott, Dick Fisher, C. W. Palmer 
Wilson, John Taylor, and many others have 
told me, I will see more game in a week in 
Africa than I have in a lifetime of hard 
hunting in North America. I have no desire 
to make a big bag of game, but want to see 
and photograph it, and try for a few really 
good specimens of the great game. I want 
also to find out first hand just how well the 
various rifles and loads work out on that 
game. When the long trip is over, I hope to 
be able to give GUNS readers a factual 
account of some of my experiences and be 
better able to advise them on equipment 
for Africa. 

Will fly United Airlines to New York; 
then by Sabena Belgian Airlines to Africa 
and return to New York, and from 
there home by United. Ea 
b I 1 Redding.. . lor Better Shooting 
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I Redding Powder and Bullet Scale 
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SHOOTING ON THE RUN 
(Continued from page 18) 

away simply because scattergun practice order to perforate his antelope our boy must 
had conditioned me to fire whenever my aim make a conscious, deliberate effort to get his 
was only approximately correct. sights into the exact area that will result in 

All of this illustrates what I mean by the a hit. Obviously, since that area is a lot 
"basic philosophy" of rifling running game: larger in the case of the antelope than in the 
in order to hit moving targets consistently case of the 10-ring, the shot at the antelope 
with a rifle, the shooter must be precise, can be taken correspondingly faster. 
exacting, deliberate. If approximation is the A corollary of this principle is that the 
watchword of the shotgunner, precision is rifleman, in contrast to the shotgunner, must 
that of the rifleman. The old hand at run- always be conscious of his sights. Most 
ning game does not rely on some mysterious good scattergunners, after they have been at 
"instinct" to guide his bullet, and he does it for some time, find that sight picture 
not yank off a prayerful "snap-shot." He becomes so automatic that it is almost sub- 
carefully puts his sights where he wants conscious, the conscious mind focusing on 
them, and squeezes. This does not mean that the target alone. But the rifleman who is 
the man trying to lay one on an antelope has successful on running game knows precisely 
to be as careful and calculating as the small- where his sights are when his gun goes off, 
bore competitor dropping the last shot into so that he can call his shots just as effec- 
a 10X possible. It simply means that in tively as the target shooter. When he does 

Ye Old Hunter the Parts King of Ye Old World, present -- the  greatest  parts giveaways from Ye Old Home of Ye 01 
100 000 000 parts Ye All have ever seen. Don't buy no part 
nowhere until you buy from Ye Old Hunter. If we don 
list it. we don't have it. But i f  you can beat these buys w 
can't believe i t  took! 

1 HUNTERS LODGE 200 S. 1,'ninn St. r Alexandria 7.  Va 1 
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FITZ RIGHT or ......... .$8.45 
LEFT HAND 
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RIGHT HAND 
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Accuracy! Molded of 
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C o l o r s :  B u t t  
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cia1 Kit-Gun, Terrier, 
~odyguard 32 H.E 
NEW MODEL ROUND 
BUTT ONLY 
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Positive seal a t  shell neck. 9gc 
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absorbing. Red life- 
time plastic. Con- - venient pocket size. 
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up to .375 H&H 

LOS ANGELES 49, CALIF. Magnum. ctgs. all .38, For Pistp) .357, 
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not have a clear mental picture of those 
sights, and their relation to the target, he 
has slipped into the shotgun habit of ap- 
proximation, and if his bullet does happen 
to down the animal, it is only because the 
poor beast's number was up. 

If the target is crossing Ã̂ i front of the 
gunner-that is, moving at something ap- 
proaching a right angle to his line of sight- 
lead is necessary, just as it is on the skeet 
range. This is true whether you are shooting 
a .220 Swift at an ambling armadillo, or a 
.45-70 at a peripatetic polar bear. Anyone 
who thinks that he can hold right on and 
hit because his firestick puts out a modern 
high velocity bullet need only take a couple 
of pops at a mildly disturbed antelope to see 
how far off he really is. Even with a car- 
tridge of the .270 or .300 Magnum class, 
our hero will quickly become convinced that 
there are other and more effective ways of 
keeping the family fat. 

Aiming a stationary gun somewhere out 
in front of a crosser does not cut any more 
ice with a rifle than it does with a shotgun, 
unless the animal is quite close to the gun 
and moving very slowly. Yet I am con- 
vinced that it is the method used by fullv . , 
ninety percent of the riflemen who are faced 

UNTING KNIVES 
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MORSETH SPORTS EQUIPMENT 
Dept. G48, Clinton, Washington 

oosens Rusted B o L  
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RODS. REELS, GUNS. 

OUTBOARD MOTORS, etc." 

AT HARDWARE STORES, U R A I E 8 ,  
FILLINI STATIONS E I E R V W I E R E  

RADIATOR SPECIALTY GO. 
Cbriotte, N. c. 



with the problem of moving targets. Tax- 
payers who would no more use the tech- 
nique on a passing dove than they would 
tackle an indignant grizzly with Uncle 
Ethelbert's .25-20, see nothing inappropriate 
in applying the "point and hope" method 
when a buck barges across in front of them. 
And it is among the 90 percent that the 
"shoot 'em and wound 'em" hunters are 
found. 

Actually, the only way to get consistent 
results with a rifle on crossing targets is by 
swinging. The swing provides an automatic 
compensation for the speed of the animal, 
and it also reduces the effect of any peculiar- 
ities or irregularities in the gunner's co- 
ordination or reaction time. 

There are two schools of thought on the 
type of swing that should be used. With the 
so-called "fast swing" the shooter starts his 
rifle behind the target, moves up past it, 
keeping the gun moving faster than the 
target, and touches her off when he thinks 
the sights are the right distance out front. 
With the "sustained lead" method, on the 
other hand, our man pokes his sight out 
ahead of the target, swings along long 
enough to gauge the animal's speed and 
direction and to get himself set, then 
squeezes off with the rifle still swinging at 
the same rate. Both methods, of course, call 
for a squeezed trigger rather than a jerked 
one, and both require that the rifle be kept 
swinging as the shot is fired. 

The word is that the really top-notch 
hands, exhibition shots like the Linds or 
the late Ad Topperwein and others of that 
cloth, use the fast swing. I am by choice 
a fast swing man with the scattergun myself, 
and time was when I looked on users of 
the sustained lead as doddering oafs who 
were either too ignorant or too clumsy to 
manipulate their guns properly. That was 
before I began to lob rifle bullets at moving 
game. A couple of years of that convinced 
me that, for myself and about 95 per cent 
of the gun-toting public, the sustained lead 
is the only really reliable method of dnmp- 
ing a crosser. Most of us simply do not have 
the fine muscular coordination and delicate 
reflexes necessary to make the fast swing 
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consistently ettective with a rifle. We may 
do quite well with it on our good days, if we 
have been practicing regularly; but on our 
bad days we can be very sour indeed. 

Les Bowman, the outfitter and rifle nut 
of Cody, Wyoming, needs a minimum of 
prompting to tell you, with painful particu- 
larity and a good deal of ill-concealed 
humor, about the time I tried the fast swing 
on elk. I was doping along in a big moun- 
tain basin when a good-sized bull trotted 
innocently out in front of me. I got him 
moving with a shot that went awry I know 
not how. Then I settled down to the task 
of killing him on the run. I can still re- 
member swinging through, touching off as 
the crosshairs passed his brisket, and seeing 
a spout of dust a couple of feet behind him. 
Next shot, just as he was making it over a 
ridge and out of sight, I tried to get about 
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a length ahead before I fired, and that one 
fanned in front of his forequarters. I t  was 
all very irritating, I assure you. 

Of course, for many shots at  moving game 
no swing at all is necessary. For the ante- 
lope running straight away from you, the 
answer is the same as for an animal that is 
simply standing with his rump pointed in 
your direction. Just remember to be de- 
liberate and precise, settle the crosshairs 
right in the middle of that bobbing white, 
and hope that the bullet hasn't ruined the 
front quarters too. A common shot for the 
western mule deer hunter is at a buck that 
has been bounced out of his bed along the 
side of the canyon and climbs up steeply 
and at an angle away from the gun. Here it 
is simply necessary to hold above and to 
one side of the mulie, letting him run into 
the bullet. 

T he theory of the quartering shot is the 
same: hold off to one side, and fire 

with a stationary gun. However, because big 
game animals are generally only second- 
rate at geometry, they often neglect to run 

2 - at angles that are 45 degrees from 
S2.96 PP. or COD. nlua I I the line of sight. And the hapless rifleman, 

1 
--... - -  -~ - 
shipping. 

DEPT. "H" 

P.O. BOX 990. B&J LEATHER 
Brownsville, Texoa GOODS CO. 

with no to cover up his miscues in 
judging the angle, may find that hitting this 
shot is not simple, after all. You don't have 
to twist my arm hard to make me tell you 
about the auarterins antelone that I knocked --.... ~--. - 
for three loops and a spin in Wyoming last 
September with a hold about a foot off to 
windward. But you will have to apply con- 
siderable pressure before I tell you about 
the one that I missed a couple of hours 
earlier, with precisely the same hold, be- 
cause his angle of departure was slightly 

ONLY 1 

& 1 NAME 
1% 

L THIS A I ADDRESS- 

NATIONAL RIFLE ASSOCIATION 
1600 Rhode Island Avenue, Washington 6, D. C. 

*Confirming acvlicatim & details will atm b'e mailed. 

A mistake that most men make in letting 
off their broadsides at  hustling big game 

is in position. I would hazard a guess that 
for every pop taken at  a running animal 
from the prone, sitting, or kneeling positions, 
there are at least ten fired offhand. This de- 
spite the fact that the targets of these off- 
hand shots are often two, three, or even four 
hundred yards out. When you realize that 
Albert Average would probably miss more 
standing deer offhand at two hundred yards 
than he would hit, and add the fact that 
his target is now moving and bobbing, 
irregularly, it takes no seventh son of a 
seventh son to see that pickings are going 
to be pretty slim in the Average larder 
come hunting season if Albert persists in 
shooting from his hind legs at running game. 

The tendency to shoot offhand is easy to 
understand. With his game busily engaged 
in putting as  much landscape as possible 
between itself and the gun, the shooter feels 
rushed, thinks he has to get off his shot 
immediately or not at  all, doesn't feel he 
has time to diddle around with "target range 
positions!' Of course there are times when 
a quick offhand shot is all that can be taken, 
and on game fairly close at hand it is 
probably the best position to use anyway, 
because its flexibility permits complete 
freedom of swing. 

But put a couple of hundred yards of 
space between your buck and the rifle 
muzzle, and the offhand position begins to 
look like a bad bet. Actually, when game 
is that far away, there is almost always more 
time to shoot than the gunner realizes. A 
good indication of this is that our boy will 
usually manage to get off two, three, or 
four shots offhand. The pious thing for him 
to do, instead of scattering brass all over the 
scenery, is to plant his tail in the dust, take 
his time, and fire one of those cool, 
deliberate shots that we were talking about. 
The thing that citizens who blaze away 
indiscriminately offhand fail to understand 
is that in this sort of rifle shooting speed 
without accuracy is worth nothing, whereas 
accuracy without speed can often be worth 
a good deal. 

And while we are at  it, let's remember 
that the user of the sitting or kneeling 
positions doesn't necessarily sacrifice speed 
to the man who is standing up on his hind 
legs, either. It takes a bit longer to assume 
the sit or kneel, true, but once the shooter 
is in position he can come on target and get 
off his shots more quickly and efficiently 
than the fellow who is depending on a 
pair of wobbly pins. Anyone who has 
serious intentions of becoming a good shot 
on running game should practice dropping 
from a walk into one of these steadier low 
positions. He will find that it can be done 
with quite amazing speed. A really seasoned 
practitioner can slam into the sit, get lined 
up on target, and fire his first round so fast 
that it makes your head swim to watch 
the process. 

For some reason or other, the kneeling 
position is very rarely used by hunters. 
Most people shoot prone if they have a 
chance, offhand if they don't; a few of the 
initiated sit; but almost no one kneels. 
Why this is  I don't know, for kneeling is 
really the perfect posture for the hombre 
who wants to ~ o k e  holes in something that 
runs, being considerably steadier than off- 
hand but having much more flexibility than 
the sit. It is really quite a trick to wriggle 

(Continued on page 54) 
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Hand ........ 3.33 
Trigger . . . . . . .  2.33 
Main Spring ... 1.67 Base Pin Screw.$ .33 
Bolt . . . . . . . . .  2.67 Base Pin Nut. .  . .33 
Trigger Guard . . 7.00 Base Pin Spring .33 
Barrels- . Gate ......... 6.33 
45 cal, 44 special Gate Catch ... .33 
38 special Gate Sprin 3 3  
-511 . . . . . . .  .11.33 Ejector ~ u % e '  '. '. 6.67 
-7 12" ....... .13.33 Ejector Rod . . .  .67 
Sears & Bolt Ejector Rod Head 2.67 

Spring . . . . . .  .67 Eiector Spring.. .33 
Base Pin . . . . . .  .1.00 Cylinders 45, 38 Spl. 
Base Pin Bushing 1.67 and 44 Spl . .13.33 

All Screws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$0.33 

O v  S19.90 Sinale Set S24.20 Double Set - . - -  
Beautiful genuine custom hand made Western wick-draw 
Buscadero belt and holster sets. Handsome carved design 
completely lined belt and holster. loops, for cartridges and 
tie-down straps for quick-draw shooting. made for all  
y s , a  re ular $40.0, value a t  less than 1/2 price. When 

rdenng Send-belt size. make, caliber and barrel length 
of gun, color desired. 

SMITH 6 WESSON 38 CA. REVOLVERS 

Original Blue Finish ' 
& Grips, V6 Bores. 
Excellent mechanical 
and shooting condi- 
tion. Ammo $3.75 
50 rounds. Military 
Holster $5.50. 

SPRINGFIELD 30-06 RIFLES 

U S Model Genuine Sprin fields A l l  have very 
H: ~ u m b e r s ,  and all milled parts. Original as 
issued very good condition $39.95. W i t h  new 
d in  and i n  excellent condition $45.00. Spring- 
fields 30-06. low numbers -V6 $32.00. 

GERMAN MACHINE GUNS 

De-Activated War Trophies. Gelman Erma, Ger- 
man Schmeisser MP-2811. German Schmeisser 
MP-34, German Steyr. I n  Excellent Condition 
$39.95 each. 

GERMAN W W I I  MAUSER 8 M M - 4 4  RIFLES 

Original as issued i n  excellent mechanical and 
shooting condition $36.50. 

GUN CATALOGS 
USED COLT SINGLE ACTION CATALOG 
l v e w e n d o ~ ~  stow 01 the rare old Colt A.A. revor. 
vers and their accessories. Parts-Holster*-Grim 
etc. 5Oc P. P. Completely illustrated 

J ~ M B O  USED GUN CATALOG 
Lorded with modern and antique gun barga i i i  and 
other hard to get items. Rifles, 8~ toma t i~8 .  revol. 
e percussion pistols etc. Completely illustrat 
Ã̂d 11.00 P. P. 

GERMAN MILITARY ARMS CATALOG 
The largest Ã§electio of German Lugera, mairer 
Military Pistols Waither P 38's Urchine Ouni, 
parts. Holsters and many other item*. Completely 
i l lu~t ra t -d  SOr P. P. 

NEW GREAT WESTERN GUN CATALOG 
Comoletelv Illustrated 50c P. P. 

EARLY & MODERN FIREARMS CO., INC. 
1241 8 Ventura Blvd., Dept. 0 Studio City, California 



A N ,  W H A T  A 

BARGAIN ! 
-TRUE WEST and A GALLERY 

of WESTERN BADMEN for the 
price of TRUE WEST alone! 

TRUE WEST is a magazine crammed with 
articles and photos on badmen, range wars, 
Indian fights, the gold rush, ghost towns, lost 
mines, buried treasures, outlaws, trail drives. 
frontier sagas, cowboy and ranch life - the 
REAL thing! 

Where can you buy the smell o f  wet sage 
after a shower, the roar o f  ten thousand hooves 
in a buffalo stampede, the war cry o f  charging 
Apaches, the acrid smell o f  caliche dust as a 
herd o f  long-since-vanished longhorns move up  
the Chisholm Trail? 

Where else can you buy so much o f  the 
very HEART of the O l d  West-AS IT REALLY 
W A S  - for ten times the price? 

Look a t  this line-up for the current issue: 
OUTLAW EXTERMINATORS, INC. (theycalled 
him the Crazy, Murdering Apeman!), THE 
LOST APACHE MINE, by J. Frank Dobie, 
DYNAMITE O N  HOOFS! THE SERIS-Indians 
That Time Forgot, A RACE WITH DEATH, 
END O F  THE MURRIETTA G A N G ,  BEN LIL- 
LY'S LONGEST GRIZZLY CHASE, THINGS I 
NEVER SAW BEFORE, WILD OLD DAYS- 
plus intensely interesting departments. 

h* FREE! With Each Subscription 
This is a book of factual 

accounts on the lives and .- ..- I deaths o f  21 n o t o r i o u s  
gunslingers and lawmen o f  the O l d  West such 
as Wyat t  Earp, Billy the Kid, Wes Hardin, John 
Ringo, Jesse James, Bill Longley, Doc Holliday, 
Wi ld  Bill Hickok, Clay Allison, Ben Thompson 
and 1 1  others! There are 26 authentic photo- 
graphs in this book. 

Subscribe for 12 issues o f  TRUE WEST a t  
the regular rate o f  $3.00Ã‘an we'll send you 
this badman book ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

TRUE WEST ! Box 5008-G, Austin 3 1. Texas 
I 

I am enclosing $3.00 for 12 issues o f  i 
TRUE WEST. Send me "A Gallery of 1 
Western Badmen" FREE! 

I I 
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ind squirm through a fairly long swing 
in the sit, and perhaps for this reason most 
people who use the sit very extensively also 
use the fast swing. But even the clumsiest 
can swing like a windmill in any of the 
orthodox kneeling positions. Kneel, then, is 
definitely a position for the serious con- 
sideration of the running game shot. 

Because of the fact that he has to shoot 
quickly and accurately at a target that will 
not stick around for much rechecking of 
sight picture and hold, choice of sights is 
particularly important for the lad who has to 
take his meat on the hop. Despite the 
superstition still prevalent in some quarters 
that glassware is strictly a stationary target 
proposition, scopes are the medicine here. 
And this goes whether your particular brand 
of hunting involves beating the bushes in 
Michigan or riding the range in Montana. 
A good 2% or 4 power glass, mounted low 
on a properly stocked rifle that the shooter 
is familiar with, is the fastest of all sights, 
is far more efficient on running game than 
the usual complement of hardware that 
graces the barrel of a rifle when it comes 
from the factory. With a scope-equipped 
rifle, the shooter simply mounts his piece and 
finds himself looking at his target through 
the field of the scope when he presses his 
cheek down on the comb. Since reticule and 
target are transposed on a single focal 
plane, the job of aiming is reduced to its 
simplest possible terms, with no mental 
cramps about sights to spoil the swing. 

B est reticle for running game is proba- 
bly the traditional crosshairs, but no one 

need smash his scope on the rocks if he finds 
a dot or post and crosshair in it. If you must 
use iron sights, stick with a tang or re- 
ceiver sight with a good, wide aperture, 
mounted as close to your eye as the recoil 
of your musket will permit. It may be true 
that some one once hit a moving animal 
with a rifle on which was perched that 
insidious snare called a semi-buckhorn rear 
sight, but I doubt it. 

Maybe I am just young and innocent, but 
a fact which I find somewhat startling is 
the lack of practice with which the average 
citizen blandly approaches the task of sub- 
duing his annual venison on the gallop. 
Dumping a vamoosing buck may be no 
harder than hitting a stationary target, once 
you get the hang of it, but it is certainly 
no easier. Yet while most of the boys have 
been sufficiently brainwashed by the shooting 
writers of the past five or ten years to spend 
a few afternoons on the range before deer 
season opens, they do all their pecking at 
eminently immobile bullseyes. They would 
squeal long and loudly if anyone started to 

move their targets around-this from men 
who would quickly write off as psychopathic 
anybody who expected to shoot a decent 
game of golf without ever bothering to 
waddle out to the links. 

Practice on running targets has obvious 
advantages in instilling good swing and 
follow-through habits, teaching yon to co- 
ordinate trigger squeeze and swing, develop- 
ing your ability to get off the shot as soon 
as your sights are on. But its basic value, I 
think, is in helping the shooter to overcome 
his initial tendency to fire wildly and at 
random, showing him how much time he 
really has, teaching him the fundamental 
principle of deliberate care and exactness 
with each shot. 

So leave your smoothbore in the rack and 
take along a .22 the next time the Pine 
Junction Possum Picking and Snake Snaring 
Society convenes for a cottontail hunt. Or 
set upon the local jackrabbit contingent 
when the mood to roam abroad seizes you. 
An excellent form of practice is to take an 
unloaded gun, get out of sight somewhere, 
and dry-fire at the hubcaps of passing cars. 
Another empty-gun possibility is swinging 
on neighborhood dogs as they cavort through 
your yard and dismantle your flower beds. 
This, again, is a type of practice to be 
pursued from a place of concealment, if you 
would avoid being the guest of honor at a 
festive and well-attended necktie party. 

It goes without saying that a person who 
engages in practice of this s o r t ~ o r  any 
kind of dry firing, for that matter-without 
knowing that his gun is empty is just as 
morally culpable as a person who would 
drive his car blindfolded, and just as much 
of a menace to society. 

The killing of running game with the 
rifle, then, is a problem which confronts all 
rifle-bearing nimrods sooner or later, and 
one which will create but little joy in the 
hearts of the unprepared. It is a business to 
be taken seriously by the man who plans 
to venture afield with a big game tag in 
his pocket. Realizing that his target may 
well feel inclined to mobility when he 
appears on the horizon, such a man should 
familiarize himself with the angles he is 
likely to encounter, adopt the swing that is 
best adapted to his physical endowments and 
ability, practice getting into and shooting 
from a good long range position, and use 
the sights that are best suited to his purpose. 
Above all, when the moment of execution 
arrives he should remember that all the 
speed and "snap-shooting" and "instinctive" 
gun-pointing in the world will not take the 
place of a conscious and careful effort to 
get his sights right before he touches 
off the shot. 

- - 0 
Amazing- New- 

Fast- 

At Your D e e r  $1 00 
or Direct 

Please give your dealer's address. 
Waterproof and Rustproof Entire Gun. 
Put on 3 coats in less than 30 minutes. 
Wipes dry. Beautiful Hard OIL Finish. 

Restorz Products. Inc. 
P.O. Box 152 Waterbury, Conn. 



HOW FAST IS A BULLET? 
(Continued from page 25)  

instance, 20 and 30 meters. Naturally, the 
longer the measuring base or screen separa- 
tion, the longer time the chronograph has to 
record. The percent of instrument error from 
shot to shot is reduced by using a longer 
measuring base, but modem chronographs 
can act with sufficient accuracy using 
much shorter measuring bases. The shot- 
to-shot variation in velocity with ordinary 
rifle ammunition depends on several fac- 
tors, such as differences in bullet weight, 
bullet diameter, case neck diameter, case 
neck hardness, case fit in cartridge chamber, 
case volume, powder and priming mixture. 
It is of little use to obtain velocity measure- 
ments accurate to tenths of a foot per second, 
when the shot-to-shot velocity variation, 
which can't be controlled more closely in 
normal production, runs up to 25 feet per 
second between rounds. 

Wire breaker or closer screens are now 
often discarded in favor of modern photo- 
electric "screens.'' These devices are "electric 
eyes" which have a sensitive zone through 
which a bullet, on passing, will cause an 
impulse to register. Small photoelectric cells 
are often mounted at each end of a steel bar 
of exact length, usually three, sometimes as 
little as two meters. Thus, the screens form 
one unit of only about seven feet length, 
easily carried by one man, and placed on a 
light tripod mount any distance from the 
muzzle. The closest distance from muzzle to 
nearest screen will usually be not less than 
16 inches. Closer to the muzzle, the powder 
gases and column of air will tend to shake 
the photoelectric cell, creating an impulse 
before the bullet actually reaches the sensi- 
tive zone. 

Checking muzzle velocity reveals an inter- 
esting situation. Just where is the bullet 
velocity highest? In all ballistic tables, the 
velocity of a bullet is considered highest at  
the moment it leaves the muzzle. This is 
correct enough for the table, and for the 
hunter, since no one shoots game "right at  
the muzzle," despite popular writers to the 
contrary. The ballistician measures the bullet 
velocity at a certain distance, and adds to 
this a number of feet per second to calculate 
the muzzle velocity. This gives a figure which 
is practical for bullet and energy compari- 
sons. But to be very exact, the chronograph 
reveals the bullet has its highest velocity a 
few feet ahead of the muzzle. There are at 
least two reasons. The first one is that it 
takes several hundred pounds of force to 
~ u s h  a jacketed rifle bullet through the 
barrel. When this heavy friction suddenly 
ceases at the muzzle, the bullet speeds up 
from inertia just as your car does if you 
are towing another car and suddenly the 
rope breaks. Secondly, the bullet travels 
down wind for the first few inches riding on 
the powder gases which rush out the barrel 
and past the bullet at a speed about twice 
that of the projectile. From that point on 
the air resistance slows up the bullet. Rota- 
tional speed, which is not slowed down as 
fast as the forward velocity of the bullet, has 
a lot to do with the mushrooming of the 
bullet in game. 

Of main interest to the hunter is bullet 
velocity remaining when it hits the game. 
Terminal velocity, not muzzle velocity, is 
what counts. And this remaining velocity 
greatly depends on the shape of the bullet, 
and its weight in relation to the caliber- 

COOK suvs : 

"HERE, at last, is the combination 
seasoned shooters have been looking for 

*Arthur coot, -championship accuracy, effortless re- 
Silver Springs, ~ d . -  peater action, and economy. I know, be- 
member U S .  Znt'l cause I'm using a Crosman '400' now. 
Rifle Team, 1949, '52 
and '54; Olympic "The ingenious Swing-Feed Loading 
Rifle Championship, repeater mechanism is simple and fool- 
'48; National Cham- proof, and a pleasure to use. All you do , 

1 
pionshipl'48;Nati?n- is slide the bolt; feeds and loads ten 

Champion- shots smooth as silk every time. ship. '53. '57: Nation- 
al 4Lposition Outdoor 
Championship, '57; 
Captain, U.S. Air 
Force Rifle Team, 
'55. Shown here is a 
recent group of 10 
Art Cook shot with 
the Crosman "400" 
at 40'. 

"And as for accuracy, you simply won't 
believe it till you've tried this gun your- 
self. The new Tru-Flyte barrel will 
shoot pellets all in one ragged hole. 
With the introduction of the '400' Re- 
peater, Crosman has brought precision 
shooting into the pellet gun field.'' i 

N o w  b e i n g  in+roduced by Crosmon Select Dealers 1 

Available in Canada, Mexico and 
most other countries 

World's Lorgesl Manufacturer of Pellet Rifles and Pistols 

" O n  a n d  S m a h ?  C m , e  M e  

Penetrat ion i d  Z x c e t f m t  . . ! 
w i d  NOSLER PARTITION JACKET BULLETS" 

Here's what one well known hunter says - about the e f fec t  
o f  NOSLER BULLETS: 

On Small Game: 
On Big Game: "The bullets penetrated eomvletely through with a n e x i t  hole of I " t o  1%" in diameter 

"penetration was Excellent and Expansion . . . minimum destruction of the skins and 
was very good . . . 213 to 314 of the 180- meat ' ' .'' 
main bullet remained intact . . ." See Your Dealer Or Order Direct 

6MM 
85 gr. and 100 gr. Box of 50.. . . . . . . . . . . . .$4.25 7MM 

270 CALIBER 
130 gr. Soft Point Spitzer. Box of 50.. . . . . . 150 KT. Soft Point Spiteer. Box of 50.. . . . . . 
150 gr. sort point spitzer. Box of 50.. . . . . .%% $3 E:: EGt%~2es~~~FCow7?~&5$~~:  : 

NOSLER PARTITION BULLET CO. 1 382 W i z h t m a n  Street  Ashland. Orezon 



GUN 
Â rn OTECTION 

The J. M. Bucheimer Company, 
with over 70 years of manufac- 
turing "know-how", offers a dis- 
tinctive line of gun cases for the 
proud sportsman. 

Featuring superb craftsmanship 
with graceful styling, these light 
weight gun cases will endure 
long wear with rugged use. 
Bucheimer gun cases will accom- 
modate all shotguns and rifles 
including rifles with high scopes. 

Visit your favorite sporting 
goods store and see the com- 
plete line of Bucheimer gun 
cases. 

J e  Me BUCHEIMER CO. 
FREDERICK, MARYLAND 

all parts of another ballistic phenomenon 
known as "sectional density." A modem 
chronograph becomes important in matching 
the right combination of bullets, powders, 
and other cartridge elements because it can 
tell the engineer or the handloading experi- 
menter, the velocity left with any bullet at 
almost any distance, as long as he can make 
the bullet pass within the sensitive area of 
the impulse-making screens or photocells. 

This main tool of the ballistic laboratory, 
the chronograph, may seem complicated, but 
operating one is fundamentally simple. Our 
Danish-designed Weibel-Jorgensen instru- 
ment is a portable chronograph, taking its 
power supply from accumulators and dry 
batteries. Though the complete equipment 
weighs a good many pounds, the outfit we 
use breaks down into easily portable units, 
and is well suited for field tests at ranges 
far from the laboratory. But it is of course 
very suitable also for indoor laboratory use. 
Ordinary velocity measuring is very simple, 
and a trained operator can make 20 to 25 
readings per minute with ease. In other 
words, the barrel gets overheated much 
faster than the operator. In the permanent 
range installation, where routine velocity 
checking is done on production ammunition 
samples, we use a special gun to give uni- 
form barrel temperatures. Normally, firing 
will heat up the barrel and cause pressure 
and velocity changes because of the in- 
creased barrel heat. This makes calculating 
the effect of differences in powder and bullet 
weight very difficult. Thus we have a Swed- 
ish Mauser barreled action in our standard 
caliber, whatever caliber we need to test fire 
in quantity, and this is fitted to a machine 
gun water jacket. The water keeps the 
barrel cool. By calculating water at a con- 
stant temperature, we can keep the barrel 
at the correct temperature for each shot, 
eliminating one of the variables which would 
otherwise trouble us. 

I n using the Weibel chronograph, or any 
other which makes a record on dials or 

gauges, the operator must write down the 
velocity figure. As soon as he transcribes 
the reading on paper, he pushes a button and 
the machine is set for the next shot. The 
reading will stay on the dials for several 
minutes without changing so, if necessary, 
one man can do the shooting and the check- 
ing. 

The Weibel chronograph is based on the 
condenser system, operating on the following 
principle : 

An electric condenser is a unit capable of 
taking up and holding an amount of elec- 
trical energy. I t  is loaded to a certain capac- 
ity and, upon arrival of the first impulse 
from the first screen, an unloading of the 
condenser through a resistance unit is start- 
ed. This unloading action, a giving up of 
electrical energy, goes on until it is stopped 
by the second impulse from the second 
screen circuit. By measuring the remaining 
electric tension in the condenser, the oper- 
ator will know the time it took for the con- 
denser to discharge, and thus the time it 
took for the bullet to pass the distance be- 
tween the two impulse screens. The velocity 
af the bullet midway between can then be 
figured. A slow-travelling bullet will give a 
comparatively long time for unloading the 
condenser; a fast bullet will permit only a 
short time. Thus a slow bullet drains the 
condenser of much of its charge, a fast bul- 
let takes only a little of the juice. 

Among the indicator and control dials on 
the Weibel chronograph is a plug connec- 
tion which hooks up an auxiliary condenser 
to the system. This is for checking velocities 
over very long distances. For example, a 
shot measured between screens 300 yards 
apart would mean a long time between con- 
denser impulses. From the first discharge 
impulse to the second stop discharge impulse 
might be long enough for the condenser to 
discharge completely, giving no reliable 
reading. The auxiliary resistance unit allows , 
the tension to pass very slowly from the 
condenser, and using the chronograph for 
measuring something as slow as a baseball 
would be entirely possible, with a suitable 
distance between sc reens~and  a strong and 
accurate pitcher. The Weibel also has two 
warning lights that indicate the screens are 
"ready." 

w ith the indicator needles at zero, the 
lights on, the operator fires a shot. At 

once both lights darken, showing impulses 
from the screens have been received by the 
machine. The needle pointer instantly jumps 
to a reading. This is copied down, and pushing 
a small lever instantly resets the instrument 
for a second shot. Checking the instrument 
reading with a table shows the velocity 
directly, in meters per second or feet per 
second, depending on the table. A third table 
can give in tenths of a millisecond (1/10,000 
second) the precise time needed for the 
bullet to travel between the screens. In one 
ten-thousandth of a second a modern rifle 
bullet, such as one of the new 6mm1s, travels 
only about 4 inches, so you are operating 
with sufficient accuracy. 

In laboratory work all velocities are re- 
corded finally as averages of a series of 
shots, at least 10. One does not have to refer 
to the table for each shot, only for the 
average reading. But ballistic engineers, es- 
pecially in ammunition factories turning out 
match and "Olympic" quality ammunition, 
are keenly interested in the shot-to-shot 
variation. These figures are never printed; 
they are used in removing the variables, and 
in correcting differences in loads and bullets 
to give the most uniform cartridge behaviour. 

Modern chronographs prove to be the 
invaluable tool in the ballistic researcher's 
kit. Even condenser chronographs have hook- 
ups allowing either "maker" screens which 
close the circuit when the bullet passes 
through, or "breaker" devices such as the 
muzzle wire which is cut on firing. Switches 
allow the operator to select the type of 
screen which he finds will reveal the great- 
est information in his particular project. 

Condenser chronographs are only one of 
the types of systems for short time measure- 
ment used to determine bullet velocity. Lab- 
oratories including those dealing with mili- 
tary rounds, such as high explosive and 
armor piercing projectiles, need different 
equipment. Of little interest to the target 
shooter and hunter, but of major value to 
the arms designer and engineer is the type 
of chronograph which operates full-auto- 
matic. Fire a machine gun through the 
screens of this unit and just as fast as your 
ammunition belt runs into the gun a strip 
of paper runs out of the chronograph, with 
the velocity of each and every shot nicely 
printed on it! In gun-studying instruments, 
as in gun designs themselves, progress is 
marked by making things automatic. Auto- 
mation at last takes over the task 
of "how fast is a bullet?" H 



DEER HUNT WITH GUN NUTS 
(Continued from page 31) 

combination suited me quite well. I found 
that if the light was good and if I was 
ieeling good, I could group slightly less 
than a minute of angle with it. I used the 
same amount of powder as Jim: 50 grains 
of 4064, but I was using a pointed metal 
cased expanding bullet of 180 grains. This 
load was about maximum; no extraction dif- 
ficulty, but the primers were flattened. 

For spare guns, Ian took along another 
8 rnrn he had built some years before. The 
previous season, I watched him pull a beau- 
tiful running shot with this gun at  well over 
300 yards. The 180 grain bullet in this 
calibre gives excellent sectional density and, 
when hand-loaded, can attain the velocities 
of the .30-06. I also took a Lee-Enfield .303 
British that I like. I had worked it over a 
bit, using a Bishop stock and Parker-Hale 
sights. With its 10 shot detachable magazine 
it is a very handy weapon. 

First blood fell to the light-weight. Bob 
and I stayed in camp the first morning to 
put up some shelves and clothes drying 
racks. Ian and Jim took off by car to look 
over the back roads and old logging trails, 
looking for the easiest way to the tops of 
the ridges. They came back about noon and 
Bob and I were still working inside the 
tent. They walked in and approved our 
efforts without saying much about their own 
exploits. Then they went out again. A 
minute or two later I passed the tent flaps 
and saw, lying in the entrance, a big fat 
muley doe. With great effort I kept my eyes 
moving smoothly across the tent entrance 
and went on with what I was doing. A 
minute later Bob saw it and let out a 
whoop, and so the story came out. 

They had been driving along a goat-track 
sort of a road when Ian spotted the doe, 
high above them and about 80 yards away. 
Jim couldn't see it at the moment, so Ian 
walked down the trail a few yards, raised 
his light-weight and pulled the trigger. The 
deer collapsed and started rolling down 
toward the car in a tangle of legs. Ian ran 
back to the car, got in and shut the door, 
ready to take off if a slide started. The 
deer hung up a bit above the car, so they 
dressed it out and brought it in. 

the guns of tomorrow. . - today 1 
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NEW SPORT and TARGET MODELS 
Advanced'design features and new standards of performance are 
yours with any of the fourteen new Hi-Standards for 1958. All-new 
target models are the most up-to-date and accurate .22-caliber 
handguns you can own. Your dependable sidearm for fishing, camp- 
ing and hunting trips is one of the low-cost field models. Here are 
some of the features that make a new Hi-Standard autoloader your 
best buy for shooting pleasure: 
New match-grade firing mechanism . . . new wide-contour serrated 
trigger . . . new positive "jam-free" ejection . . . new hand-filling 
grips for left- or right-hand shooters . . . new compact design ideal 
for holster use. . . new chrome-vanadium-steel firing pin . . . new 
double-action safety. . . new concealed magazine catch . . . new 
one-piece quick-takedown barrel. 

SUPERMATIC 

CITATION 

See the complete line 
of autoloaders and 
revolvers that Is years 
ahead of all others 
at your dealer's 
or write for bi hew 
catalog A14 wfth 
Hi-Standard handguns 
in natural color. 

-- 

T H E  HIGH STANDARD M A N U F A C T U R I N G  CORP. r HAMDEN, C O N N E C T I C U T ,  U.S.A. 

Champions RUDY ETCHEN and 
Col. CHAS. ASKINS agree this "10" is best 

WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL 
Get those high-flying, 7 to 11-pound Canadian honkers 
with the NEUMANN 10-gauge magnum-world's most 
powerful shotgun! Specially designed for long-range pass 
shootino, this great goose gun assure? clean kills at 
distances many vards heyond the effective reach of 12- 
gauge guns! Action i s  hand-fitted to  stay snug forever! (Continued ~ n - ~ a g e  60) 

MOD. 503 
MOD. 503 B. MOD. 504 
blue white handles 
Available in the 25 
22 short 22 long calibers 

chromed white 
handles Available in  
the 25-22 short 22 long calibers 

blue partially engreaved 
Available in  the 25-22 short 
22 long calibers 

chromed fully engreaved 
white handles Available in 
the 25-22 short 22 long calibers 

MOD. 506 A. blue 
MOD. 506 B. 
blue white handles 
Available in the 25 
22 L. R. calibers 

APPLY TO THE 
BETTER FIREARMS 

IMPORTERS MOD. 5 12 A. blu 
MOD. 5 12 B. 
blue white handles 
32-22 L. R. calibers 

MOD.515 B. \ 
blue white handles 
32-22 L. R. calibers 

1 ~ l g h  qualily Be ware of counkrfei^s!As~ Forthe ori@na/ A.G.GAL ESI on// 1 



NEW SIERRA HIGH-SPEED HOLLOW 
POINT 3 0  caliber, 110 grain hollow point 
bullet is, "Accurate beyond our expecta- 
tions,"makes every .30 caliber rifle a top 
varmint gun. They can be loaded to high 
speed, approximately 3500 ft. per sec., and 
yet maintain match target accuracy. This 
tremendous speed in a light weight bullet, 
combined with Sierra's precision manufactur- 
ing of uniformly thin-skinned bullets, insures 
positive fragmentation, instant mushrooming, 
and successful hunting. Ask your dealer or 
write Sierra Bullets, Dept. G, 600 West 
Whittier Blvd. Whittier, California. 

KOLPIN GUN-TECTOR b'TEXAN" looks 
like a gun case should look with its new shape 
and deluxe top grain leather in willow tan 
color. I t  has white stitching to accentuate 
its beauty, with fibre E pile lining in 
lambs wool shade. Made with full length 
zipper and zipper guard plus locking ring, 
hanging loop, and VPI rust inhibitor. Comes 
in 40", 42" 44", 46", 48" 50" and 52" 
lengths. Rifle lengths take Lo-mount scopes. 
Catalog of complete line available from 
Kolpin Gun-Tector line by Kolpin Bros., 
Co., Inc. Dept. G, Berlin, Wisconsin. 

"CANUCKn COAT is designed for use by 
sportsmen who need a coat for all kinds of 
cold weather activity including hunting. Out- 
er shell is Reeves "Heathcote" poplin noted 
for its wearing qualities and feather-light 
weight. Warmth is provided by an 8 oz. bat- 
ting of "Ny-Len" air cell type insulation. Fea- 
tures include wool knit cuffs, insulated and 
fleece-lined hand warming pockets, bellows 
pockets with elastic shell loops, and a really 
comfortable fit made possible by a full bi- 
swing back in both lining and shell. An 
inner web belt supports weight of detach- 
able, rubber-lined, game bag and also keeps 
you warm as it snugs coat close to your 
body. Entire coat weighs less than 3 lbs. 
Made in sizes 36 through 50 in taupe or bril- 
liant red. Available in sporting goods stores 
everywhere a t  $29.95 or order direct from 
Allen Sportswear Mfg. Co., Dept. G, 306 
Court Avenue, Des Moines, Iowa. 
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NEW STREAMLINED S I D E A R  M , the 
Whitney, is now available at your dealers. 
Here is a 33, L.R. 10 shot automatic, beau- 
tifully balanced, durable, and lightweight. 
Made of Duraluminum for extra strength, 
produced in the center of the gun industry 
by men who "know their stuff" it's a bar- 
gain at $39.95. Supplied in two finishes, two- 
tone blue and mirror bright. The latter has 
a gold trigger for greater eye appeal. For 
more information write The Whitney Fire- 
arms Company, Dept. G, Hartford 1, Con- 
necticut. 

COMMAND POST Riflescope offers hunters 
new versatility-a choice between crosshairs 
or tapered post, both in one reticle. Simply 
flip a lever conveniently located near the 
windage adjustment, and post or crosshair 
reticle snaps into perfect alignment. (See 
"Elmer Keith says," this issue.) This new 
scope is sold with a 20-year guarantee and 
trial purchase privilege; is available in all 
1958 Scopechief m o d e l s ~ 2 x X  to lOX-at 
only $10 above the standard prices of $39.50 
to $69.50. See your dealer, or write D. P. 
Bushnell & Co., Inc. Dept. G, Bushnell Build- 
ing, Pasadena, California. 

5,000 "BRAND NEW" MAUSERS. Pan 
American Arms Company of Los Angeles 
recently purchased 10,000 .43 or 11 mm 
cal., and 8 mm Mauser rifles, 5,000 in "brand 
new" condition, from the government of 
Ecuador. The company is offering 5,000 of 
the .43 Mauser 10 shot repeaters, all listed 
as "brand-new" though actually nearly 70 
years old, by mail order at  $19.95 each. 
2500 of the .43 cal. Mausers are in a slightly 
used, very good condition, priced at  $14.95 
C.O.D. 2500 8 mm Mausers, also in slightly 
used, V.G. condition, are priced at  $19.95, 
"shoot perfectly" using 8 mm Model 88 

standard ammunition sometimes know as 
'Mauser Special". 

Pan American also purchased 4,000,000 
rounds of ammunition for these rifles in 
Ecuador and are selling it under their 
customer-satisfaction guarantee at $2.00 per 
box and $7.50 per 100 rounds, C.O.D. See 
your dealer or write Robert Penney, Pan 
American Arms Co., Dept. G, 1824 Highland 
Oaks Drive, Arcadia, Calif. 

"THE STORY OF COLT'S REVOLVER" 
by Wm. B. Edwards, is an extremely well 
written biography, history, library and refer- 
ence book, top reading for anyone, Colt fan 
or not. Vast research and effort by an out- 
standing writer has uncovered much new in- 
formation and corrected many untruths. A 
classic on this subject, it's so interesting 
it's hard to find a stopping .(dace. 470 large 
pages and 200-plus fine photos. "What Ed- 
wards has covered so well will never have 
to be rewritten". "A book that will live as 
long as the name 'Colt' ". Published by The 
Stackpole Co., Dept. G, Harrisburg, Pa., at 
$10 ppd., or at your gun dealers. 

STEEL CLEANING RODS made of stain- 
less steel are magnificently finished and 
packaged in strong vinyl-covered aluminum 
case by Outers Laboratories, Dept. G, On- 
alaska, Wisconsin. We have used one of 
these "Imperialn rods plenty in 3 0  caliber 
on everything from Springfields and BAR'S 
(which need plenty of washing to get 
corrosive primer fouling out) up to .58 



WITH (5um 
muzzle loaders, and the jointed rod remained 
solid and without a sign of tendency to warp. 
Full swivel wood handle for firm grip lets 
patch or brush follow the rifling. Brightly 
polished rod sections, which include jag tip, 
slotted tip, and brush adapter tip and nylon 
brush, are set in blue velvet case lining, make 
dazzling gift for shooter, and the kind you'll 
want to buy for yourself. Priced at (7.95 and 
well worth it. Solid hinged box protects rod 
units, keeps them together, convenient to 
slip into gun case. Shotgun rods, much 
thicker, of light rigid aluminum, same price. 
Also shorter rod sections in smaller kit for 
pistol, only $4.95. See your dealer or write 
directly to Outers, giving caliber of your gun. 

U. S. ARMY GUN RACKS are offered by 
Florida government surplus dealer at small 

fraction of the original cost. 
Light-weight, all metal, it is 
designed for maximum pro- 
tection and quick release of 
gun. Twist a rubber-padded 
latch and gun springs for- 
ward. Strong, padded springs 
hold gun snugly in place. All 
points of contact with gun are 
amply padded. Rack is de- 
signed to prevent theft and 
protect guns from children. 
Can be mounted in any posi- 
tion on vehicles, walls, floors. 
Ideal for hunters, police offi- 
cers, gun collectors, all gun 
owners. $3.50 each (50c more 
west of the Mississippi). See 
your dealer or write Dutton's 
Government Surplus, Dept. G, 
7840 So. Phillips Hiway, 
Route 8, Box 508, Jackson- 
ville, Florida. 

3 
NEW SHU-SAVER for skeet and trap shoot- 
ers is both practical and handy for guarding 
good shoes from barrel marks, powder stains 
.and undue wear, offers a sure way to avoid 
hazards of fouling gun barrels. Invented by 
"Bud" Hockley, well-known Eastern shooter, 
"Shu-Saver" slips on and off easily, can be 
used with either loafers or shoes. Made of 
thick leather, thick enough to absorb weight 
of gun, the roughened surface and extra 
heavy bound edge prevent gun from slipping 
off the foot. Retail price is $3.50 pp. Avail- 
able through skeet clubs, sporting goods 
dealers, or direct from Shooters' Specialties, 
Dept. G, 318 Overhill Road, Baltimore 10, 
Md. No. C.O.D.'s. 

AN INTEGRAL STREAMLINE Muzzle 
Brake offered by Pendleton. The brake that 
gets lavish praise from all for its looks, 
workmanship and performance. Regulated 
escape and gas flow for maximum braking 
impact and minimum blast annoyance. Fore- 
stalls rocket thrust (the nastiest part of 
"kick") and controls jump completely on all 
faster calibers. Lets you see where you hit 
even through small-field target scopes. 
Pendleton Gunshop, home of the Streamline 
Muzzle Brake, 223 S.E. Court Ave, Dept. G, 
Pendleton, Oregon. 

INSULATED 'JET' WELLINGTON, gives 
comfort in coldest weather. Black or brown 
calf, completely glove leather lined and in- 
sulated, 9 inch height, flexible leather sole. 
Famous Frye quality. Men's 6-12, A to EÃ 
$19.95, postpaid. Free catalog. Order from 
Todd's, Dept. G, 209 S. State St., Chicago 
4 Ill. 

NEW LIGHTNING DRAW HOLSTER, by 
The George Lawrence Co., Portland, Oregon, 
is the first of a series of six new quick draw 
holsters that will be made available during 
1958 by this century-old firm. The Lawrence 
El Dorado lightning draw holster features 
quick draw style and quality in the best 
"Old West" tradition. It is compact, rugged, 
and set apart from other holster styles by 
a handsome polished nickel buckle. Full 
leather leg plate makes for wearing comfort 
and steadiness. Premium quality saddle 
leather is used throughout. The El Dorado 
retails at $10.75, is available for all revolv- 
ers with 3%" barrels or longer. Write The 
George Lawrence Company, Dept. G, 306 
S. W. First Avenue, Portland, Oregon. 

THE MITY-MITE POCKET LOADER is so 
small it can easily be carried in the pocket, 
yet can do a complete job of hand-loading. 
First, knock out the primer with the punch 
shown. New primer is seated by turning 
winged nut which forces primer into place 
when case is inserted in shell holder on left 
of case. Case and shell holder are then 
turned down into top of main body, thus 
sizing the neck. Die is removed and funnel 
placed in neck of case. Powder is poured 
in from powder measure, upper left, which 
is fully adjustable to any charge. Bullet is 
placed in bullet seater, shown over bullet. 
Seater is screwed down same as sizing die, 
thus seating bullet. Remove shell holder 
and loaded round drops out in your hand. 
Price complete including powder measure 
for one caliber . . . $10.95. Shooters Acces- 
sory Supply, Dept. G, Post Office Box 205, 
North Bend, Oregon. 

FULLY INSULATED with 100% prime 
Northern goose down, the Eddie Bauer All- 
Purpose jacket is comfortable in temper- 
atures as low as 20 degrees below zero, but 
comfortable in mild weather, too. This all- 
weather raglan style jacket is ideal for year- 
round outdoor activities. Available with 
either tailored cloth or knit collar. Cuffs on 
both models are knitted wool and nylon. 

A full front zipper and' zippered slash 
pockets make the garment very smart and 
practical, sizes small (39), medium (42), 
large (45), and extra large (48). Avail- 
able direct by mail at $32.50, plus 50c 
for shipping, either collar style. Obtained 
only from the manufacturer, Eddie Bauer, 
Dept. G, 160 Jackson, Seattle 4, Washington. 



DEWATS 
All parts for THOMPSONS & Acces- 
sories Plus Many other DEWATS and 
machine gun parts. 
Thompson M1928 Dewats. ............... .$85.00 
Thompson MIA1 Dewats ................. 75.00 
United Defense 9MM Dewats .............. 30.00 
Browning .30 Cal. (Air-Cooled) Dewats. .... 47.00 

Many other DEWATS-List sent on request 

REVOLVERS for the Homesick IRA! 
Enfield Cal. 476 M1882. .  ............... .$19.95 
Royal Irish Constabulary (Short-Bbl.) ...... 12.95 
3 British Revolvers for only..  ............. 26.85 

(Detached cylinders included.) 
First orders get best condition. 

Enclose permit if required and signed statement: 
Am not alien,' never convicted of crime of violence, 

and notunder indictment, or fugitive, am 2 1  years 
or over. 

MILITARY PARTS 
0 For British Lee Enfield 
0 For Remington Rolling Block 
0 Russian 7.62 Mosin-Nagant 
0 Mannlicher 8MM M95M 
0 Winchester 73 ........ 

Krag & Springfield 
A l s o  ITALIAN TERN1 (7.35) CARBINE. 

( O n l y  c o m p l e t e  s t o c k  o f  parts  & accessories  
i n  t h e  world.) 

TERMS: Dewats and Revolvers are shipped RR Express 
Collect. Write for prices on spare parts needed. 

POTOMAC ARMS 
P. 0. Box 550 

Alexandria, Virainia 

woad-famous "white hunter" h a t  in premium 
~rade tan beaver fur felt. Smart and dashing. Wide 
brim gives protection from sun dust, wind, rain. 
A fine hat for hunting, fishing; camping and all 
outdoors. 

The next day Jim had a quick shot but 
missed. There had been no snow for about 
ten days and there was sign everywhere. 
Tracks criss-crossing, new and old and on 
top of each other. It looked like a herd of 
calves had been turned loose. We picked 
the places we wanted to be at daylight the 
next morning and turned in. 

I was on my stand while it was still too 
dark to see the crosshairs, even against the 
sky, so I relaxed against the base of a big 
tree where I had found the day before that 
I could see for a hundred yards in two 
directions and about fifty or sixty yards 
down the slope. The sky lightened very 
slowly and I found that I could distinguish 
the closer trees and bushes. A shadow de- 
tached itself from the deeper shadows at 
the foot of the slope and came angling 
silently up toward me. I slowly raised my 
rifle and put the scope on it. A deer! I slid 
the scope forward and saw antlers. I moved 
the cross-hair back to the shoulder-down- 
and touched it off at about 60 yards. At 
the report he staggered and turned down 
the slope. I bolted another cartridge home 
and drove at him again going away. No 
visible results. He was out of sight. After 
waiting a moment I reloaded the magazine 
and went down. 

In a few minutes I wished that I, too, 
had been packing a Whelen. There were 
just too many tracks and no blood sign. 
Yet I knew I'd hit him. I found a tiny 
tuft of hair but no blood. A .35 Whelen 
would have put him down on the spot or, 
at the worst, he would leave a good blood 
track. I searched the surrounding area with- 
out result. Bob had heard my shots and 
came over from his end of the ridge. He 
had seen two does and a buck but they 
were too far away for a sure shot so he 
had let them go. Both of us searched that 
ridge methodically till noon before we gave 
up. We found not a sign of that buck, and 
yet I knew I hadn't missed. There was a 
lot of cougar sign around and I would like 
to think that the deer was not wasted, that 
it was found by a cougar and that its 
carcass prevented the cougar killing another 
deer for a few days. 

That afternoon, Bob and I came back to 
the ridge and looked for it again. No luck. 
We moved off in the direction of Bob's 
morning stand, with him near the top of 
the ridge and myself about a hundred yards 
below and moving parallel to him. He was 
not in sight for a moment and then I heard 
the blast of the Whelen. I dropped to one 
knee and froze, watching in the direction 
of the shot. ~ h & e  was no second shot and 

no "meat call" so I waited and watched. 
Suddenly it struck me that there was some- 
thing wrong with the landscape some fifty 
yards ahead, and in an instant I realized 
what it was. Saplings just don't grow four 
in a tight bunch under a pine tree! 

I eased the scope onto them. Sure enough. 
Four knobby knees! The body of the 

deer was completely hidden by the lower 
branches of the pine tree, so I whistled 
and a doe moved out. I didn't know ex- , 

actly where Bob was at the moment so I 
had to wait till she was in a place where I 
knew he wasn't. By that time she was in 
high gear and well above me. I touched one 
off and she stumbled but recovered. She 
was visibly staggering as she hit the brush 
so I yelled for Bob. He came up and told 
me he had seen her first hut not in position 
for a shot. So he had fired once to alert 
me and turn her toward me. 

We climbed up to where she had dis- 
appeared, expecting to find a dead deer. 
But no! The same thing again. Too much 
sign for tracking. New, old, and middle 
aged tracks all mixed up. We found a little 
blood, lost it, found it again and lost it 
again. After an hour we found her, piled 
up. And as we dressed her out we found 
the trouble. Those pointed metal cased 
bullets were not opening up. The bullet 
had entered low, raked the liver, punc- 
tured the lower part of the far lung and 
gone out again. The exit hole was less than the 
size of a dime. She had gone over 200 yards. 

Arriving in camp just at dusk, feeling a 
little proud of our deer, we found that Jim 
and Ian had come in ahead of us. At first 
glance it looked as though there were deer 
scattered all over the yard! Actually they 
had only three, but they were arranged to 
the best advantage. There were two bucks 
and another doe which they had taken late 
in the afternoon. 

Spotting this bunch, again uphill from 
them at about a hundred yards, they had 
raised their rifles and found that the sun 
was right in the glass. Jim took off one 
way down the trail and Ian the other in 
order to get them at an angle to the sun. 
Ian stopped and looked through his scope. 
OK! He dropped a buck and yelled for 
Jim to shoot. Jim yelled back, "I can't." 
Ian yelled, "Why not?" Then Jim cut loose 
and when the echoes stopped rolling around 
the ridges they had two bucks and a doe 
stretched out on the snow. 

Jim had had a "Charley-horse" in his leg 
which had momentarily prevented him from 
straightening up. But he had dropped the 

E D W A R D  H. B O H L I N  OFHOLLYWOOD 
Original Designer of the "lightning Draw" Holsters 

New Features included in the price 
of Belt and Holsters: Our new 
stainless steel buckles replieas of 
the buckles used in the Old West. 
Reinforcement at the trigger guard. 
Holster flared out at the top for 
faster draw and trigger work. 
Narrower shape back of gun handle. 
Stainless Steel Belt Buckle, Sepa- 
rately $2.50. 
Holster, Separately $.75. 

We specialize in  making "Li htning Draw" 
Holsters and Belts for all types of guns. They are 
made from the finest quality double leather wit 
special metal fitting inserted between the l i n i n g ~ s o  
that the gun will draw auickly without bindin Pio- 
neers and leaders in  this field. OUR WORKMAN- 
SHIP I S  UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED. 

ordering be sure to send your waist and hip measurements 
gun barrel, the caliber, and the make of the gun. For ali 

with one holster, deduct $2.00 from price. For all PLAIN 
uct $3 00. Include $1.00 extra for postage. 
Tax. 20% deposit required on all C.O.D. 
catalog and enclose 5Oc. (Catalog price 

Custom fitted silver gun handles with gold steer head and your 
Initials .............................................................................. $85.00 (plus Fed. Tax). 

EDWARD H. BOHLIN "WORLD'S FINEST" 
Specializing in plain a n d  silver mounted saddles a n d  acces- 

sories for t h e  equestrian a n d  sportsman for over 38 years. 
931 North Highland Ave. Dept .  G-4 Hollywood 38, Calif.  
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PRICES - ~ - -  --- 

Single Holster 
6 Belt (shown) 

Black $38.00 
Belt with 

Double Holster 

Black fi%% 
FULLY CARVED 
Belt 6 1 Holster 
Tan. .$47.00 

Black. .$49.00 
Belt & 2 Holsters 

Tan. .$62.00 
Black. .S6S.OO a 



biggest buck with a running neck shot, 
off-hand and over a hundred yards away, 
while he was still heaving from running 
and with a cramp in his leg. Jim told us 
that, as he approached his downed buck, 
"I didn't like the look in his eye, so I 
kicked some snow in his face. Sure enough, 
he blinked." So Jim backed off and drove 
another shot through his neck. After that 
"the eyes looked alright." 

Ian came up then and as they were ad- 
miring the four big symmetricalpoints on 
each side, Jim happened to look down the 
hill. The other buck was trying to 
his feet. Jim said, "Wups! There's one 
settin' up." He raised his rifle and offhfind, 
downhill, and over a hundred yards away 
he shot it between the eyes. It didn't "set 
up'' any more. 

That gave us five deer, and Bob still 
hadn't had a clear shot. We agreed that it 
must be his turn next. Sitting by the fire 
that night I took a pair of side-cutting 
pliers and nipped the ends off all the 
cartridges I carried in my belt. I knew I 
would sacrifice accuracy and flatness of 
trajectory, but I wanted those bullets to 
open up. As they were, they were going 
through like needles. Never again would I 
use a new bullet on game without trying it 
myself for controlled expansion. 

Early the next morning we spotted a 
small buck, but before Bob could get a 
shot it moved into the bush. There was an 
old trail up back of the thicket where i t  
disappeared and Jim took off at the double 
to take it or turn it toward us, whichever 
he could do. He got off one shot but the 
bullet must have hit the brush first, because 
it hit the buck in the leg. He turned down 
toward us, and after several fleeting glimpses 
Bob saw a shoulder shot, and that was that. 
We now had three bucks and three does. 

After lunch we moved over to the other 
slope where the sun would hit later in the 
afternoon. We were all together when we 
saw an unusual sight. Three does in a 

YOUR GREATEST SCOPE 
AND MOUNT BUY! 
Now you can choose a popular-priced 
All-American scope with up to 10-power 

\ \ '\ \ 2 ' / a 0 3 * 4 * 6  
magnification! Only All-Americans give you \ \ 8 10 POWER! 
Bright-Sight tested lenses for clearer seeing \ \ 
power. Lifetime cushioning at 5 critical points \ 

gives ruggedness unmatched by hunting scopes \ 
at any price. You get reliable, weather-proof \ 

\ 
adjustments and guaranteed fog-proof construction. \ 
Add a low-cost Tru-Lock@ Mount for an unbeatable \ 
team that cinches clean kills for you. Dollar for 
dollar, you can't buy a better hunting combination! 

MICROMETER RECEIVER SIGHTS 
Precision-made like a watch to offer unexcelled 
accuracy. There are hunting and target models with 
custom-matched front sights for all popular rifles. 
Accurate click adjustments hold position under the 
roughest conditions. Quick, pin-point sighting is easy, 
even when snap-shooting. Ask your dealer how little 
a Lyman sight combination costs.. . it's a mighty 
low price to add so much accuracy to your shootin- 

: PRODUCTS FOR 
SHOOTERS CATALOG 

I 
New .ull-color catalog helps you pick the 3 bunch. One muley standing broadside to us, 

one white-tail standing facing us, and one 
white-tail lying down facing us. They were 
only some sixty yards away but they showed 
no alarm. We had time to glass the sur- 
rounding area thoroughly for a buck, but 
there were none in sight. 

We were allowed one more doe and .Bob 
stepped forward to do the honors. It was 
a picture shot. About 60 level yards, in the 
bright sunshine, and no wind. Bob chose 
the muley, feeling as I did, I believe, that 
the white-tails were too pretty to shoot. 1 
Bob squeezed the trigger and the big 

right sight combination, and guides 
your choice of scooe and mount. 
write today for yours! 

LYMAN RELOADING 
HAND BOOK 
New 200-page edition shows you how to 
reload ammunition safely and easily, and 
helps you get the most out of rifles, pistols, 7 shotguns. $2.00 postpaid, or see your dealer. 

HURRY! Do not D e l a y !  Order the NEW 1958 

BIBLE" 

^/ with railed scopes. ^Â¥^- 

^xt, (Folder will be sent on request.) 

1958 "Shaoter's Bible" at vour Soortinu Bonds Dealer or sent direct Pnstnaid for $2.00- 

m m IuEGER A R M S  C O R r U R A T I u N  
4 5 - 1 8  COURT SQUARE,  L O N G  I S L A N D  CITY 1 ,  N E W  YORK 



A PRECISION-CHAMBERED BARRELED ACTIONS 

rw STANDARD OR SERIES 300 
7 FN ACTION OR HVA ACTION BARRELED TO 

FINEST DOUGLAS ULTRA-RIFLED CHROME MOLY BARREL. 
-a V' CHECK THESE FEATURES: 

1. New standard FN Mauser Action 
2. Finest DOUGLAS Ultra-rifled. chrome Moly barrel, with patented smooth hart 

CALIBERS: 
220 SWIFT-22-250 
243 WIN.-244 REM. 
250 SAV.457R-7MM 
270 WIN.400  SAV. 
308 WIN. 30-08 

& the NEW 280 REM! 

RARE TURKISH CIRCASSIAN p'K 
Beautifully grained RARE TURKISH CIRCASSIAN WALNUT. Imported from Turkey. For the first 
t ime i n  many years we now offer this distinctively attractive light-wei ht, yet ve close grained 
walnut. Standard grade Circassian turned and semi-inletted stocks $16.50 and $19.50. 
Semi-Fancy grades: $25.00, $30.00 and $35.00. Full Fancy grades: $40.00, $45.00 and $50.00, 

FREE TO GUNSMITHS: Big 4-color chart showing Flaig's varied GUN STOCKS i n  natural color. 

FINEST PENNSYLVANIA BLACK WALNUT 
BLANKS AND STOCKS 

Rifle blanks, a l l  grades, $4.00 to $20.00. Walnut shot- 
gun blanks, $1.50 to $15.00. Walnut inletted stock 
for most rifles; standard $6.00; xX grade (butt) $8.00; 
others $10.00 to $12.00. Also Penna. burls and rare 
burls available NOW: xxx grade $17.50-$20.00. xxxx 
$25.00; super Burls up to $35.00. 
CURLY MAPLE RIFLE BLANKS: S7.00 to $30.00. 
Turned & Inletted for most rifle& $8.00 to $35.00. 

~ ; $ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? t ~ $ $ f R ~ l s ~ ? T t r \ p a ! i ~ ?  w% 

ALL STOCKS & BLANKS SENT SUBJECT TO OUR CUSTOMER'S APPROVAL. 

BARRELS ENFIELD PARTS 
BOEHLER BARRELS, proof steel semi-octa on ribbed Model 191 7-.30-06 Cal. 

f ~ s & " ~ & s & ~  Enfield Striped Receivers. ............. l2.M 
now a&,ilable' in '.243 land .b4,4 cal. ~ i ~ h l ~  Enfield New 5 GI. Barrels.. 15.M ............ 

accurate-in t e w ite ......... itted to our action, Enfield Excellent 5 GI. Barrels. 12.M 

with shearid k~d,~~oi$I%%k~ $60.001 ENFIELD ENFIELD BOLTS ACTION Complete WITH' New. .  5-groove . . . . . .  v.g. 6.5( 

NEW SPRINGFIELD 4-groove BARRELS. $1 1.00 D 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & " b ~ ;  "fio3% 
..................... 2-GR. SPRINGFIELD BARRELS $7.00, Case of 10 $55.00 barrel, issue .$34.0( 

...... 
2-Groove 30-40 BARRELS 23" or less in cart. ............................ 

$ih.K%y chambered threaded. Only $15.00. ENFIELD ACTION ONLY issue. .g:Z ....... 
4-GR. ORDNANCE BARRELS 23" long, fully cham- DITTOÃ‘wi t  ears milled, flushed tr. 
bered, threaded, blued, $20.00. guard ........................... .$32.0< 
New! MAUSERn98-30-06 2-GR. BARRELS 23'' or less spri "gfie Nkkei sbel aibred â€̃ iw in length. Full chambered & threaded. Only $15.00. so pear shaped handle es , 
Note: Any of the above Barrels expert1 fitted to your 5  ̂.................................   SO 
Action-headspaced and test-fired-$2.50 additional. 

MAUSER 98 COMPONENTS 
SHOE % i ~ & ~ ~ ~ ,  1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 : : : 1 1 1 : 1 1 : 1 :%:% ACE 

MAUSER 98 ACTIONS F%% milled arts.. DOUBLE-SET ..................... ........................  MI:;; %dt- BRNO MO& .Z%% rniaasn 
MAUSER ASSEMBLIES handguns. Mauser 98 GEW t e issue action a l l  steel parts. slo'OO 

With new 2 BR barrels fitted 23" 300 Sav. Fitted to 

30.~e~sp~F i+g6i- ,.; ;..; .$~S.OO YOW or ~ataser F.N. 
as above ........................... .$44.00 action- 

OTHER PARTS IN STOCK. 66.00 more. 
New imported 1" leather military slings. Live select 
leather, brass keepers ................. .93.25 

Exclusive I 

E W  FLAIG-ACE 
FINISHED BARRELS{- - 
Made by a nationally known .- . after the patented "button rifled" 
smooth, hard, swed ed, six groove chrome moly barrelof obsolutely top quality, completely threaded 
precision chamberedand crowned a t  a money-saving price. 

Immediate1 available for the FN Mouser S rin field Enfield and 722 Remin ton Action. 
0 Choice of LIGHTWEIGHT 22" SPORTER <vE?GHT 24" and MEDIUM-HEAVY HEIGHT 26". 
0 Choice of Calibers: 220 Swift'22-250 243 Win 244 Rem 250 Sav 257-R 270 Win 7mm. 300 

Sav., 308 Win., 30-06 and the new 280 Rem. 222 also available f c t h e  722 Rem. k i y .  
Only $24.00 complete. $2.50 additional i f  we headspace and test-lire to your action. ($2.50 additional for Enfield 
only.) RETURN PRIVILEGE I F  NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. 

ACE BARRELED ACTIONS: 
Mauser 98-ACE Barreled actions in any caliber or weight as above.. ................... .$49.50 
F. N. Mauser-ACE Barreled actions.. ............................................... 64.50 

*FLAIG-ACE "Buttoned-Barrels" are ready to be turned into your receiver. They need only have head- 
space checked by a competent unsmith before firing. 
DEALER inquiries invited and GUNSMITHS be sure to ask for our special descriptive literature on this 
time and monev savina tremendous value item. 

Authw?$L~%iatim Write for Free New List #29.-We Stress Individual Service 

Po4 Chela FLAIG'S MILLVALEm PA. 
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Whelen bucked and bellowed. The muley 
humped its back but stayed on its feet. I t  
seemed to be holding its breath as Bob 
snapped the empty case out, and with an 
easy "snick-snuck" sound he bolted another 
cartridge home. The rifle steadied again. 
Just as he touched it off the deer collapsed 
in a heap and the second bullet sped harm- 
lessly away. When dressing the deer, we 
found the first bullet had gone through the 
rib-cage and the only meat spoiled was an 
area the size of my hand on the exit side. , 

That was it. I still had a buck tag but 
I didn't want to use it. I felt that I had 
my buck even if I didn't get to put a tag 
on him. Bob's last clear clean shot was a 
good way to tie it up. I pointed out that 
if we left that night we could get to town 
before the frozen food locker closed for 
the week end, and that's the way it was. 

The trip back was uneventful. Good roads 
and no mishaps. The tour through the city 
to show the deer to our families was a 
complete success. The representative of the 
company making the bullets I had used 
was contacted and he took the details of 
the non-expanding bullets and forwarded 
them to the research department for an- 
alysis. I have since learned that the con- 
struction of the jacket is  to be modified, 
and the antimony content is to be checked. 

The final act of the trip came some weeks 
later, when we paid the cutting and freezing 
bill on 806 pounds of prime venison, 
the finest meat in the world. E l  

GUNSMITHS OF EIBAR 
(Continued from page 35) 

M1935. Finally the stock, unquestionably 
quite by chance, is a take off on the stock 
Pedersen designed for the now long-obso- 
lete Remington Model 51 auto pistol. The 
resulting handgun is a lulu! It lacks only 
a double action mechanism to make it one 
of the very best in the world. Isaac Irusta, 
dynamic general manager of Star, is hard 
at work on this improvement. 

The 9 mm and -45 ACP (also on special 
order the .38 Super) are copies of the old 
Colt .45 Model of 1911 with some varia- 
tions. The grip safety has been eliminated 
from the Star. The pistol in 9 mm Berg- 
mann caliber is the regulation sidearm of 
all the armed forces. 

Down the road toward San Sebastian, 
about three long pistol shots, is the tiny 
village of Elgoibar. Here is the firm Gabi- 
londo y Cia, makers of the very well known 
Llama pistol. Stoeger is the sole im- 
porter, I believe. The Llama is made in 
.22, .32 ACP and .380 ACP calibers. It is 
the Colt M1911 in miniature, while a dead 
ringer for the Colt is made in .45 and .38. 
These are excellent pistols, well built and 
reliable. The plant is old and tumbledown 
but the quality of the weapons isn't re- 
flected in the age of the tools, or at  least 
was not when last I visited there. 

Gabilondo also makes revolvers, copies of 
the S&W Military and Police Model. These 
weapons are called "Ruby" and are sold in 
South and Central America. I have in- 
spected and shot a good many of these six- 
guns. They are very well made, carefully 
finished and smooth functioning. The last 
time I saw the Gabilondo clan, the com- 
pany had passed to second generation 
youngsters and they were starting to build 
the K-series of S&W target revolvers. 
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- world wide, the best known of Spanish 

handguns is the Astra. During thi mid- 
'20s, when unadulterated garbage flowed 
out of Spain in the form of potmetal pistols, 
old man Unceta, jefe of Unceta y Cia, 
would not permit a single weapon to leave 
his benches that was not first class. As a 
result the Astra has a world-wide reputa- 
tion for goodness and reliability. US. im- 
porter is Firearms International. The Astra 
is made at Guernica, a bit removed from 
the Eibar hub. The pistols, all autos, range 
from .22 to 9 mm calibers. For many years 
the Spanish military lugged the big Model 
400 as their standard sidearm. In 1946, 
Army trials were held and the Astra got the 
heave-ha in favor of the Star. I t  has had 
little effect on the Astra export business. 
Unceta also manufactures shotguns, but on 
4 small scale. 

Pistol manufacture in Eibar probably ap- 
proaches 30,000 annually. At least 90 per- 
cent of this outpouring goes abroad. 

The big shotgun makers are Aguirre y 
Aranzabal (called "AYA" from the ini- 
tials), Victor Sarasqueta, Casa Ugartechea, 
Mendicute y Cia, Viuda de Sarasqueta, and 
Arrazabalaga. By far the largest of these 
is the firm AYA. Annually this outfit turns 
out in the neighborhood of fifteen to twenty 
thousand shotguns. These scatter models 
are singles, side-by-side doubles, and over- 
unders. Unlike practically all other makers 
in Eibar, AYA does not farm out its work, 
but accomplishes every operation save the 
blank forging in the plant. Receivers of 
chrome nickel steel, as well as barrel 
blanks, are purchased from Patricio Eche- 
verria Co. of Legaspia. Patricio, another 
sturdy old Basque who has been in the 

years, takes great pride in the maintenance 
of a quality barrel steel that will permit of 
no substitutions. A half-dozen years ago 
when chrome and nickel were scarcer than 
pork on a Mohammedan's table, he bought 
his alloys on the black market at steep in- 
creases in cost. This cost was never passed 
along to his gun-making customers. 

Aguirre y Aranzabal regularly make a 
total of 21 different models. Four of these 
are over-unders, two with sideplate locks, 
two with box locks and there are four very 
fine side-by-side doubles, all made with side- 
locks. These eight deluxe models are fol- 
lowed by six conventional doubles. Among 
these less expensive arms is the Model 400 
called "Matador," currently exported to 
Firearms International, the US. outlet. 

The remainder are of little interest - 
cheap doubles and singles meant for ship- 
ment to places like Iraq, Angola, Borneo, 
Ethiopia, and Laos. 

The AYA company, less than two decades 
old-youngest of all the major concern- 
early made the decision to build a high 
quality shotgun. This weapon, it was de- 
termined, would follow the lines of the best 
English doubles. The resulting Model 56 
AYA, a handsome side-by-side double, looks 
enough like the best Purdey to be a blood 
brother. And at  one-third the cost! 

The Model 56 is a back-action side-lock 
type, to my mind the best of the various 
systems. The locks are removable with a 
concealed key and, once exposed to the eye, 
are as beautiful as the movement of a fine 
Swiss watch. The lock mechanism is pol- 
ished and hand-honed. The plate upon 
which the lock is mounted is engine-turned, 
and. finally, to add that intrinsic touch, all 

nates the hazard of rusting. The jointing o f  
metal to metal and wood to metal is a de- 
light to the true connoisseur of gun finish- 

The locking-up is accomplished with two 
under bolts and a modified wedge above,. 
closely paralleling the Purdey. Ejectors a r e  
on the Holland order. There is an "easy- 
opener," a spring-actuated cam which lit- 
erally unbreeches the gun automatically 
once the top lever is pressed. Single selec- 
tive trigger is fitted. 

The walnut in the 56 surpasses anything: a 

I have seen from a Birmingham gun maker 
these past 20 years. It is Spanish waluut- 
For grain, figure, richness, and coloration 
it stirs the heart of your true gun-man- 
Stocks are custom fitted, with or without 
pistol grip. Forestocks can be ordered as 
straight Continental, heavertail, or semi- 
beavertail. Engraving may he either English 
scroll or game scenes in semi-relief, or a 
combination of both. The garish and over- 
done high relief carving of the German: 
engraver is not in evidence on the fine 
Spanish shotgun. The work usually depicts 
game field scenes and is tasteful and ap- 
pealing. 

While comparisons are odious, judged by 
our current costs, engraving on this Spanish 
piece would range in the neighborhood of 
three hundred bucks. I t  looks like some- 
thing straight out of Tiffany's. 

This shotgun is the culmination of more 
than a hundred years of constant improve- 
ment. Joe Manton more than a century ago 
made excellent smoothbores, guns that 
when swung and pointed today impress the 
handler with their goodness. From Manton 
to the Model 56 has been a long time but 
a period in which dedicated artisans have 

.. J Exclusives. . . a 

MODEL '38 TERN1 CARBINE - Caliber 7.35mm 
Today's best buy in a low-cost, reliable carbine. Approved by the 
military ... accepted by collectors. . .  tested by target shooters. .. used 
by hunters. .. everywhere! A rugged, powerful lightweight. Precision 
built to most exacting military specifications. Le a1 everywhere! 
Specifications: Overall Length! appro?. 391/2"; barrel length: approx. 
21"; type: Mannlicher System; weight: approx, 7 Ibs.; magazine 
capacity: 6 rds. 
Condition: Good to very good. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$12.95 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Collector's Models (Limited) 17.95 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Bayonets (Folding Blade Type) 2.00 
. . . . . . . . . .  Charge for tapping & mounting scope.. 4.00 

Semi inletted-and-finished sporter stock with 
Monte Carlo cheek piece. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .ONLY 9.95 
Ammo: Military 128 gr. (in clips) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .54 rds. 3.39 

Sporting 135 gr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .box of 20 rds. 2.85 
Use only original ammunition. Unlimited supplies available. 

L _ _  

' LATEST MODEL Ross Rifle 
MODEL 1910 Cat. .303 Br. $19.95 

urn: of the very few straight pull bolt action type rifles in the world, 
the Ross .303 saw service with Canadian troops in two wars. An 
excellent long range sporting and target rifle. Weighs only 8 Ib., 6 oz. 
Leneth 52". -~-- - - . 
Condition:Good ...................................... $19.95 
Ammo: Military, 100 As. ............................ 7.50 

Customloads. 150or 180gr .............. 20& 3.50 

action. Twelve shot (10 in tubular magazine, I in chamber) CatibeY- 
.41, Swiss, r.f.; Length-52"; Barrel-33.2"; W#.-about 10 Ibs.; Rifling g r o o v e ,  1:26" twist. Bayonets approx. 2 ft. long made in Solingen 
of ne Swedish Steel-with 18%" sabre blade and saw tooth back. 
Very rare. .................................. Swiss Vetterli Rifle. .$10.95 
Bayonet with leather scabbard, metal tips (sold only with rifle) 3.95 
New oiled leather carrying sling. ........................ 2.50 

WEBLEY MK VI  REVOLVER 
Caliber .445 $19.95 

The latest model of the world-famous Webley 
Revolver adopted by the British Armed Forces. 

Extremely accurate. verv sturdilv built with an 
'-Ã£> exceptionally smooth action. May be fired either 

single or double action. Specifications: Overall 
length, 1 1  %"; barrel, 6"; weight, 2 Ibs. 6 02.; fixed sights; 
accurate ranee, 50 yds.; maximum ranxe, 800 yds. 

- 
- .  . .  - .  

Condition: Cal. .455. . .good. ............................ $19.95 
select models, add. .  .......................... 5.00 
Convened to cziL.45 ACP with 2 half-moon clips.. 21.95 
select models, add ........................... 5.00 

Ammo: Cal. .455 Military ................. .box SO rds. 5.50 
Cal..45 ACP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .box 50 rds. 3.00 
Holster .................................... 4.95 
Clips .............................. .per pair .10 

NOTE: When ordf ina  pistoh, enclon a siflnd i t a t w n t t  "I am not an 

indictmelil at a fuait iv.  I am 21 vÃ§o or ovr." 

WINFIEID^ 6- [BE 



STOCKS 
For Hunters 

Police Stocks 
Detective Stocks 

Herrett's custom fitted pistol 
stocks are the most popular in 
the world . . . because they are 
more than just a pair of grips. 
Finest workmanship, finest 
materials, and, above all, each 
pair custom fitted to each 
shooter's needs. Made for all 
popular guns. 

Free Brochure on request. 

Iftmffe S T O C K S  
Box 74 1 -G 

TWIN FALLS, IDAHO 

NEW 
Deluxe 

Chrome-Plated - - - - - - - - - 

.22 Cal. Double 

DERRINGER 
Imported from Europe. It i s  a n  EXACT 
COPY of famous Remington Derringer 
popular in the  late 1800's. Valuable collec- 
tors i tem Fine  "Old World" gun crafts-  
manship has been employed to  give you a 
superior handgun and still retain all  the  
excellent features of the original Derrin- 
ger. Accurate! It is  terrific for plinking or 
as a close-in defensive weapon. Shoots 
2 2  short. loner or loner rifle ammo. Rich- 
l y  &r&%e-plated with checkered black 
grips Send cash check or M.O. 
Shi ped F 0. B.' Los Angeles. 
callf. resid. add 4 %  s ta te  tax. 
Guaranteed satisfaction. Only 

SEAPORT TRADERS. INC. 
409 E. 12th St., Dept. 98, Los Angeles 15, Calif. 

gradually gaining in balance and improved 
feel-developing a vibrant and responsive 
shooting tool that is well nigh perfect. That 
s the AYA. 

Prosaic description fails utterly to do the 
p n  justice. It must be seen and hefted, 
aut to shoulder and swung lightly, brought 
iown and mounted again. Then does the 
k e r n i n g  gunner appreciate what a su- 
lerbly built weapon he has beneath his 
land. The Model 56 is not shipped to the 
United States. The only importer of 
4YA shotguns professes no interest. To get 
in AYA practically necessitates a visit to 
Espana. 

The over-and-under shotguns made by 
4guirre y Aranzabal are built on the Merkel 
ype action. The lock-up consists of two 
~nderbolts and a Greener crossbolt. This 
s the sturdiest of all the superposed ac- 
ions. Finest of the over-under AYAs is 
he Model 37. This gun features the same 
aeautifully figured walnut, same 26-lines-to- 
he-inch checkering, identical engraving. A 
single trigger, raised ventilated rib, choice 
~f barrel lengths, borings, forestocks, etc., 
ire to be had in this gun as with the M56. 
[ have been firing an AYA 37 for the past 
h e  years. It has spewed out literally thou- 
3ands of rounds, is just as tight and trouble 
Free today as when I claimed it at AYA 
homebase, Eibar, in 1951. 

Victor Sarasqueta, son of the founder of 
the Sarasqueta y Cia, makes both side-by- 
side and over-under scatterguns. His sev- 
eral models range from fairly fancy deluxe 
jobs to very plain field guns. The better 
Sarasqueta is a typical Continental upland 
smoothbore. It will range from 6% to 7% 
pounds, and is excellently balanced, fast 
handling, and quite reliable. Recently Sar- 
asqueta has specialized in the manufacture 
of a 10 gauge Magnum to fire the 3%-inch 
shell. These shotguns are imported by Alex 
Stoeger. This is a fine, dependable shotgun. 

The firm makes a few double express 
rifles. There is great difficulty in securing 
sufficient cartridges to properly regulate the 

barrels. I had Sarasqueta make two double 
rifles for me and before he could undertake 
the job I had to import the .375 H&H car- 
tridges. An interesting feature of the Sar- 
asqueta express is that he has licked the 
problem of extraction and ejection of the 
rimless case. One of his doubles will not 
only yank the empty case clean of the 
chamber but will flip it out. 

The only fly in the soup is that, due to 
the extremely shallow receiver, the firing 
pins must strike at a most acute angle. In- 
stead of striking directly forward, as do ' 

ordinary fusees, the pin must strike down- 
ward at  a terrific slant. Misfires result. 
Spanish shotshells are of very mediocre 
quality, head and rim dimensions vary 
greatly, a factor which made the Sarasqueta 
over-under look bad. Let a cartridge sink 
a fractional part of an inch too far into the 
chamber and the sharply angled firing pin 
simply could not reach it with enough 
oomph to set it off. Criticism resulted, and 
Sarasqueta quit making these guns. 

Ugartechea, Aramberri, Mendicute, Viuda 
de Sarasqueta (no connection with the 
firm, Victor Sarasqueta) , and Arrazabalaga 
(cousin of the great stocker) are outfits that 
produce from a few hundreds to several 
thousands shotguns annually. In the best 
grades all make excellent weapons. In the 
common grades all are to be shunned. The 
lesser outfits all subscribe to the guild sys- 
tem and farm out a great deal of their 
work. Unless a substantial price is paid, 
the weapon is apt to leave a good deal to 
be desired. Inspection standards are not 
uniform and while every gun is twice proof- 
fired and is completely safe, triggers are apt 
to be sticky, ejector troubles will develop, 
chambers are sketchily reamed, and there 
are apt to be other not immediately appre- 
ciated shortcomings. But these are on the 
cheap stuff turned out for a price in far-off 
foreign markets. For improved standards of 
quality and workmanship in good guns, the 
gunmakers of Eibar take a back seat 
to nobody. 

GUN RACK 
(Continued from page 38) 

Stoeger's New "Ruby9' Revolvers 
A n unusual bid for the attention of shoot- r 

ers and pistol buyers is an imported 
Spanish revolver distributed by Stoeger 
Arms Corp., 507 Fifth Ave., New York. 

This new revolver is an old-line make in 
Spain, where Gabilondo & Company have 
been in business for many years. More 
famous for their Llama automatics, Gabi- 
londo turned to the manufacture of revolvers 
about 1926. The guns of Gabilondo have 
always sold on their merits, though the Span- 
ish makers have stuck with copies of the 
basic Colt automatic and Smith & Wesson 
revolver designs. But in the big suit brought 
by S& W back in 1923 against importers of 
Spanish guns, significantly absent from the 
list of foreign makers was the name of Gabi- 
londo. Orbea Brothers, Beistegui Brothers, 

Stoeger Ruby is  good buy at $59.60. 

Trocaola Aranzabel, Garate Anitua & Co., 
and Guisasola Brothers were makers of guns 
cited by S & W attornies as infringing their 
trade rights. But Gabilondo was not in the 
suit, partly because the firm had long spe- 
cialized making guns of serviceable quality 

(Continued on page 66) 
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Classified ads 20c per word per insertion including name and address. issue (on sale May I) is March 16 Print your ad carefully and mail to 
Payable in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date for June, 1958, GUNS Magazine, 8150'~entral  ~lvd.:  Skokie, Illinois. 

BINOCULARS 6 SCOPES 
-- 
BINOCULAR SPECIALISTS, a l l  makes  re- 
w i r e d .  Authorized Bausch & Lomb, Zeiss-Hen- 
solilt, and  Bushnell dealer. Tele-Optics, 5514 
Lawrence, Chicago 30, 111. 

COLLECTORS 

HUGE ILLUSTRATED Catalog Every Month. 
Most fabulous an t iaue  a r m s  service ever offered. 
Hundreds  an t ique  guns,  swords, uniforms, 
tlasks, mili tary i tems in each  issue. Well 
described, i l lustrated.  12 catalogs. Only $1.00 
year subscription. Norm F71ayden-nan (GM) 
Kennehunk, Maine. 

l l i l 'OltTB1) llTXX1.B 1,oadine Percussion Cap 
<:uns: Sc-iilptured, e n w a v e d  walnut  stock. 30" 
harrel ,  K n ~ r a v e l l  silver mountings. inlaid patch- 

SLEEPING BAGS, world's largest  selection. 
Low prices. Send 25c  (pr in t  name-address  for  
160 page complete catalogue of Tents,  Camping 
Equipment ,  national c a m p  sites guide a n d  
Camping hainlhook. Morsan, 10-21Z 50th Ave- 
nue, Long Island City 1, New York. 

AIR MATTRESSES, world 's  largest  selection. 
Low prices. Send 25c (pr in t  name-address) for  
160 page complete catalogue of Tents. Camping 
Equipment,  National camp sites guide and  
Camping handbook. Morsan, 10-21X 50th Ave- 
nue, Long Island City 1, New York. 

"ORIGINAL U 33/40 ilALTSER Carbines; per-  
fec t  ;ilmost nriused. condition, 8mn1 Mauser 
fea therweight  German mount ;~ in  carbines. Only 
59.iJ. ') whilf tiny supply lusts. Hunter ' s  Lodge, 
200 South Union Street ,  Alexandria 2, Virginia." 

GUNS 6 AMMUNITION 

N E W  GENUINE Tra in ing  Rifles. Idea l  for 
parades,  color guards,  legion posts. Regulation, 
weight ;ind size. Clearing $4.50 each. Inter-  
national F i rearms Co., 22 Kingman,  St. Albans, 
Vermont. 

RIFI.ES, 3 0 3  BRITISH Enfields, a s  issued, 
good condition. $23.50 each. 303 Kril ish Xili-  
l a w  Ciirtridges, $7.50 per 100. Public Sport 
Shops, 11 S. 16th Street ,  Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

LTTGERS! MAUSERS! Colts! P-38s! Kentuck- 
ies! We:itherhys! Antique-Modern Guns, Gun- 
cessories! Super Barga in  Ciilalog only 50c. 
Agranionte's, Yonkers 2K, N.Y. 

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS! New Guns. Lowest 
ul'lces, filstest ~ le l ivery!  ('at:ilog 25c ( re fund-  
able).  Kenworth Anns ,  Winsted,  Minnesota. 

HAXDCT'XS-SEW enlarged 1958 ca ta log  50c. 
Robert Frit-lic-li, :!W Hroome St., New York 13, 
N v 

) o x ,  $29.50. A rolleetors i tem :ind a n  excellent =-=--------- -- 
- ,  

o o t c r .  1.imileil ( luanti ty.  Sonil remittance.  In- SENSATIONAI. R I F L E  Bargains :  U.S. 30-06 1[.1 GARAXDS $125,  N E ~  x - ~  Carl)illes $100, 
f i-n:~tion:i l  F i rearms Co., 22 Kingman St., cal. SpringlieM rifles. High numbers. All milled ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ,  c~~~~~~ ve,.de, ~ ~ i ~ ,  
AIbans, Vermont.  parts.  Very good-$39.95. Perfect-$44.50. U.S. - 

MI'I':(71.41, I11~;LEASE: ,455 Colt S e w  Service 
Model Revol \e rs ,  genuine North Itoyal West 
Mounted Police. A collectors iteni, ;in excellent 
h o o t e r .  (V.G. to  perfect)  only $32.50. Altered 
to  shoot .45 Colt A.C.P. $2.50 addit ional.  In te r -  
n:itioniil F i rearms,  22 Kingman St., Albans, 
Vermon 1. 

.:.77/450 E X F I E L I )  MARTINI:  Famous  Martini  
Henry lever notion. A r a r e  collectors i tem a n d  
a n  excellent shooter. Only $19.50 each. 577/450 
solid lead Kynoch smokeless car t r idges  $17.50 
ncr 100. Limited ounntity.  International Fire- 
iirms, 22 Kingman,  St. Albans, Vermont. 

S E W  ILLUSTRATED Gun Catalogue! Con- 
tains 300 ant ique  and  modern guns, edge 
weapons, oddit ies and  antique gun parts. Only 
50c in coin or  s tamp.  F i rearms Unlimited, 119 
Shady Avenue, P i t t sburgh  6, Pa.  

OVER 500 ANTIQUE-Modern Guns-Powder 
Flasks-Swords-Edged Weapons. Large  Pr in t -  
ed List  25c coin. Cartridge for Collectors List 
#66 25c coin. E d  Howe, Cooper Mills 11, Maine. 

lil'hTS! GUNS! Guns! Guns! Antique Collection 
-Kentucky's Colts. Winchesters, S.&W. Send 
l0c  for  This  month ' s  list. Pony Express Sport 
Shop, 17460 Ventura  Blvd., Encino 6, Calif. 

ANTIQUE ARMS tor Collector or  Shooter, a t  
Barga in  Prices. l 0 c  for  List. Ladd. Catskill, 
N. Y. 

ENGRAVING 

FINEST QUALITY Gun engraving. E. C. 
I'rud'homme, 305 Ward Bldg., Shreveport, La. 

e.. - 

Kniield rifles. Perfect  $29.50; U.S. 30-40 cal. 
K r a g  rifles. Very good-$:!7.50. U.S. 45-70 cal. 
Springfield rilles. Very good-$32.50. German 
'Mod. 98 Smin Mauser rifles. Very good-$37.50. 
Excellent-$42.50. German G-43 8mm Mauser 
se~~ii-; t~itoii i ; i t i(!  rifles. Excellent-$60.00. J a p  
7 7 m m  Arisaka rifles. W a r  issue. Excellent- 
$14.95. I ' re-War issue. ExcellentÃ‘$18.00 J a p  
6.51nin Arisaka rilles. Pre-War  issue. Very good 
- 20 00. J a p  30-06 cal. convened rifles. l're- 
W!lr 'issue. 1~:scellent $29.50. Pronlpt delivery. 
Money hack guarantee.  New free 1958 gun c a t -  
alogue. Freedland Arms Co., 34 P a r k  Row, New 
York, A'. Y. 

c.S. 30-06 CAL. S P R I N G F I E L D  rifles. High  
numbers. All milled parts.  Very good-$39.95. 
Perfect-$44.50. Low numbers.  Very good- 
$29.95. Perfect-$34.50. U.S. 30-06 cal. Enfield 
rifles. Perfect-$39.50. U.S. 30-40 cal. K r a g  
rifles. Good-$37.50. U.S. 45-70 cal. Springfield 
rifles. Very good-$32.50. German Xod. 98 8 m m  
Mauser rilles. Very good-$37.50. Excellent- 
$42.50. German (2-43 8 m m  Xauser  semi-auto- 
inatic rifles. Very good-$60.00. J a p  7.7mm 
Arisaka  rifles. W a r  issue. Very good-$14.95. 
I're-War issue. Very goodÃ‘$18.00 J a p  6.5mm 
Arisaka rifles. Very good-$20.00. J a p  30-06 cal. 
converted rilles. P r e - W a r  manufacture.  Very 
good-$22.50. Excellent-$29.50. Prompt  deliv- 
ery. Money back guarantee.  Free  1958 gun list. 
Freedland  A r m s  Co., 34 P a r k  Row, New York 
38, N. Y. 

SWISS PRECISION Service Rifles: Srhmidt  

a s  finest l ightweight sporter 22" barrel, only 
$22.50. New Release:  This  model converted to  
a Deluxe sporter to  shoot t h e  popular 30-30 
cartridge.  22" barrel. Only $29.50. Send remi t -  
tance. immedia te  shivment.  International Fire- 

GUN CABINETS 

GUN CABINETS, Racks.  Complete Selection. 
Send 2.5f for Catalogue. Uept. D, Knox Wood 
Proclucts, Knoxville. Iowa. 

GUNSMITHING 

SHOOTERS: I F  you a r e  interesteil in learning 
(;unsmithing and  are  willing to  spend a few 
hours in your home shop for a handsome ac- 
cura te  .22 t a r g e t  pistol, send 3 cent  s t a m p  for  
complete information. P. 0. Box 362, Ter re  
r, .... +-  ,..A<...... 

3 INDIAN WAR arrowheads.  F l in t  Scalping 
Knife. F l in t  Thunderbird $4.00. Cata loe  Free. 
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Arrowhead. Glen- 
wood, Arkansas.  

LEATHER CRAFT 

F R E E  " D O - I T - Y 0 V R S E I . F "  Leathercraf t  
Catalog. Tandy Leather  Company, Box 791-H24, 
P o r t  Worth.  Texas. 

WANTED 

OLD HANDCUFFS, legirons, thumhfasts,  
shackles wanted. Pa t te rson  Smith.  2FL, 269 
Shepard  Ave., E a s t  Orange, h'. J.  

MISCELLANEOUS 

30-06 S P R I N G F I E L D  OR Enfield Rifle Stock, a s  
issued, brand new. $2.95 each. A3-03 Springfield 
rifle barrels, cal. 30-06, brand new, Gov't. Sur- 
plus. 24-inch, completely finished. Value $25. 
Snecial $5.00 PostDaid. Public Svort  S h o ~ s .  11 . . 

a r m s  Co., 22 Kingman. St. Albans, Vermont. S: 16th Street ,  Phila.  2, Pa .  
- 

: U N  S H O P  F o r  Sa le :  Registered Colt Dealer. Higli Numbers. Like Sew-$41.00. U.S. 30-06 
( ' a te r ing  To 1 . a ~  Enforcement  officers. Corn- Enfields. Perfect-$38.00. U.S. 45-70 spring. CARRYALL, CANVAS Roll with s t r a p s  a n d  
plete line of llilles-H:lndguns. etc. Gunsmith- fields. v . ~ . - $ 2 9 . 9 ~ .  Catalogue loc .  M~~~~ ~~~k handle,  large size, 54 x 22 inches, for  travelers, 
ng-Custom Storks,  R @ b l u i w ,  inventory ap-  Guarantee.  xor theas tern  pirearms, 145 p~~~~~~ campers, baseball players, etc. Gov't Surplus, 
liroxiniately $25,000-1i Down. Located on s t r e e t ,  N~~~ york ,  N ~ \ , .  york .  brand new. value $12.50-Special $2.25 each. 
Main Bouleviird Oakhind-Calif. Eyesight and  Public Snort  Shops. 11 S. 16th Street ,  Philadel-  
Age Reason F o r  Sale. Diamond Gun Shop, 2257 F A M ~ U S  Revolvers, ,38 phia  2. Pa.  
.MarArthur Blvil., Oakland-Calif .  Smi th  & Wesson caliber Enfield. 6-shot. 5" bbl. 

, i , O O o , o O o  GUN stocked-modern, ob- 
only $19.50, ,455 Webley 4" bhl. $14.50, 6', bbl. HAND illlllrOved lleW lnode l s  

foreign, send tracing, description for $16.50. a l t ~ r e d  to  shoot 45 ACP $2.00 additional. nlany uses* for  laying draii's- ditc'lesl 

Exce]lent fonll i t ion,  ~~~~~~~~i~~~~ Firearms tions, grading. contouring. las ing  out  of fences, 
quotation.  44/40 Ins tan t  Gun re-bluer, t akes  
seconds- 1 >,rg est selling- absulutely guaran- Co'. 2 2  King111an2 st' vernlOnt' 

teed, $2.00 bottle. Junked guns  wanted for p a r t s  



7-?yW^Sf- fed J L "T"î "Â¥^VT- .' WF- -Ãˆ . - -  " .r.,.. ^-'-is " -  . I '  - ' n ^- )FWS . .- 4 _ ^  @OGGLES GOV'T Surplus, for industrial use, 
ekiing. motorcyclists and auto driving. Value 
$12.50. Sale $1.95 per pair. Public Sport Shops, 
11 S. 16th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

HANDCUFFS, BRAND new. $15.00 Value, 
nickel plated, peerless type, lightweight, Spe- 
cial Sale $7.95 pair. Public Sport Shops, 11 S. 

th Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa. 

AZI UNIFORMS Booklet: "Uniforn~s-Badges- 
Intelligence Data German (Nazi) Forces" 64 
pages, 35 plates, some color. $1.00; Kingstons, 
920 Third, Seattle 4, Wash. 

RIFLE SLINGS, leather. Army Surplus, 1% 
inch. Brand new, $2.00 each. Public Sport 
Shops. 11 S. 16th Street. Philadelchia 2. Pa. 

to sell in price competition with standard a standard pattern. The plain models are 
"famous brands." And that is exactly what offered at only a little less than the competi- 

tive model, but in the fancy styles they can 
offer elaborate decoration for low cost. 

Faced with price - competitive imported 
guns, the arms editor often falls back on 
a universal condemnation of the foreign stuff, 
and urges his readers to buy domestic makes 
only. But free trade has always seemed to 
be a root of the gun trade, and Stoeger's 
Ruby revolvers do not fall into the class of 
Spanish "Smith & Wessons" of the 1920s. 
The Ruby Extra is one of the best made 
copies of the Smith-better than the Italian 
Galesi copies seen abroad-and offers a 
worthwhile package to the penny saving gun 
bug. It will appeal to the man who wants 
something different, a novelty. It will appeal 
to the shooter who wants to save money in 
the deluxe grades. As service arms they need 
to be "proved" to Americans, though they 
have been in use in South America for many 
years, and it is said that the Israel 9mm 
service revolver is a Ruby. Of course, the 
Ruby Extra is backed 100 per cent by 
Stoeger's usual parts and service warranties. 

their S & W pattern "Ruby" revolvers will do, 
as distributed by Stoegers. 

The Rubys all sell for the same price, 
$59.60, while deluxe models are available in 
chrome plate ($80), gold plated ($90) and 
engraved on up to $400 in the most elaborate 
gold damaskeened finish. In the standard 
blue models, the appearance is very good- 
surprisingly good, in view of all the bad 
marks which other Spanish revolvers have 
earned in past years. On a 2" barrel square 
butt .38 Special examined the polish is even, 
a satiny surface with a good, uniform color 
of chemical blue-black. The grips follow the 
newest style, giving firm hold and good trig- 
ger control. Double action squeeze again is 
surprisingly good. The serrated trigger gives 
a firm surface for the finger, and in listening 
closely to the lockwork motion no particular 
grating or scratching could be heard. Fitting 
inside was therefore pretty smooth. The DA 
pull is light on several models in .38 and .22 
examined, and there is no question but that 
it is a good gun, among the best of the 
Spanish make pistols. 

Although the mark "Ruby Extra" is 
stamped in a distinctive oval trademark be- 
low the thumb latch, and the maker's name 
is plain elsewhere, the guns are copied from 
the Smith & Wesson. The situation is not 
novel: years ago in the 1860's the Colt pocket 
model revolver was copied by half a dozen 
makers, because the design was sound, and 
they could therefore compete on a price 
basis. Gabilondo's imports from Stoegers are 
along these lines, and while they are not of 
the duality of S & W finishing. they are well- 

HIGH PAYING Jobs. Opportunities, foreign, 
USA. All trades. Companies pay fare. For infor- 
mation, 1020 Broad, Newark, New Jersey. 

RELOADING SUPPLIES. Loading data on 
Hodgdon powders 25c. Price list free. B. E. 
Hodgdon, Inc.. Merriam. Kansas. 

UNUSUAL, IMPORTED Reading and Photo 
Books. List lOc. Olympia Books, 6715 Holly- 
wood Blvd.. Ho11vwood. Calif. 

~ - - - - ..., - - ~ - -  " - - .. , - -. . . . 

HANDCUFFS, $7.50; LEG Irons, $5.00. Leather 
and canvas restraints. Thomas Ferrick, 13ox 12. 
Newburyport, Mass. 

ELECTRIC PENCIL: Engraves all Metals, 
$2.00. Beyer Mfg. 18.511-Q Springfield, Chi- 
cago 43. 

Wild Bill 
HEAVY - D U T Y  

GUN BELT 
Late Flash-Steyr Pocket 
Auto Pistols 

m 
ut of the old West.. a handsome, gen- 0 nine Western Gun Belt Ole Wild Bill 

himself would be proud to wear. Make it 
-mically with this special Tandy Leather- 
craft Kit Complete with a contour belt cut 
from heavy Live Oak Cowhide which meas- 
ures 3%' wide and 41" long, including 

I FOR FREE LEATHERCRAFT CATALOG 
Tand y Leather Go. /Since 1919) 

P.O. Box 791-DL Â¥'or Worth,Te= 

Imported by Stoeger is the new Steyr 
(Austrian) double action pocket pistol, in 
.32 ACP caliber only at this time. Latest 
in the pistol field, this unusual weapon is 
DA only, has no exposed hammer, and is an 
ideal pocket or home pistol since it is as safe 
as a revolver from accidental discharge. 
Takedowu is swift: a bayonet-lock collar 
twists out of the front, releasing the spring. 
Then the slide goes to the rear and lifts up 
and forward for removal. No price as yet. 

- .  
made revolvers of 

-. . 
~ o d  materials, following 

Now! Sharpe & HartA 1 PARTING SHOTS 
Dares to be Different! 
SCHULTZ & LARSEN MODEL 60 

SPORTING RIFLE 
Chambered only for the 

7 x 61 

SHARPE & H A R T  
A 

C A R T R I D G E  

A 

Amazingly A ONLY ONE MODEL! 
2 ONLY ONE CALIBER! 

ONE NEW LOW PRICE! 
OTHER PRICES ARE GOING UP-BUT. . . 

are going down-sharply! 
savin s can be made by 

L,  ON^ CALIBER and ONE 
growing demand for the 

r - mostly wanted in the 
& Hart caliber - convinces us that this 

is the rifle our customers want1 

WRITE TODAY FOR NEW PRICE LIST 
Don't pass u this op~ortunity to cash-in on Shame & Hart's "DARES 
TO BE DIFFERENT" plus value offer! 

The Sharpe & Hart Associates, Inc. 
4437-D Piedmont Avenue 
Oakland, California Emmitsburg 1, Md. 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE 
CEO. L. McNICOL CO. Ltd.. 1138 Homer St., Vancouver 3, B. C. 

Ask your dealer-if he can't sup~ly-WE WILL! 

.,.- - - - - 
"Big caliber plus high velocity." 



ariable Power 2'Ax to 8x 
It's the most wanted scope on the market-the only multi-purpose scope of 
its kind providing year 'round hunting through an excellent choice of low 
powers for big game and high powers (up to 8 X ) for varmints. And there's 
no change in reticle size, eye relief focus or point of impact as power is 
changed! BALvar 8 is rugged . . . designed and built to take hard punishment 
during hunting trips. All adjustments are made externally in the mount-no 
delicate internal parts to jar loose. With its lifetime guarantee, the BALvar 
8 is your +st buy . . . it's several scopes in one for all hunters! Price .$99.50. 

INTERCHANGEABLE-RIFLE TO RIFLE! \WIDE FIELD! The wide field 2 % ~  7 Put B&L mounts on your favorite hunt- (40' at 100 yds.) helps t h e  hunter in 
ing rifles; zero your BALvar 8 on these tracking a moving targetÃ‘Wclos in" on 
mounts . . . once your mounts a r e  game with desired power and shoot 
zeroed, BALvar 8 can be transferred with accuracy. 

EXCLUSIVE! NO CHANGE I N  RETICLE SIZE 
WITH CHANGE OF POWER 
Patented B&L tapered cross-hair ret- 
icle, % minute at center, appears 
sharp, suitably fine and the same size 
at any power setting. Taper of cross- 
hairs snaps the eye to center point for 
quick aiming. 

from mount to mount in seconds, lock- 
ing in perfect zero every time! \SHOOT NOW-PAY LATER! BUY your 

BALvar 8 or  any other fine B&L scope 

03 SAFETY FEATURE-VARIABLE POWER! now on the convenient time payment 
When hunting. use higher Dower for plan. As little as 10% down and the 
positive identification of target. A quick scope's yours. Pay the balance in  con- 
turn of the power ring to 8 x  and a venient monthly payments while you're 
better look at  your target may prevent enjoying the use of the scope. Ask your 
an accident. dealer for this easy purchase plan. 

FREE! "FACTS ABOUT TELESCOPIC SIGHTS" 
Send for your copy of this unusual 96-page manual, 4 
filled with valuable information about scope shooting. 
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co, 20628 Lomb Park, Roch- 
ester 2, New York. 

BAUSCH & LOME 
SINCE 



You're looking a t  a completely new bolt action rifle that boasts many 
important improvements and refinements. Gracefully proportioned. . . 
beautifully balanced, the featherweight One-Ten is precision-engineered 
for outstanding accuracy, reliability and safety. 

The One-Ten is the first bolt action rifle in years to be designed and 
built right here in America. True, modern lines bring out the handsome 
finish of wood and metal parts. And that's just the beginning. 

You've really got to shoot the One-Ten to appreciate the accuracy, 
convenience and safety engineered into it. For example: there's a $109.75.. . .30-'06 ,270 
4-shot, staggered magazine that offers new protection to bullet tips for ('SCOPE EXTRA] 

greater accuracy . . . and a solid steel receiver with twin gas ports for 
added safety . . . plus many other outstanding features. The One-Ten is 
chambered for two of the most popular big game calibers-.3o-'o6 Savage , e A n c M A R x  

and .270. For full specifications on the One-Ten and other fine Savage-Stevens-Fox S A V A G E .  S T E V E N S .  F O X  F~~~~~~~ 

shotguns and rifles, write Savage Arms, Chicopee Falls 4, Mass. A , k  Fe(Ccs s u ~ J ~ ~ ~  TO cHANcr.. . SLIOHTLV  fa^^^ CANADA 

Folding Rear Sight..  . The new 
Savage rear sight folds for use 
with low mount 'scopes-then 
snaps back to the same eleva- 
tion setting. Has perpendicular 
white center line on rear sight 
for quick sighting. 

' * 
. , .  . Top-Tang Safety . . . Thumb I 

safety locks trigger, sear and 
bolt. Easily accessible for right- 
or left-handedshooter. ASavaee - 
exclusive. Magazine can be un- 
loaded by operating bolt with 
trigger and sear locked. 

New Design Bolt-Double Front 
Locking Lugs. . . Lugs cam into 
front of receiver for a strong 
lockup. Recessed bolt head is 
fully enclosed in the receiver 
when firing. Bolt is easily re- 
moved and disassembled. .. . 

4 . 1- 

Telescope and Aperture Sights 
... Receiver tapped for popular 
'scope top mounts and aperture 
~ights  . . . straight knurled bolt 
handle fits recess in stock-per- 
mitiing low 'scope mounting. 

Graceful Design - Perfect Bal- 
ance . . . Selected walnut stock. ., .i 

Checkered fore-end and capped 1 
pistol grip, fluted comb. About 
6% lbs. 22" full-floating tapered 
barrel adds to accuracy and 
easy handling. 

Cocking Indicator-Adjustable 
Trigger Pull . . . The cocking 
'indicator on right side shows at  

I 
a touch or glance if action is 
cocked or fired. Trigger pull 
easily adjusted without remov- 
ing stock from rifle. 
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